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The Adventures of Simoustapha, and the Princess Ilsetilsone.

U
NDER the reign of Haroun-Alraschid, a young man, of the most regular
features, of the most beautiful and agreeable countenance, and of the most
majestic and elegant mein, came to settle in Bagdad, Here he purchased a

considerable inn, empty by the death of an eminent citizen; he embellished the
gardens, gave a new appearance to the rooms, and, in short, he converted this
small palace into such a splendid cook’s shop as had never been seen in Bagdad,
or perhaps in any other city of Asia.

Here every thing was served up in silverplate and china, by slaves dressed
with uncommon taste and neatness. The pastry, and every other dish, was
seasoned with a delicacy which even the cooks of the caliph were unable to rival.
This most eminent cook’s name was Simoustapha.

His fine figure, his engaging and polite manner, and the splendid
entertainments which he gave, soon invited to his house the first rate people of
Bagdad, and, as his ragouts never failed to sharpen the bluntest appetite, he
became the favourite cook of the place. His house and gardens were continually
crowded with those who prefer luxury to the most rational enjoyments.

The caliph’s courtiers were constantly praising in his presence the cook’s
exquisite entertainments; but, either the prince could spare no time for the trifles
of the kitchen, or the desire of satisfying himself of the skill of Simoustapha must
come to him in a way corresponding with his own whim and caprice.

The slaves, particularly the females, of Haroun’s palace, took a turn every
day round Simoustapha’s shop, and never returned without something prepared
after his best manner.

The most forward of these slaves was Namouna, the affectionate governess
of the princess Ilsetilsone, a most amiable young lady, and the caliph’s sole
progeny by Zobeida, who, of all his other women, was his darling favourite.

Namouna enjoying such freedom as was suitable to her station and time of
life, walked every day in the streets of Bagdad. The children knew her
notwithstanding her veil, and named her whenever they saw her.

Simoustapha, whose shop she frequented, naturally obliging to every body,
was particularly so to her. He made her sit down, served her first, and, by his
agreeable and polite attentions, prepossessed her much in his favour.

The good old lady, highly gratified with every piece of flattery, said within
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herself, “Ha, fine young fellow, heaven bless thee, thou reverest old age:” and,
whenever she entertained the young princess with the news she had picked up in
her city-walks, she always concluded with an encomium on the charming
Simoustapha.

He had shown her all his gardens with the utmost politeness, and treated
her on every occasion, even without knowing her, with every possible degree of
respect. The whole of his behaviour was natural, and flowed from a benevolent
soul, and the highest esteem for the sex.

“He is so obliging,” exclaimed Namouna, “his voice is so sweet and
melodious, that every word conveys a secret charm. His deportment is noble as
his deeds. In a word, he is a transcript of Joseph, Jacob’s darling son. God protect
the woman who shall be tempted to take hold of his mantle! But he is harmless
as a dove.”

Ilsetilsone was highly diverted with her old confidant. And no sooner had
she returned from the city, than she inquired how, she had succeeded with the
cook.

I will take care, said Namouna, that I may not be imposed upon; sure I am
not so weak as to fall in love; but there can be no harm in regaling myself with,
his ragouts: whatever comes from his hand may serve a queen. Surely it would
discover a want of taste, to shun the company of a young man more beautiful
than any prince upon earth. Why should I deny myself the pleasure of seeing him?
Every look of his seems to renew my age. Methinks his pastries reflect his image.
I have one of them here for Mesrour, our principal eunuch, which he will take to
the palace.

Namouna was not mistaken; for Mesrour had carried the tart which the
governess had given him to the favourite sultaness, who regaled the caliph with
it, without letting him know whence it had come.

Haroun having exclaimed how good it was, soon learned that it was got at
Simoustapha’s shop, the cook of whom he had heard so much.

The sultaness proposed to Haroun that next morning they should have a
full service from this excellent cook’s shop, and that Mesrour should be instantly
dispatched with the necessary commands.

This is but little of what the enthusiasm of the old governess about
Simoustapha excited in the palace. Every thing conspired to increase it: His easy
manner, his fine figure, the real excellence of his ragouts, and the prepossession
of the whole palace in his favour, although he had scarcely been a year at Bagdad.

Haroun eat with a very uncommon relish at the table of his favourite
sultaness, and showed that he was particularly pleased with the repast. Next
morning he ordered his own table to be supplied from the same shop; his women
partook of the dainties. In short, it came to this, that nobody in the palace thought
himself well dined unless there were one or two of Simoustapha’s dishes on the
table.
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Namouna rejoiced in seeing her idol’s reputation increase. The caliph had
already sent to his daughter’s table several of the most exquisite dishes; but they
did not flatter her palate so much as the governess expected. The continual
mention that was made of Simoustapha’s name distracted her; but the gluttonous
woman was not here for nothing.

”See,” says the good governess, “how this charms the eye; smell this cake.”
She now describes the kitchen of Simoustapha: It is as beautiful as if it were hung
round with mirrors. The pavement is of polished marble; every thing is
incomparably brilliant. In the middle of seven beautiful young men, dressed as for
a wedding, and employed about the furnaces, Simoustapha watches over the
business. Being considerably higher than any of the workmen, he appears like the
moon among the stars. He finishes off every dish himself, and thus conveys to it
a secret charm.” But, whilst the old governess was thus launching out into the
praises of the cook, she did not perceive what impression she was making upon
the young princess; for these encomiums kindled a flame no less lively than
dangerous.

Ilsetilsone, who wished to conceal both from herself and others her fondness
for a cook, is endeavouring to combat the rising passion, loses her sleep, her
appetite, her tranquillity, and falls into such a melancholy, as made her
affectionate father dread the consequence.

The poor governess bewailed the situation of her charming mistress. Her
sighs made her suspect the cause of hear uneasiness. In short, an order which
she received, though but of little consequence, confirmed her suspicions.

For two days the princess had eaten nothing: “I see,” said Namouna, “that
I will be obliged to procure for you, as well as for myself, a dish from the hand of
my friend Simoustapha.”

The beautiful princess smiled without saying any thing; and the obliging old
governess ran to her favourite cook’s shop. “Serve me well,” said she to him, “my
amiable young man; I have a daughter whose life is dearer to me than my own,
display your skill in preparing a dish to revive her appetite. For these two days she
has eaten nothing, and I fear the consequence. If you make a ragout to please her,
you shall have a hundred sequins for your trouble.”

Simoustapha looked the old lady broad in the face, and knew perfectly that
she had no daughter; besides, that the hundred sequins which she offered were
sufficient to assure him of the fact if he had not known it already.

“Is she then indisposed?” replied he, with an air of anxiety. “More than
indisposed,” answered Namouna; “you see my distress for her: but whatever
comes from you is so good, that, if she once taste it, I hope she will get better.”

“This is the first time,” replied Simoustapha, “that I have been afraid of not
succeeding.” He set instantly to work, and suffered nobody to touch it but himself:
In a moment the old woman was ready to set out for the palace; but she first
wanted to satisfy his demands.
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The cook would take nothing. “If it please her,” said he, “I am well paid; if
not, I should have nothing.”

Namouna reached the palace, presented the ragout; Ilsetilsone tasted it,
found it delicious, and eat the whole of it. The eyes of the governess sparkled with
joy upon seeing the success of her stratagem; and she now extolled the
complaisance, the eagerness, and the address of Simoustapha.

“He believed,” said she, “that it was for my daughter; in an instant he set to
work. I would have given him a hundred sequins, but he would take nothing; he
was happy that he had it in his power to oblige me.”

“In what sort of a body,” said Ilsetilsone, “does this dignity and nobility of
a prince lodge?” “It lodges,” replied Namouna, “in a body which Solomon himself
would be proud of, were he to appear again upon earth; and he would find it
difficult to acquit himself so well as Simoustapha.”

When the repast was over, this beautiful princess abandoned herself anew
to her frenzy. “What,” said Namouna to her, “are you to behave so, after you have
eaten with such pleasure! Instead of distracting you, I thought that I should have
put you in a situation to receive the caliph, both with greater pleasure to yourself
and more comfort to him.”

“I cannot do otherwise, my dear Namouna,” said the princess, “in spite of
me my heart is wounded.” “Without doubt,” replied the governess, “there is a
secret within your breast which preys upon your vitals, and yet you would conceal
it from me, who love you more than my own life.”

“As my secret,” answered Ilsetilsone, “is nothing to my honour, it ought to
die with myself. If I cannot keep it, am I to expect that another can?”

“My beautiful princess,” replied the governess, “you are about to hasten
your destiny. My soul is a well into which your secret may descend without ever
being seen again, and I may fall upon some means to afford you comfort.”

“Oh, Namouna,” interrupted Ilsetilsone, “pray to God to cure me, he must
interpose some miracle in my behalf.”

“Well we will pray together, and obtain this miracle. He has already
performed many in these places. By miraculous interposition he delivered the
Jews, his chosen people, from the hands of Pharaoh: But, in the present case, he
will not have to dry up the sea. Instead of that great man Moses, there is only
need of a secondary instrument, and here am I ready to serve you; confide in me;
don’t distrust her who loves you more than her own life, and who is ready to
sacrifice it to your interest. I have years and experience; I can administer useful
counsel, and devise methods which your own inexperience could never suggest.
In a word, intrust me with the subject of that melancholy which you indulge at the
risk of your life.”

“Ho! my good Namouna,” replied the princess, “shame ought to shut my
mouth; but my confidence in you makes me open it.”

“You know as well as I the true cause of my misfortune; and I would have
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blamed you more than any person else for having contributed to it, did I not see
that it is the effect of an inevitable fatality.”

“I am passionately in love: every thing has tended to inflame my passion,
and to derange my brain. You, Namouna, the women of the palace, my father the
caliph, every one seems to me to be him. In short, he hath appeared to me in two
dreams. Now name, if you dare, the object of my affection: tell who is the only man
with whom the daughter of the commander of the faithful, of the king of the kings
of the earth would live, and without whom life itself would be insupportable.
Excuse, if possible, this incredible extravagance, and pardon yourself for having
raised it by your continual accounts and encomiums.”

“Have you seen him in your dreams?” said the serious old governess with
a grave countenance: “You may assure yourself that if it was really he, he was as
beautiful as the angel who poured out the sherbet to the great prophet when he
was translated to the seventh heaven. Do you recollect his features?”

”No, that is impossible,” said Ilsetilsone; “I was confounded, transported, at
the sight of such an enchanting object. He threw himself at my feet, and swore
that he would adore no other creature but me; but in two dreams I have
constantly seen the same object;. I would recollect him if I saw him again; but it
is as impossible for me to paint him, as to forget him.

“Thus, Namouna” added the princess, with an air of confusion, “while my
father denies the princes of the east, one after another, the pretended honour of
my hand, the object of the love and ambition of so many kings, I would think
myself happy in being bound for life to———.”

“To Simoustapha,” replied the old woman: “don’t blush to name him; his
name is a panegyric. All the crowns upon earth should be put upon his head.
There are a hundred kings in the world., but there should be none but
Simoustapha.”

“Take care,” said Ilsetilsone, “you will ruin me.”— “I ruin you, my dear
princess, I love you more than my own soul. Let the angel of death shut my eyes
as soon as they have witnessed your felicity. We must visit Simoustapha together;
and if you find that it was he who appeared to you in your two dreams, the fate
which has destined you for him is irrevocable, and I instantly become the
instrument of your destiny,

“But how,” answered Ilsetilsone, “can I see him without exposing myself?”
“Trust that to me,”said the old governess; sleep well this night, that sleep may
revive your complexion, and restore the red to your lips. To-morrow you shall see
him whom you love; then you shall know if it be he whom the enchanting dream
has presented to you; and, as I am always ready to serve you, matters shall be
managed so, as not to have the smallest appearance of being thought of
before-hand. Ilsetilsone, a little comforted, upon hearing this went to bed.

Early next morning the old governess flew to the shop of Simoustapha. “I
am come,” said she to him, “to give you an account of the ragout you gave me: You
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have been paid according to your wish, for there was none of it left; but my fine
young man,” added she, “what will you give me, if I shall inform you of the
happiest news possible for one of your age and condition?”

“Whatever you please,” replied Simoustapha.
“I am to tell you,” continued the old governess, “that the lady you have

regaled so well is to dine to-day on your ragouts; but take care to prepare every
thing with your own hand.”

“Your orders,” replied Simoustapha, “I shall most cheerfully execute.” “If so,”
said Namouna, “you owe me a kiss already; see if I shall have it in my power to
increase the number of your obligations.”

“Do you know that you have to give a dinner to the greatest and the most
beautiful princess upon earth, even to the incomparable Ilsetilsone?” “My heart,”
replied Simoustapha, blushing, “hath already announced her to me.”

“What,” said Namouna, “your heart? What, your heart? Are you in love with
my princess?”

“The princes of Asia burn with love for her, and blush not to own their
passion. Her beauty, her virtues, subdue every one who hears of her; but, for my
own part, I would be proud to be one of her slaves.”

“If you are prejudiced in her favour,” answered Namouna, “and if you are
impatient to see her, I can assure you she has the same curiosity with respect to
you.”

“Her slave,” said Simoustapha, “is ready to fly to her feet.” “Since you are
in this situation,” replied the old governess, “you ought to come yourself and ask
payment; you will receive it from her beautiful hand. Prepare the dinner, send it
into the palace with your own slaves, by the large gate. As soon as the repast is
over, you must be ready at a secret outlet, which I will show you. But remember,
my dear Simoustapha, that you now owe me a kiss more.”

“I owe you a thousand,” said Simoustapha, embracing the old governess
with rapture; after which they went different ways.

Simoustapha exerts his utmost skill in preparing the repast. Ten blooming
young slaves, beautiful as Cupids, and dressed with the utmost elegance, are
ordered to carry it to the palace.

Ilsetilsone is agreeably surprised with this piece of gallantry. The old
confident officiated as landlord; and the young princess, eating ragouts prepared
by him whom she loved, made a most delicious repast, which far exceeded any
idea she had conceived of it.

She praised every bit to Namouna. “Eat, eat,” said the good old governess
to her, “what comes from him must be good.” “Is it possible that Simoustapha
loves me,” says the princess, “when he has never seen me?”

“Seen you!” replied Namouna, “you who lose your rest for him. Whatever is
decreed in heaven, my dear child, must be accomplished on earth by means, no
matter how extraordinary.”
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“As soon as I told him that a great lady, very well pleased with the first dish
she had got from him, wanted a whole dinner prepared by his own hands, he
guessed it to be you, because his heart had announced it to him. In the transports
of joy into which he was thrown, in having it in his power to serve you, and the
hope of seeing you, he quite confounded me old and forward as I am.”

“You will pardon me, my dear princess, for receiving the first caresses of
your lover, when I tell you, that he appeared to me to be passionately fond of you.
Besides, I am ready to give you what I got.” In saying that, the old governess threw
herself on the neck of her mistress and embraced her with her whole soul.

“You are too fond, my good Namouna,” said Ilsetilsone. “Not more so than
every female of Bagdad,” replied Namouna. “If the kisses of this beautiful cook
were to be sold, you would see what a price; the crier would make a fortune by
them.”

While this conference was going on in the palace, the young slaves of
Simoustapha, who had been ordered to serve up the dishes on the table of the
princess, returned transported with joy at the manner in which they had been
received, and each with five pieces of gold from the hand of the beautiful
Ilsetilsone.

Simoustapha, encouraged to make his visit, from the flattering reception his
slaves had met with, dispatches his business, goes to the bath,— perfumes
himself, and dresses in his best robes. After this he went straight to the palace,
and to the outlet that had been pointed out to him.

Namouna waited at the door to introduce him. The princess observed from
the terrace of the palace a man conducted towards her, suspended between love,
hope, and fear. “It is he,” said she, “the very man whom I saw twice in my dreams;
he appeared to me the first time in this dress; the second time, his dress was so
splendid that I was unable to bear its lustre.”

Whilst she was making these short remarks, Simoustapha entered the room
destined for the interview; and the princess came in from another side.
Simoustapha, as soon as he saw her, saluted her most respectfully, and looked
upon her down-cast eyes, and her arms across her breast, till she spoke to him.

“Are you,” said Ilsetilsone, “the cook whose praises I have heard so often
celebrated?” “You do me too much honour,” answered Simoustapha.

“I don’t agree to that,” replied the princess “you appear very far superior to
your condition, although you acquit yourself in it with amazing address. You
perform your business so nobly, that, although it seems made for you, you do not
seem made for it. But what, pray, were the reasons that induced you to make
choice of Bagdad for your residence?”

“Oh! most admirable princess,” said Simoustapha, “if you wish your slave
to speak sincerely, remove the veil which impairs his confidence, that the truth
which proceeds from his mouth may reach your ear. I have already suffered too
much in being prevented from admiring the charms which that impertinent object
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keeps from my view.”
“You have not,” said the princess, “been a year at Bagdad, and, if my veil

distresses you, it hath been but for a moment; how then can you speak of long
torments?” “From this moment,” replied Simoustapha, “I have felt the first
transport of love, which will end but with my life.”

“A rigorous law,” replied Ilsetilsone, “hinders me to take off my veil.— “A
respectful bashfulness,” answered Simoustapha, “detains my secret upon my
lips.”

“This childishness,” cried the good Namouna, “makes us lose time; and the
principal eunuch, who is not long in going his rounds, has a great chance to come
upon us.” Upon saying that, she approached the princess, and tore off the veil.

It seemed as if timidity and bashfulness had been attached to this trifling
piece of stuff. For, as soon as Ilsetilsone got rid of it, she slipped toward
Simoustapha; and they now embraced each other with the greatest appearance
of tenderness.

A collation had been prepared on the spot; and the two lovers, for no word
there had escaped from both, availed themselves of it. They looked, sighed, and
eat with distraction, while the blessed quarter of an hour flew on.

Namouna turned away from them. They parted with tears in their eyes. They
protested that they were in love for life, and that they must break the chains of
pleasure and of custom at once.

Ilsetilsone, from an excess of content, fell instantly into the utmost despair.
In vain, every day, did they serve her table with dishes prepared by her lover; she
was not to be imposed upon by the niceties of art. From the happy moment of
their interview, every object: but himself appeared insipid to her. She became
emaciated. She pined away.

Namouna was distressed for her. “Be then reasonable,” said she to her,
“enjoy the pleasure of loving and of being loved. You desire to see your lover, and
to be in his company. But prudence requires of you to do your duty. You may ruin
the whole by your want of patience, and efface that vivid complexion, that flower
of youth, which is the greatest charm of your beauty. Leave the matter to me. A
matter of so great moment cannot be happily conducted with such precipitation.”

“Look at these beautiful stars; if one of them wishes to hasten its course, it
leaves its proper orbit, and falls, never to rise again. That which directs your
fortune keeps pace with the rest. There is a danger in wishing to change its
course.”

“I hear your advice, my dear Namouna,” said Ilsetilsone , “but I cannot
follow it. If you wish me to eat, tell me that you will let me see Simoustapha.”

“Very well, since he must engross your whole attention, sit down to table
and eat; I shall fall upon some method for you.”

The princess caused some food be brought her, took a little of it, and
instantly asked what she had done.
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“Since you wish to know my scheme,” said Namouna, “attend. For these
some days you have been confined to bed, and have not paid your usual visits to
the caliph. I expect to see the principal eunuch coming to inquire what confines
you to your room. Upon his answer, the caliph and Zobeida, your mother, will
come to see what is the cause of your indisposition. Attend to all the questions
which the affection of a father and of a mother can suggest. Imagine them saying,
Do you feel any pain? Does ought here hurt you, or displease you? What will comfort
you? Prepare your answers before-hand.”

“Beware of saying that you are indisposed; for they would send the doctor
to you, who should confound you with nauseous drugs, which you have no need
of, but say that you are overwhelmed with a languor, which has been occasioned
by too much confinement; and that a little exercise would be the cure.”
 “You must then request them to permit you to go to amuse yourself at
Bagdad; and that they would grant you two days, at two different times, so near
one another as to have the desired effect; at the same time, so distant as not to
interrupt the business of the town. Besides, a crier must announce when you are
to set out, that there may be nobody either to disquiet you, or to feel uneasy on
your account.”

“You must ask to go to the bath the first day, and to visit the shops the
second. Our devotion will next induce us to visit the mosques. I will then conduct
every thing so as to turn out the leave you have got for amusement to the best
advantage in every respect.”

Namouna had scarcely unfolded her design, when Mesrour, the chief of the
eunuchs, arrived from the caliph, to visit the princess.

The conference of this small event justified all the foresight of Namouna.
Haroun and Zobeida came to see their daughter, who obtained leave from

them to walk in Bagdad, at the times, and under the conditions premeditated by
Namouna.

Haroun, upon returning into his apartment, orders Giafar to take every
necessary precaution, in order that the princess might, early next morning, along
with her retinue, enjoy the pleasure of a walk in all the streets of the city; and that
she might see every curiosity in it without being exposed to the looks of any body.

The grand vizier issued these orders to the chief magistrate; and, on that
very night, all the people of Bagdad were warned by the public criers to ornament
their shops with all their most curious wares: But, at the hour of prayer, nobody
was to appear, either in the streets or in the houses, that neither the passage, nor
the curiosity of Ilsetilsone, who was to walk at that hour, might be interrupted:
Everything that might be taken by those who composed her retinue was to be
paid, and every pillage they made indemnified. Those, however, who, from a spirit
of restlessness or curiosity, should disobey the orders, were to meet with the
severest treatment.

When the business was set in order, Namouna, anticipating the success,
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came to acquaint Ilsetilsone. “Ha! well, is every thing set in order according to
your wishes? Will the streets of Bagdad be sufficiently clear for you to-morrow
morning?”

“They will be too much so, if all the inhabitants remove,” replied the
princess, “if nobody remain in the houses.”

“You don’t view the nature of the order in the same light that I do, Madam;
all the shops, all the houses which are upon the streets must be entirely empty,
but if to-morrow all the people of Bagdad were forced to go out of the city, for the
want of tents they would perish by the heat of the sun. Every one is to shut
himself up in a part of his house, from which he can neither hear nor see any
thing, and far less be seen. Those who are rich will go to their country-seats; such
again as are poor will seek where to conceal themselves. The city must look like
a desert; and it is by being so that it will answer our purpose. There you may do
what you please: Your female attendants will run up and down the shops with a
curiosity, and an eagerness of which you have no idea. The eunuchs will follow in
order to watch the females, and to observe what they pick up. They must also
attend to some small affairs of their own; and, during that time, we must mind
ours. Be content; go to the bath; sup cheerfully; sleep as well as you can; and
don’t become careless about your beauty. To-morrow I hope to see the happiest
couple upon earth.”

Ilsetilsone did every thing that her good governess required of her.
The good cook was thrown into despair, when he heard the criers announce,

that, before his princess should walk in Bagdad, every body should disappear; and
that he who should have the impudence to appear in her sight should be put to
death.

Namouna arrived and found him overwhelmed with grief. “Why,” said she,
after she had explained the motive of it to him, “do you torment yourself about an
order which I expressly solicited, in order to bring about your interview with my
princess? Tomorrow morning you must send all your slaves out of the city: You
must pretend to follow them; you must enter your house by the back-door; and
you must wait for us in the bottom of the garden. We will go into your shop; the
noise that we will make will let you know where we are; and, at any rate, without
your showing yourself, I know where to find you. As soon as it is night, prepare
something to regale us with to-morrow. I know that you are by no means
avaricious; I could engage for it, however, that you are going to make some trick
of it.”

“You astonish me,” said Simoustapha, “especially when I am so much
disposed to serve you.” “I will put you to the trial immediately,” replied the old
lady; “what I am to tell you ought to charm you: Do you remember how you paid
me for the first good news I brought you? Could you still pay me in the same
manner?”

“I understand you,” said Simoustapha, “you are here in the midst of all that
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I possess, choose what you please. What you ask is no more mine.”
“Pure avarice!” cried Namouna merrily. “I will tell your mistress that I have

discovered a failing in you, which is not at all common to people of your age, I will
avenge myself upon you for this.”

“I will not, however, cause pain to my dear child: She has not had a
moment’s ease since she saw you. She does nothing but sighs. She would not
have survived, had I not fallen upon some means to get you a quiet interview with
one another at Bagdad. I want to take her some good news from you. What shall
I say to her?”

“That I am charmed, that I am in raptures, that I cannot express myself,
that I am impatient for the happy moment which shall reunite us. If she has
enjoyed little rest since we saw one another, I have enjoyed none. My heart is so
full of the charming idea, that her name is continually on my lips. I am forced to
condemn myself to an absolute silence, that it may not escape.”

“Well,” said the old woman, “provided I can repeat all that, I may say that
I go with my pockets full of words: With respect to deeds—, do you give me
nothing to carry to her? However, I should have been faithful in giving it to her.”
In saying so, the good old woman presented her cheek, but to no purpose. She
then parted with him: “Adieu, covetous Simoustapha!”

Namouna hasten to the palace, and repeated the conversation, word for
word, even to the pleasantry with which it ended. “What! seriously, my dear
Namouna,” said Ilsetilsone, “did you want a kiss from him? Could you be so
amorous?”

“I don’t say so,” replied Namouna; “but, even under my wrinkles, my heart
is as if I were only twenty years of age; and, if I should live a hundred, I would
never be the enemy of that man who was like the beautiful Simoustapha. My
pretensions to beauty go but a short way. I am content with a trifle; but it gives
me great pleasure. If I renounced love altogether, I should become too bad. Go
sleep, sleep soundly: The morrow is your day.”

The morrow morning, as soon as prayers are over, Ilsetilsone and sixty
beautiful slaves go down to Bagdad.

The princess, conducted by her governess, set out straight for the baths
which were nearest the beautiful cook’s house; she enters it, and speaks with her
principal eunuch. “I will be served,” said she to him, “by the slaves of this house.
I wish all mine to amuse themselves, and to enjoy my sally: Conduct them
through the whole of Bagdad.” The eunuch obeyed. She entered the bath; stopped
a little; went and came according to the caprice of her passion; being all the while
escorted by Namouna alone.

Simoustapha waited with impatience in a remote part of the garden, under
a rural grotto, where was a fountain in which he usually cooled his liquors. He
prepared breakfast, and every now and then chanted over verses, in which he
endeavoured to paint both the ardour of his passion, and the happiness which he
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was about to enjoy. Of all his household he had kept only an expert young slave,
who was perfectly handsome, but dumb. All on a sudden a noise in the garden
strikes his ear; he rises, and runs up.

This was the object of his desires, of his dreams, and of his longs. Ilsetilsone
had arrived a few moments before.

She had approached the grotto without being perceived; and had listened
with the most extreme pleasure to the verses of her lover. The subject of them
affected her; and the sweetness of his voice conveyed a double charm. Not wishing
him to know that she had been listening,  she shifted a little from the spot, and
made a noise to let him hear her. At last she joined her lover.

It was no common passion sprung from a sudden coincidence of sentiments,
which forced them together: It was a stroke of sympathy; it was still more, if their
fate was interwoven, as they both had reason to believe. They stood still, and
gazed at one another with a curiosity, mixed with the most lively joy, and mutual
admiration. In order to embrace, their arms rose in concert; and, in the first
embrace, they both fainted away.

Luckily the bottom of the grotto was covered with moss; and the prudent
Namouna had always taken care to prevent accidents. They found it necessary to
quit a place inconvenient for an interview of such an interesting nature.
Simoustapha conducted his mistress by the arms under a green arbour, which the
rays of the sun could not penetrate. Here she found a commodious sopha, and a
repast consisting of the most exquisite dainties. Besides, this spot united every
thing that could add comfort to the situation of the princess. Here, a deep basin
received water clearer than crystal, from the mouth and nostrils of different
animals, whose variety exhibited an agreeable object. And this diffused the most
delicious freshness under the arbour.

Ilsetilsone and Simoustapha sat down to table close together; Namouna and
the mute served them. They ate little, and spoke still less; the language of the eyes
was sufficient; it bespoke great passions.

At last the princess broke the expressive silence, and cried out with an
angelic voice, “Oh! Simoustapha, I love you, and I find that it will be impossible
for me ever to love any other so well. I don’t know how that frightful distance
which fortune appears to have put between us shall be got over. If the overthrow
of my high pretensions could effect it, it should be done immediately. My soul can
lose nothing by uniting with your’s, whose nobleness equals its rank. You put that
fortune to the blush which appears willing to disgrace you; and I would glory if,
by raising you, I could have it in my power to expose her injustice.”

“I am too much elevated, Madam,” replied Simoustapha, “by the compliment
you pay me. It hath constituted my fortune and my glory, as well as my
happiness. You love me; my ambition is gratified; and, were I in possession of a
crown, I could reap no other satisfaction from it, than that of falling a crowned
slave at your feet.”
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“Let us swear,” said the princess, “to live always for each other in spite of
fortune, and always to guard against whatever may be the least obstacle to our
union.”

“Here, at your knees, I swear to the above, by the name of the great
prophet,” cried Simoustapha. The beautiful princess raised him up; the tenderest
kisses sealed their oaths, and caused their tears flow and disappear every now
and then.

Namouna, too insensible of the value of these tears, wanted to stop them.
“What!” said she, “are you going to pass the time in weeping, instead of rejoicing?
How I hate languishing lovers. Drink, eat, and banish sorrow.” At the same time
she served them with different sorts of food, and made them drink the one after
the other from the same cup. “Have you no musical instruments?” said she to
Simoustapha. “Send for them, nobody sees us; and, when you shall have done
with weeping, I will, teach you how to amuse yourselves.”

The mute, upon a signal from his master, ran and brought different musical
instruments. Namouna took up one of them, and began with a sprightly tone; but
Ilsetilsone, with a tender and seducing voice, fell to repeating some charming
verses, which rendered the harmonious founds of the instruments, which she
gracefully played upon, still more affecting. Simoustapha answered her
immediately, and discovered as much genius and judgment in the composition of
the words, as skill in the music. He shone chiefly in the tender and affecting
expressions.

For the instant Namouna was content; they too seemed to be amused; but
she put a stop to their pleasures, by warning them to part, that they might give
no suspicion to the eunuchs, and the females who composed their retinue. It was
not without remorse, that these two happy lovers yielded to the circumstance.
They sealed their adieus with tender embraces and new tears. “By Mahomet!” said
the impatient Namouna, “have done, and let us part quickly.”

The lovers parted. The princess was dextrous enough to conceal the features
of her countenance, that they might not discover the passions by which she was
about to be agitated. Upon this she joined her slaves, in order to return to the
palace, supported by the hope of soon seeing her dear Simoustapha again.

The caliph was waiting with impatience for his daughter. As soon as the
principal eunuch had announced her, he ran to her with the utmost affection to
ask her how she was after the bath, and her walk.
 Ilsetilsone expressed herself pleased with the variety of objects which she
had seen in the shops. The caliph, finding her eyes more animated than usual,
and her complexion more vivid than that of the governess, congratulated himself
upon having had it in his power to amuse her in the streets of Bagdad. The
princess Zobeida, on seeing her daughter, was equally happy in finding that
melancholy removed, which might have been attended with dangerous
consequences.
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At length, it was agreed upon, that Ilsetilsone, after resting two days, should
return to Bagdad in search of new amusements for her health. And the criers were
ordered to announce the intention of the caliph.

“Ah! what long two days!” said the princess. “Can you conceive my situation,
my dear Namouna, during this cruel absence? and how I shall be able to live at
such a distance from Simoustapha?”

“If these two days were added to mine,” said Namouna, “they would roll on
quicker than your’s.” “Ah! how would you fill them up?” “I would sleep the best
half, and spend the rest in eating, drinking, and enjoying myself, and in dreaming
on the pleasure of soon seeing my beautiful Simoustapha again; besides, I should
not give myself so much pain about seeing my lover, if we were to weep all the
time like infants, or to pay one another as serious compliments as those that are
used on the instalment of a musti. I have not always been old; I have been in love,
though was never known; but I managed matters otherwise. It is generally
believed that we who are cheerful never think, because we laugh much, and often
laugh at what others think. But, had I been engaged in an adventure like your’s,
I should have acted a capital part.” “You, Namouna, are not the daughter of a
caliph. The glory of my father, his rank, and his sensibility, combat my feelings;
and my lover, who, in my eyes, is worthy of the lot of a king, is surely nothing
else.——” “No more of that,” said Namouna smartly, “he is nothing but a cook;— 
it is all he wants to be; but, surely, there is nothing more amiable on earth.—
There is happiness in every condition; I despise greatness, when attended with
uneasiness; and I could be happier with the beautiful cook, than with all the kings
of the east.—” “You are too deep in love, Namouna,” replied Ilsetilsone.— “One of
us,” said the old governess, “must make the other merry, otherwise this palace
would become a scene of sorrow. Take care of yourself, and don’t walk a living
mummy in Bagdad.”

The cheerfulness of the governess diverted the princess, and quieted her
impatience. Simoustapha, on the other hand, amused himself in preparing
something new, in order the more agreeably to surprise his mistress. The services
on gold and precious vases were to succeed those of silver and china; the house
was filled with perfumes; every thing in it announced elegance and neatness; all
the slaves were in motion; and still more would have been done, should it not have
excited too great a curiosity. At last the two days were finished; the hour arrived.
Ilsetilsone proceeded from the bath, in all her charms; and added to their lustre
that of the most splendid and most exquisite dress. Thus adorned, she descended
into the streets of Bagdad, attended by all her slaves.

As she approached the shop of her lover, she went into all that she met
with. Her retinue, dispersed among the different warehouses, were eager to view
and to examine every thing, and, when she imagined that their attention was
sufficiently engaged, she immediately, along with Namouna, entered
Simoustapha’s house, where nobody was left but the mute.
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Early in the morning, the cook had warned his people, that it would be
prudent for them, before the caliph’s daughter should traverse the streets of
Bagdad, to go and dine on the other side of the Jalla and the Ilphaza, and take
with them whatever should be necessary. This order, accompanied with a few
pieces of gold, was very agreeable to them.

Ilsetilsone passed from the shop into the garden; the mute made a sign;
and, in a moment, the two lovers were in each others arms.

Whilst fruits and different sorts of provisions are served up, her curiosity
determines her to examine the different beauties of the garden, and the order of
the house, to which taste and elegance appeared to have contributed more than
riches. But, when the princess was in the inner part of it, every thing she saw
occasioned a new surprise; every thing there displayed the most uncommon
luxury.

“You are about, my princess,” said Simoustapha to her, “to enter a room
which nobody hath seen before, and where I never set my foot. It was designed but
for one person, and I durst never flatter myself that she would ever embellish it
with her presence.”

These words excited in Ilsetilsone an extraordinary emotion. She was quite
surprised to find so much riches in a cook’s house. She now went to see an
apartment still more superb, prepared for only one person; and every thing told
her that she was the one.

The door of the apartment opened; the parlour which immediately appeared,
was more richly ornamented than any in Bagdad, and was fit for the reception of
the greatest sovereign. They now pass into another magnificent room embellished
with sofas and cushions of brocade. The princess could not help expressing the
greatest astonishment. Namouna opened her eyes. Every thing she sees is the
object of her surprise, and the cause of her silence. She durst touch nothing; but
stood speechless amid so much riches.

“For whom,” said the princess, “is this apartment designed?” “ For no other,”
replied the amorous youth, “but the most beautiful and charming of princesses.”
“Ah!” exclaimed she, “Heaven and Mahomet grant that she may enjoy it!” In saying
that, she fell into a swoon; but, being carried upon cushions, she soon recovered.
“Who has placed me here?” said she; “It is he,” replied Namouna; “every thing here
has been designed for you; command like a sultaness.”—  “Will you then stay here
with me, Simoustapha?” replied the princess.—  “He who has devoted his whole
life to you cannot rob you of one moment of it.”

“What finely turned compliments!” said Namouna, stepping hastily out of
the room:— “The eunuch and I go to lay the cloth.”

Our lovers were alone; passion transported them; but duty constrained
them; the most delicate speeches were mingled with the tenderest caresses, and
promises of mutual affection. The desire of binding the knot of their eternal
felicity; the idea of difficulties which seemed to exclude all hope; tears extorted by
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fear, and sweetened by hope such was the picture they exhibited.
“My dear Simoustapha!” said the tender Ilsetilsone, “you appear to possess

many treasures; and you seem fitted to enjoy them in the noblest manner; who
then has obliged you to descend to the condition you now hold?”

“Oh! my princess, I have been reduced to it by an irresistible power. I have
devoted my life to him: I have sworn in your presence the most scrupulous and
blind obedience, let us not now think upon the past; let us consider the future.
I cannot live but in the hope of possessing you.”— “And I, my dear Simoustapha,
in the assurance of seeing you;— but, shall we accomplish it?”

“That does not belong to you, my dear princess,” replied Simoustapha. 
“Assured of your heart, it is my part to preserve its peace with the possession of
it; and I will triumph over ever opposition; and death alone shall disunite us.”

At the same instant the key was heard turning; it was Namouna, she
entered rejoicing. “Let us go, my dears,” said she, “dinner is on the table; the
hours pass quickly, we should employ those few well that remain.”

In saying that she cast a glance upon the two lowers; Simoustapha, seated
by his mistress, was kissing her hand, and bathing it in his tears.

“Won’t you come,” said she, “from spending your time in crying? You are
incorrigible, I see it well. Come, good Celadon! You have drowned your reason in
tears, you will find it gain in the entertainment which is prepared for you.”

The lovers went under the canopy: expression of sentiment was painted in
their eyes, and their lips were the interpreters of it; their looks were mingled with
caresses; anticipating cares; delicate attentions;— all bore the character of the
tendered love, and the strongest passion.

“Very well!” said Namouna; “ecstasy and admiration have succeeded to
tears. Let us go. Some sighs still! Let one but contemplate your charms, and,
when he thinks he has said all, there will remain much to say.”

The beautiful Ilsetilsone smiled at her governess; and the lovers rise to seek
a place of solitude in the artificial retreats of the garden.

“Dear Simoustapha,” said she, “the hour of our parting is at hand; I am
your’s for life; assure me by a fresh oath that you will always be mine.”

“I swear,” said Simoustapha, “by Heaven, and the Divine Prophet! Accept
that ring, which is the seal of my promise! That diamond shall sooner melt than
my heart change the object of its affection.”

The lustre and beauty of the diamond excited afresh the admiration and
curiosity of the princess: “You will not leave me,” said she to her lover, “till you
have satisfied me with regard to your fortune? Mine, for the future, is connected
with it. Your riches astonish me more and more. The nobleness of your carriage,
the genius, the graces, the talents, the effects of a superior education, all strike
me with surprise, and discover a particular exertion of providence in your
favour.—  Young still, and surrounded with slaves in the very midst of dissipation,
under what shield pray do you walk? and by what fantastic caprice are you
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reduced to personate a character so unsuitable to your condition? Dispel my
doubts, if possible, and crown my felicity by the declaration which I require of
you.”

“I am alone, it is true,” replied Simoustapha; “no person here takes care of
me; but I once had a master who instructed me in all the arts and sciences; I
learned under him both to understand and to think: That respectable philosopher
inspired me with the principles of those virtues which now adorn me.”

“Let not your tenderness be alarmed with regard to my resources or my
conduct. I am a stranger in Bagdad; I have, however, relations; but do not ask me
the cause of my leaving them, nor the discovery of my real condition: My secrets
shall soon be declared to you; I shall have nothing to conceal from her whom I
regard more than my life, and to whom a sacred tie shall soon unite me forever.”— 
“Ah! when shall that happy day come?” said the princess with a tender
uneasiness.— “The means are in my power,” replied Simoustapha; “the use of
them requires great prudence; the consequences may be dangerous.”— “Ah! my
dear Simoustapha, to me let all the danger belong.” As she pronounced these
words, in came Namouna, who was seeking her. “Let us go, Madam,” said she to
her, “it is time to join your company again. Here is a private gate, of which the
mute has given me the key; let us go out by it, and, on making a circuit, we shall
appear to be coming from such a distance, that it will be impossible to guess
where we have spent our time.” The lovers were obliged to comply.

The princess soon joined some of her company. “What are you doing here?”
said Namouna angrily. “Separated from those who ought to take care of you, what
if any mischief had befallen you!”— “You are right,” said Ilsetilsone, “to be afraid
lest youth should expose itself.” The young slaves crowd around their mistress,
and the princess approached the body of her train, while none of them durst
separate themselves from her.

Haroun and Zobeida waited with impatient the return of their dear
daughter. As soon as the caliph was apprised of her coming to the palace, he
repaired to the apartment of the princess, to wait for her there, and to enjoy in
person the amusements he had prepared for her.

She at length appeared, and the caliph could not express his satisfaction on
account of the change which he had occasioned. He embraced his daughter with
transport: Every thing concurred to increase his satisfaction; Ilsetilsone supported
by love and hope, assumed new existence; and that happy father charged himself
with carrying so agreeable intelligence to Zobeida.

“I did not expert,” said the princess to Namouna, “so much attention from
the caliph; his tenderness affects me.— Ah! if he knew the object of my passion!”— 
“Away with your lamentation, if you please,” said the old lady; “live for the gallant
Simoustapha, and let me alone:— Think upon him, you shall hear his news, and
he your’s; but let neither of you weep.”

“I shall do what you would have me do,” said Ilsetilsone, “if I have hope only
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to receive my lover, and if you speak of him to me forever: These sweet tears,
whose value you are so little acquainted with, will dry up when I shall be assured
of his constancy. Ah! if he were unfaithful I would cease to live.”

Too ingenious in finding out means of tormenting herself, the princess knew
not the heart of her lover. Simoustapha was no sooner alone, than he sought for
means of securing the object of his affections. He flew to his cabinet.. He there
perceived the inestimable gift of the sage, to whose instructions he owed his
education;— books of science, recipes for useful compositions; and, among other
things, a mysterious box, composed of a single precious stone. That box was not
to be opened, but on the most important occasion, and when it should be
impossible for him otherwise to obtain success in a matter that concerned his
happiness.

Simoustapha took the box, which was covered with paper, and inscribed
with the following instructions of his wise preceptor.

“My dear child, never mistake with regard to the choice of the object which
is to form your happiness; examine it in all its circumstances; distrust
appearances by all means. If you shall ever happen to enter into such
engagements as will involve you in misfortune to get free from them, and if
otherwise your conscience do not reproach you with respect to the means which
you shall employ in order to obtain the object of your consolation, then apply to
my box; put it on your table, bow before it respectfully, and say to it, ‘My dear box!
my only hope, grant me your protection, in the name of the friend who gave you
to me  and assist me in my distress. I conjure you in the name of your mistress.’”

“The box will open. Summon up all your firmness, that you may not shrink
at the sight of the frightful object which will appear before you; and, whatever it
be, command it. You will learn from it what it can do in your favour; but, my dear
child! that step is not without danger; the slightest indiscretion may draw upon
you the greatest misfortunes. Terrible trials ensue; and, if you sink under them,
the present and my friendship will prove fatal to you.”

“O, my dear Benelab!” said Simoustapha, after having read that writing
attentively, “your pupil feels all the value of the kindness you indulged him with,
in leaving him this precious treasure, and the sage instructions. When the fire of
love had inflamed my soul, and when, at the hazard of my life, I wished to
surmount every obstacle, you came to my relief,— O, my worthy master! I owe to
you the happiness of my life: You have recovered me the object of my flame; and,
without your generous cares, inaccessible walls would have separated me from
her;— still I would have transgressed the law of the prophet in leaping over them,
and would have lost the object of my love, without the hope of ever uniting our
hearts.”

“Hitherto, my dear Benelab! your spirit has watched over my conduct, your
counsels have been my law; assist your friend, and favour me in a dangerous
attempt, which I am now about to make. I am to be exposed to dreadful trials; but
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O, my sage friend! he who, enamoured of the most beautiful of Nature’s works,
was able to command himself, and to respect: while he loved, is worthy of some
confidence. His wisdom and his success were your work, and you will gloriously
finish what you have begun.”

After this invocation, Simoustapha rose full of courage; he took up the box,
tore off the little seal, and articulated forcibly all the words of the charm, of which
he had the form.

All on a sudden, the flame of lamps twinkled forth, and sparkled. A noise
like distant and majestic peals of thunder, the harbingers of storms, was now
heard.— The box opened of its own accord.— Nothing appeared to come out of it.
However, a black vapour rose in the cabinet, and filled, by degrees, the space
between the floor and the ceiling.

At length, the vapour was dissipated: A shapeless mass grew up, and the
eye was terrified at the sight of an object so hideous and frightful. As the phantom
was unfolding itself, the courageous Simoustapha familiarises himself with it.
“Who are you? who sent you hither?” were the questions he proposed to that
monstrous form.

“My mistress,” answered the horrible figure. “I must obey the commands of
Benelab, and the man whom she protects.”

“Who is your mistress?” replied Simoustapha. “I charge you tell me her
name.”

“I will not obey you without her permission,” returned the figure.
“Go back, then, to her,” said Simoustapha; “tell her that the friend of the

sage Benelab is ambitious of treading in the steps of his master, and of meriting,
by his conduct, the high protection with which he has honoured him; and desires
to know the name of the power which interposes in his favour, that he may render
it the homage which is due.” The genius disappeared, and returned like a flash of
lightening.

“Your demand was graciously accepted,” said he; “you. are the only pupil
of Benelab, and he regards you as another self. My mistress is the queen of the
genii; she is named Setelpedour’ginatille, which signifies the Star of the Seven
Seas. She sent me hither, with necessary power, in order to execute all your
commands. As my form may appear forbidding to you, I have orders from her, who
has me in her power, to assume that shape which shall please you most.”

“Assume,” said Simoustapha, “the shape of Jemal, the first slave who was
engaged in my service, and whom I have had the misfortune to lose.”— “I will obey
you cheerfully,” said the genius.

Then he returned to the bottom of the cabinet, and dissolved again into
vapours, and formed a cloud, from which a young man, of an agreeable figure,
was seen to issue. “What wish you now?” said the newly transformed figure. “I
wish you were more devoted to me than ever Jemal was.”—  “Whenever you have
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occasion for my service, you have only to touch the box, and call me, I wait your
commands.”

“I love the charming Ilsetilsone, the calif’s daughter. She returns my
affection; but, can I be united to her without the consent of our relations, and
under the sovereign auspices of the queen of the genii? Go, Jemal, and remember
my happiness depends upon the answer you bring,” he said, and the genius
disappeared.

Simoustapha then recalled to his memory the sage lessons he had received
from his instructor. “In the situation in which your love is at present,” said
Benelab to him, “the assistance of the genii may perhaps be necessary, but do not
neglect, however, to contribute yourself too to  your own happiness; superlative
aid will be unavailing, if you neglect to co-operate with it by all the means which
you can employ. I left you riches, which will more than supply your necessities.”
Simoustapha possessed in reality the most precious productions of Arabia; but
there were wanting women to serve the princess, and the means of finding in
Bagdad such as had no eyes, tongue, nor ears; who could obey in the twinkling
of an eye, who could be always active in the night, and invisible during the day;
without the mysterious aid of the box, the attention of Jemal, or the protection of
the fairy.

In this embarrassment Jemal arrived, and gave an account of his mission.
“Our sovereign,” said he, “recognizes in your conduct the effect of the

salutary principles of the wise Benelab; she has considered your plan, and you
will have it in your power to marry the princess Ilsetilsone to-morrow evening, by
calling the stars to witness your union. I have orders to repair to the palace of the
caliph at the close of the day, to lull the watch asleep, to carry off the princess,
and to convey her hither.

“First of all,” said Simoustapha, “present yourself to my slaves under the
name of Jemal, whose loss they have often heard me regret: You will take along
with you four of the youngest, the only slaves who recollect Jemal: They will
caress you much, and receive you kindly. You will find too upon the table a state
of what you have to do in order to furnish the large room. You will find the key of
the cupboard, where I put the contents, which I give you the charge of. My four
little slaves shall perform your orders; but, in order to fulfil mine, will you be able
to provide me with females proper for the service of the princess?”

“Do you want a hundred?” replied the genii, “of the most beautiful who
surround the throne of Setelpedour’ginatille? Your orders shall be their laws.”

“I am ashamed of his goodness,” said Simoustapha; “six are sufficient.”—
“You shall have them,” said the genius.

The new Jemal is recognised by the slaves of the house: The four youngest
load him with caresses: They are of opinion that this favourite domestic should be
restored to his former privileges, and that he should forthwith be intrusted with
the orders of his master. He informed them that Simoustapha would soon occupy
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the great room; and that he, and his four little slaves, were about to make every
preparation for that purpose.

Next morning Simoustapha got up before sun-rise and set to work. All the
dishes he was to furnish for this festival were to be prepared with his own hand.
He is the more difficult to please with respect to the taste, in order to gain the
good graces of the person whom he was to flatter.

Notwithstanding this, the hours roll on; the day-star is about to end its
course. Simoustapha entered the bath. In a little, he sets off the graces of his
person, by the lustre of splendid dress. Art and nature conspired to embellish this
master-piece of their work; desire fire and love animate their looks: Every thing
contributes to the happiness of his most affectionate mistress.

Already had the evening shades fallen upon Bagdad, when Simoustapha
caused his room be illuminated, and a magnificent entertainment be served up,
which prepossessed both the sight and smell in its favour. The four slaves retired
to execute the orders of Jemal: he himself appeared to follow them; but the genius,
having other things to do, flew to the palace of Haroun.

Ilsetilsone slept ill, as she had heard nothing of Simoustapha. Namouna
had lost her temper, and begun to scold. The slaves and eunuchs had proposed
to themselves a joyful night; but all on a sudden they became quite languid; the
word dies away upon their lips; their feet stagger, and become unable to support
them, the easy-chairs crash with the weight of their bodies: The eunuchs upon
watch feel the same drowsiness; and the enchantment of the fairy diffuses a
soporiferous charm throughout the whole palace.

When all were asleep, the servant of Setelpedour, according to the orders of
Simoustapha, lifted the princess, and carried her, without the least noise, into the
room that had been prepared for her.

The glimmering of the lamps, upon which an extraordinary wind blew
violently, announced the arrival of the genius; the princess is placed upon the
nuptial bed; and Jemal appearing, said to Simoustapha, “Master, are your orders
executed? Do you want nothing more with your slave?”— “Where are the females
who are to serve the princess?”— “Every thing is ready,” answered the genius;
“and, if your highness will condescend to pass into the neighbouring room, they
will soon appear.” Simoustapha immediately complied. In an instant, a ball of fire
darts forth its shining rays; the eye is dazzled with it; in a little the lustre
diminishes, and leaves in its room six young people, equally distinguished by their
beauty and dress. In their hands they carried a musical instrument. Hardly could
they distinguish these ravishing objects, till the whole vision bowed down before
Simoustapha. He ordered Jemal to employ these new slaves in making the
necessary preparations; entered into the room where the princess was sleeping,
and shut the door upon her.

He approached the object of his whole desire: Oh, how worthy she appeared
of the sacrifices he had made to obtain her! The prince was so inflamed with love,
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that he wished to awake the object of it; but the tranquillity and happiness which
appeared in her face hindered him from interrupting her sweet repose. “Alas!” said
Simoustapha, “I shall never perhaps have it in my power to make her so happy as
she may be in this dream.” Yet he could not resist the impulse of the moment; he
risked a kiss upon her rosy lips: the magic of love destroyed the charm of the
genius, and Ilsetilsone opened her beautiful eyes.

“Ha! what a transporting dream,” cried she.— “It is not a dream,” said the
amorous Simoustapha, “ you are at the house of him who shall be your husband
in a little.”

“My husband!” replied Ilsetilsone, surprised at the enchantment, “by what
extraordinary favour?”

“Be not surprised, Queen of my soul! A decree of heaven hath designed us
for one another. A power which you are ignorant of, and of which I know but little,
hath this day re-united us, and it shall be for life. But, before you enter into these
solemn vows, learn the fate of Simoustapha, and view the heir of the great Hilmar,
sovereign of the Indies.”

At these words Simoustapha took off his turban, and showed a ribband set
with pearls and precious stones, surpassed by a diamond whose lustre dazzled the
eyes: And upon the diamond were engraven these words, Given by the caliph
Haroun-Alraschid to his dear Simoustapha, son of his brother Hilmar, great king of
the Indies.

What a discovery for the affectionate Ilsetilsone! If her passion could be
increased, she would become proud of her choice. Glory and ambition
consummated a happiness, which seemed at first to depend only upon love.

Simoustapha, on the other hand, enjoyed the pleasure of having it in his
power to remove an error which his disguise seemed to confirm.

“But why,” said she then, “did you submit to your present profession?”
“To tell you plainly, it was love,” said the prince. “Now,” added he, “only

remains to take the celestial beings to witness our union, waiting, however, till our
parents confirm it by their consent. May you, Mahomet, may the Constellations,
and may the Star of the Seven Seas, (putting his arms across her breast), be the
guardians of our oaths! May your divine influence depart from us, if we ever break
the sacred engagements we have this day come under!” On a sudden the heavens
answered the invocation by the voice of thunder; an invisible arm diffused
obscurity; the stars withdrew their lustre, and our lovers were alone.

Silence and obscurity had reigned for a considerable while, when at length
Ilsetilsone, curious to know still more of the story of her lover, asked him what
motives had induced him to conceal his illustrious birth? For, as their parents
were allied, both by friendship and political interest, these circumstances taken
together, might have contributed to such an advantageous alliance.

“There is not,” said Simoustapha, “so great a disparity of rank between us
as you imagine: Perhaps the caliph, among all the sovereign princes to whom he
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hath refused your hand, has not numbered one with whom an alliance would have
been as suitable, in every respect, as with our family, and as well prepared by the
bonds of an ancient and steady friendship.”

“Our family was born in the errors of idolatry; but thanks to the zealous
attentions of Haroun, the viceroy of God, and the right arm of his great prophet
upon earth, we have, been brought to the knowledge of the truth, by studying and
understanding the divine Al-coran.

This sage commander of the faithful hath always watched over us like an
indulgent father. My father and my mother were always mentioning his kind
attentions to us, and their attachment to him.— He has a most beautiful princess,
said they; ah! if he would grant us for our daughter-in-law the charming
Ilsetilsone; but other monarchs have sought her in vain. He loves her too dearly,
and he will never consent to her forming any connection that will take her from
him.

These conversations made an impression upon my soul; my whole thoughts
centered upon you: My father had brought to court a Persian philosopher named
Benelab, who was to have the charge of my education, and to instil into my heart
the principles of virtue. At the same time, he was to adorn my mind with that
uncommon knowledge with which he was endowed.

Now and then Benelab was absent, in quest of discoveries relating to those
important studies in which he was engaged. He used to go in search of plants
upon the mountains of Armenia. My parents always celebrated your charms and
talents; and expressed their regret at the impossibility which they foresaw in
forming so proper an alliance. In the meantime, they thought of seeking another
for me. I retired to my apartment mightily perplexed; but scarcely had I gone to
bed, when, in the middle of a profound sleep, you appeared to me in a dream; and
you had the very same appearance then as the first time I saw you; I awoke, but
a strange voice pronounced your name distinctly.

“Judge, my dear Ilsetilsone, from the situation in which I was placed, the
impression that your image made upon me. Not daring to confess my passion, I
gave myself entirely up to it. It soon wasted me; medicine was administered to me
in vain; and I was about to fall a victim to my disease.
     “Benelab having returned from Armenia, examined me, and, after having
considered the nature of my complaint, approached me. “Dear prince,” whispered
he in my ear, “I know your disorder perfectly; Ilsetilsone is the cause of it.”

At these words, a sudden blush covered my checks. “ Be of good cheer,” said
my tutor to me, “your disease is not desperate; take courage; you are made for one
another. Allow me to direct you. I shall put you upon a method of seeing her, and
obtaining her hand.”

“Hope having re-animated my vigour, I assumed, as it were, a new life.
Benelab proposed a sea voyage, as necessary for my recovery, and caused to be
equip a vessel, of which he himself was to be pilot. In order to comfort my parents
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on this occasion, Benelab showing them a rose-bush, almost entirely dried up,
took a shovel; collected sand and earth; mixed them; put them to the root of the
bush, and poured upon the earth some drops of a certain elixir which he had in
his pocket. “This plant will spring up,” said he to them. The more it shall be
loaded with leaves and flowers, the more ought ye to believe in the recovery of your
son. The angel of death would strike him here. Elsewhere he shall live. Confide in
Benelab.”

“The rose-bush recovered its verdure. Benelab having become my governour,
might take from my father’s treasures whatever he judged necessary for me; to
this he joined his particular treasure, some parts of which you have already
admired. We embarked; landed on the coasts of the caliph your father, and came
to reside for some time at Bassora.

“Benelab, the moment we landed, sent all our Indian slaves back with the
vessel which had brought us over. We settled at Bassora, and deliberated how I
might live at Bagdad without being known, and what profession I should follow,
in order that I might see you and become acquainted with you, concealing my
rank and condition. That of a cook appeared the most proper to Benelab. By
purchasing very expert cooks at Bassora, he was sure, by means of his elixirs, of
giving such a relish to whatever we prepared, as that we might promise ourselves
a sale, and a preference corresponding to our wishes.”

Let us now do justice to the schemes of the wise Benelab. A cook soon made
greater noise in Bagdad and at court than any other personage, how illustrious
soever. I saw our reputation increase every day; and, after having worked for the
principal people of the state, I flattered myself that I should be employed by
Haroun and you, when I had the misfortune to lose my wise governour.

Hope would have fled with him, had not Namouna, who thought that I did
not know her, come herself, and been the happy mean of bringing us together.

During this whole conversation of Simoustapha, Ilsetilsone, scarcely able
to breathe, had not power to interrupt him. “At last,” said she, our “union is
nothing but the work of love, and the decree of the holy prophet! Ah! how sweet
it is to be subject to the laws of the same destiny! But, explain to me how, since
I fell asleep in my father’s palace, I find myself here in your arms? How lively
soever the sensations are which I feel, I consider them only as the effect of a
vision. This appears to me fo extraordinary.— Then Simoustapha explained to the
princess the use he made of the box of Benelab, and expatiated upon the aid
which he expected from it afterwards.

Night had finished the half of her career, when, upon a signal agreest to
between the Indian prince and the genius, the latter lighted all the lamps in the
twinkling of an eye. At the same time, the door which led to the parlour opened,
and a concert, formed by the union of the most agreeable voices, was heard.

What new prodigy is this! said the princess; it is your slaves celebrating my
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happiness, said Simoustapha.— Could my slaves be here?— Could they know any
thing?— Those who are here are not known to you, and could not betray you.
Ilsetilsone rose, and found under her hand a splendid dress. Simoustapha
conducted her into the parlour, where a sumptuous collation was prepared.

The six slaves prostrated themselves before the princess, and were eager to
serve her. She had lost her appetite since her last walk in Bagdad; but, as every
thing was prepared by the hands of her lover, she was not averse to honour the
feast. Music and dancing embellished this festival, and the slaves exerted
themselves in charming the leisure moments of this happy pair. The princess had
need of repose. Simoustapha conducted her back into the apartment she had left.
The door shut, and the lamps were extinguished anew.

They were both still asleep, when the genius, warned of the return of the
morning by the crowing of the cock, lifted up the princess, and transported her to
the palace of the caliph.

After he restored her to her former condition, he removed the charm which
held every body asleep; each of them shifted a little, and ended their slumbers in
a more convenient posture.

Already had the sun finished a part of his course; and Ilsetilsone was still
in her slumbers. Thrice had the old governess drawn the curtains. I dare not
interrupt her repose, said she, with a low voice; sleep, my beautiful angel!

At length, the two stars which regulated the life of the Indian princes shone
forth with all their lustre. Namouna approached them; “How beautiful  you are,
my charming princess! have you slept on a bed of roses, that you awake more
beautiful than Aurora?”

“It is because I have had an agreeable dream.” — “Have you seen
Simoustapha?” —  “Yes, Namouna, I have seen him, and much to my joy.” — “Was
he as grave as usual?” — “Not at all.” — “So much the better for you, my princess;
Will you dine then with a good appetite to-day? I am going to procure a dish from
Simoustapha.”

The old lady ran to the cook. “I am not do happy,” said she to herself, “as
to have such a dream; ‘tis a fine thing to be young! — Quick, quick,” said she,
when she arrived, “your princess has slept the whole night , she has thought on
you; she has recovered her appetite; give me something for her.”

Simoustapha saw that Namouna knew nothing of what had happened.
“Take these dishes, good Namouna; tell your charming mistress that she has no
need to eat much this morning, she will sup the better for it at night.”

The old lady wished to enter into conversation with him; but Simoustapha
politely excused himself, and dismissed her.

Matters were in this situation, when a cloud translated Jemal into the azure
plain, where he was to give an account of what had been done the night before.

As soon as Setelpedour’ginatille saw him, “speak, Kaussack!” said she to
him, “haft thou executed my orders in favour of the dear pupil of my beloved
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Benelab?”
“Great queen!” replied Kaussack, “I have done what I could.”
“Do you remember,” answered the fairy, “why you were shut up in the box,

the frightful figure with which you were invested, and wherefore you were so justly
chastised? Act faithfully henceforward, and speak the truth. Are the young princes
married? What think you of their union?”

“The marriage is over. Nothing equals the virtues and the beauty of this
happy couple; and it would be impossible to find their match in the whole empire
of Ginnistan: You see how I admire them.”

“If Ilsetilsone eclipses all the stars of heaven in brightness, Simoustapha
may be compared to the sun; but what particularly distinguishes them are the
qualities of their heart and understanding which they unite in a most eminent
degree.”

“Thou knowest him well, Kaussack,” replied the queen, “admire him, that
thou mayest at length learn to love him. I recommend that couple to thee, serve
them faithfully. I want to see them this night; thou must bring them to me as soon
as they shall be asleep; and, after I shall have proved thy conduct, I will permit
thee to appear for the future under the form and name of Jemal, which thou hast
received from the pupil of Benelab.”

The genius went away satisfied. Setelpedour was confounded: Ah! what,
said she, are innocence and love unknown in my dominions? and are they only
to be found upon the earth? I could not believe it!—— How I desire to see this
mortal, so beautiful, so virtuous, and so sensible! — How happy is Ilsetilsone in
having captivated a soul like his!”

Thus spoke the queen of the genii: She had till now kept her liberty; the very
thought of a mortal endangered it. She was going, however, to run the risk, when
Jemal was to have executed the last orders he had received.

Ilsetilsone had learned from Namouna that she was to have an interview
with her lover that night. Night approached, more desired than the beautiful day;
the charming princess sought repose, in order to enjoy a hope which she had no
fear of being disappointed of. Soon the soporiferous vapour spread around her.
She perceived its symptoms, and desired its effect; the palace is thrown into a
deep sleep afresh. Jemal had appeared, and had already carried off the princess
to her spouse, where every thing was ready for her reception.

The dishes were prepared, the concert was begun, the apartment was most
magnificently embellished. But what can luxury and their efforts add to the
pleasures that spring from mutual love? If they were to die of love, without hope
of ever being united, they might live at present without so much ado.

The hour of repose came. Simoustapha tenderly invited the princess to give
herself up to him; and the young slaves put every thing in order for that purpose.

A great many believed that all the nights of the pair, whom love alone
united, were to be alike. What followed, however, proved the contrary.
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Hardly were Simoustapha and the princess upon their cushions, when the
genius threw them into a profound sleep, and transported them into the palace
of the queen of the genii.

Setelpedour waited for them with impatience, and made them both sit down
upon the most magnificent sophas. Her first attention was paid to Ilsetilsone; for
she wished to see if her beauty came fully up to the encomiums she had heard
lavished upon it, she found, however, that every thing exceeded the praises of
Jemal.

But, when she came to examine Simoustapha, she was persuaded that
nothing upon earth was either to be compared to him; or worthy of him. By
believing that she had only given herself up to the sentiment of admiration, and
by concealing the emotions by which she was agitated, that the genii of her court
might not discover the violence of her passion, she allowed herself to be carried
too for. “Oh! most beautiful of mortals!” exclaimed she, “how happy I esteem
myself in having exerted my power for you!” She now took two kisses of Ilsetilsone,
that she might have an apology for imprinting the most tender upon the lips of
Simoustapha.

The queen of the genii experienced what happens to her equals, when they
approach too near the dangerous ball of this earth. Setelpedour fell a prey to the
ravages of her own element; but the effect had not yet dissipated every idea of
beneficence conceived in favour of a rival, the consummating of whose happiness
she was soon about to repent. She put a very splendid lace about her neck, and
a ring upon her finger, whose diamond sparkled like the carbuncle; and, what
enhanced the value of this jewel, the names of the happy pair were engraved in
the inside of the ring.

Forthwith she twines a chain of diamonds in the tresses of the prince, and
puts upon his finger a ring still more beautiful than the one she had given to the
princess. She now caused two dresses be brought for each, embroidered with
rubies, sapphires, and emeralds, distributed with such art, that they imitated the
variety of flowers.

When she had thus distinguished herself by her magnificence and kindness,
she is eager to obtain her compensation from the lips of the beautiful
Simoustapha. Having thus gratified her curiosity, and part of her desires, she
recalled the genius.

“Jemal,” said she to it, “exert yourself, and transport the spouses upon this
sopha to the apartment from which you took them. You must take care that the
one which they have occupied be placed somewhere else; you must put these two
dresses before them, and observe them till they awake, that you may afterwards
give an account of what passes.”

The genius obeys: The spouses are at Bagdad, in the apartment of the
prince of the Indies: The brightness of the lamps is redoubled; the influence of the
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magic sleep is broken off. Simoustapha and Ilsetilsone open their eyes; both are
dazzled with the lustre of their dress; they are struck with the magnificence of
every thing around them.

Simoustapha takes the box; the genius waits his orders: “Jemal, speak, I
command you! Whence is this abundance of riches?”

“From the hand that hath favoured your union,” replied the genius.
“To-morrow,” added the prince, “you must carry her the tokens of our gratitude.
If two hearts, entirely devoted to the will of the queen, can add to her happiness,
you must present the homage of ours to her.”

Jemal disappeared. Our lovers got immediately rid of the treasures which
confined them. Ease is necessary to happy love. Simoustapha saw nothing in this
attention of the queen of the genii, but a disposition to prevail upon the caliph to
approve of their union. At length both, very agreeably engaged, came to forget
their riches; and the remainder of the night rolled on in a happiness which knew
no care.

The last hour was come, when Ilsetilsone signified to her lover the
happiness that she would feel in seeing him dressed in the robes of his
benefactress. “I will obey, treasure of my life!”  answered the prince, “my whole
care is to please you; but, let nothing here conceal from my eyes the charms
whose power transports and ravishes me.” Simoustapha is adorned with his
superb dress. Ilsetilsone is highly pleased with it. “Mine,” said she, “is useless to
me at present; for, were I to display this pomp in my father’s palace, I should
excite a curiosity which it would be impossible for me to gratify.”

As she had finished these words, the fore-runners of sleep seized upon her.
Simoustapha felt the same sensations; they have only time to throw themselves
upon a sopha, without putting off their dresses. The princess was already asleep,
and the genius conducted her into the palace of the caliph.

Jemal immediately flew to Setelpedour, and gave her an account of the
manner in which her presents had been received, and of the grateful
acknowledgements of Simoustapha. He said even more, than the queen wished to
hear.

Setelpedour was no more herself; from the moment she was captivated with
Simoustapha, she fell a victim to passions, whose violence she had never known
before. Jealousy began to wring her heart; she is astonished at her situation. She,
who till now had been engaged in governing the passions of others; she who had
never felt the stroke of them, and who had been always insensible to the charms
of the genii of the empire of Ginnistan; “I condescend,” said she, “to love a man!
But Simoustapha is the pupil of Benelab; he is himself the model of virtue, and
wisdom: What one of my equals could have thought it below her to win the
affections of the great Solomon? Our queen went to visit him from the most remote
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regions of the north. ”*

Whilst Setelpedour spoke thus, the genius waited her orders. “Return to
your master,” said she; “and, visible or invisible, be always at his command. If you
perceive in him the least desire of becoming acquainted with me, and of doing me
homage, encourage it, and bring him to me immediately. My frontiers are guarded
by beings more disgusting than you were formerly. But I am just going to order
these frightful soldiers to be removed, and the stations to be filled up, so as
nothing may appear terrifying.

The genius having bowed to its sovereign, returned to the apartment of
Simoustapha, and found him upon the sopha, where the effects of the magic sleep
had detained him. It awakes him, and makes its appearance. — It brings him a
message, in order to induce him to make choice of a more peaceful situation.

The prince opened his eyes;— Ilsetilsone had disappeared; — he saw
nothing around him but the magnificent presents with which he was loaded; and,
without which, he would have believed the whole to have been but a fine dream.
Upon seeing these, however, he is animated with a gratitude which calls to his
remembrance the greatest benefits. He burns with impatience to go and do
respectful homage; to the exalted being whose goodness and power he admires.
He touches the box, and the genius waits his orders.

“Jemal,” said he to it, “if my request is not impertinent, I command thee to
conduct me to the feet of my benefactress, the queen of the genii.”

“I will obey,” answered the genius, “the master of the enchanted box, and
the favourite of the brilliant Star of the Seven Seas which divide the earth.”

Simoustapha, after the bath, adorned himself with the riches he had got
from the generous fairy, and gave himself up to be conducted by the genius.

Ginnistan is a very remote empire; it surrounds us, however, on every side.
It consists of spaces, which cannot be compared with the small one that we
inhabit. In a few minutes, the Indian prince is over them, and is placed at the
entrance to the dwelling of Setelpedour.

The queen appeared to him; and, although he was struck with her beauty,
he did not lose sight of decorum, but wished to have kneeled upon the earth. She,
however, raided him hastily, took him by the hand, and conducted him to her
palace, having first made him walk through the gardens, where wonders of every
sort surprised and enchanted him.

Simoustapha, affected at the sight of so many enjoyments united, felt a
sensation highly pleasing to Setelpedour. “Man!” says she within herself, “ah! most
admirable of mortals! may the beauties thou meetest with here make thee forget
all those which thou leftest upon the earth!”

  It was a received opinion, that the queen of Sheba. who came to court the favour of
*

Solomon, was a female Genie and queen of the celestial visions.
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At length, almost without speaking, the queen and her new guest came to
the basin, ornamented with three hundred and sixty-six figures of animals, all
differing from one another. Each of them was the emblem of one of the days of the
year. Jasper and porphyry were the materials made use of in constructing them;
and they always spouted out liquors the most agreeable to drink.

The table for dinner was furnished in this place, under a canopy of roses
and jeffamines.— Sophas, covered with green turf, presented commodious seats.
The violet and lily served for carpets. Amid such a profusion of beauties, how
sumptuous must be the repast!

Invisible beings brought and removed the courses. Nothing was seen but the
beautiful hands of Setelpedour, which were as ready to anticipate the taste of her
guests, as her eyes to perceive.

The Indian prince appeared disconcerted; but a more animated picture is
presented to his view. An amphitheatre, which was opposite to him, is peopled in
the twinkling of an eye. Six hundred genii of each sex, seated upon green turf,
began a concert worthy of the queen of the fairies, and fitted to charm mortals.
Simoustapha is struck with admiration.

“You see,”said Setelpedour to him, “the pleasures we enjoy here. If you find
any charms in this place, ah! my dear Simoustapha, the heart which offers them
shall always study to vary them.”

Saying that, the queen left the table, and set out for her palace. Every thing
there was of a variegated gold and azure colour. She made Simoustapha sit down
on a sopha, and the queen of the genii having placed herself beside him, spoke to
this purpose.

“Dear prince, I have no occasion to be reserved: I love you; I have your
happiness at heart, and mine is interwoven with it. You were the favourite and
pupil of the wise Benelab; he drew my eyes on your destiny. From your earliest
infancy, I have, without appearing, been the instrument of your happiness. To me
you owed Ilsetilsone; I was delighted at your union with her, and I feel no jealousy
on account of it; but, since I came to know you more particularly, I have conceived
the tenderest affection for you. Your virtues, and the charms of your person have
made the queen of the genii the humble slave of love.”

“Oh! adorable queen,” said Simoustapha, “I have not the vanity to pretend
to so glorious a conquest. Permit me to adore you, and serve you my whole life. To
you I owe the happiness of being united to the daughter of the caliph; but, were
the love that I have conceived for her, under your auspices, to permit me to offer
you my heart, I am a Mussulman by the grace of God, and the holy prophet, and
the beneficent care of the virtuous commander of the faithful. My happiness must
therefore consist in obeying the law.”

“You exaggerate, my dear Simoustapha,” replied the queen, “both my
pretensions towards you, and the rigour of the law. I don’t wish to banish
Ilsetilsone from your thoughts; love her always; she shall be the object of my
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kindness, as well as of your love. Mahomet has permitted more than one wife.
“I did not examine,” said Simoustapha, “the conduct of the prophet: but,

when Ilsetilsone was given entirely to me, we came under sacred and inviolable
obligations.” “They will be no less so,” replied the queen; “Ilsetilsone can neither
be your enemy nor mine. Besides, in permitting me to love you, how can she
charge me with ingratitude? In a word, dear prince, you have my heart, and can
you refuse me part of your’s, if it is not already wounded? Consider that, powerful
as I am, I shall never exert my power but to turn it out to your, interest, and that
she who implores you is the sovereign mistress of your destiny.” — “Oh! my
queen,” said Simoustapha, “figure to yourself the distress of your slave, who finds
it equally impossible to consent to or refuse your request.”

“Enough of that! dear prince,” replied Setelpedour; “your own safety should
now occupy your thoughts. I have furnished the proper means, for which you may
afterwards find use. But I must tell you, that the box of Benelab exposes you to
great dangers. It belonged formerly to Mamouk, an Egyptian magician, who made
an ill use of it, by giving himself up to crimes. My justice hath therefore deprived
him of it.”

“I abandoned this wretch to the rigour of his destiny. I chastised Kaussack,
at present Jemal your slave, who by his low flattery ruined a corrupted master.
I suppose, however, that this slave of my laws will never forget himself in your
service. Mamouk is still alive, and has initiated in his art a son no less dangerous
than himself. All Ginnistan curses him; but the wicked always find some favour;
Mamouk is still powerful, and is continually endeavouring to recover the box
which was given to Benelab. Take care then, that neither an Egyptian, nor any
thing from Egypt, enter your house.

Simoustapha could not find words to express his gratitude. He began,
however, to weary; it was time for him to go home and receive his spouse. He
endeavoured to represent to the queen the necessity of his departure, by regretting
the joys he should be forced to forego.

“My goodness,” replied Setelpedour, “follows my inclination, and costs me
nothing. The riches which are here will lose their value when you are gone. Would
you render them precious to me? come together with Ilsetilsone and enjoy them;
and, from that moment, every thing here shall be truly dear in my sight: Come,
and command in these places, and I shall be obeyed by all the genii who surround
me.”

“Ah! Madam,” replied Simoustapha, “don’t, though you love me, make me
forget my duty: I must remember that I am the son of the king of the Indies, dearly
beloved by my parents, and accountable to their subjects for the presumptive heir
to the crown.”

“Adieu! my dear Simoustapha,” said the queen, embracing him; “adieu!
prince, model of sovereigns! light of the world! and genius of every virtue!

The genius conduced Simoustapha to his house; and, though his heart
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melted with gratitude towards Setelpedour, his affections still concentered upon
Ilsetilsone. He is busy preparing for her reception. The most exquisite fruits are
upon the table; the pots are filled with new perfumes: The princess arrived in a
magnificent dress which she had got in a present from Setelpedour. Simoustapha
had kept his. The music plays; the repast begins and, amid these enjoyments,
they think of nothing but happiness.

In the mean while Simoustapha relates the voyage he had made to the
palace of the fairy, describes the beauties he had seen there, and the kindness
with which he had been loaded. He omits no circumstance; but his relation
occasions neither suspicion nor jealousy.

While the princess saw every heart incline towards her lover, she considered
it as a tribute which all celestial beings owed. When Simoustapha spoke of the
precautions which he had engaged to take against Mamouk the Egyptian, the
ancient possessor of the box, she wished that the prince would send back to the
queen so dangerous a present: But, without its assistance, he must have
renounced the pleasure of seeing her, and perhaps it might have been impossible
to have induced the caliph to ratify their union.

All terrors gave way to such powerful motives. “At least,” said she, “take care
to defend yourself  from the approach of these perfidious strangers. Shut both
your gates and window, even against the winds which may blow from Egypt.”

Whilst she was thus endeavouring to confirm their repose, a cloud gathered
in Ginnistan which was soon to disturb it.

As soon as the genius, the slave of the box had transported the princess
from the palace to the house of Simoustapha, and from thence to that of the
caliph, and when the Indian prince had no farther orders to give him, he returns
to his mistress, and gives her an account of all he had seen.

The genius gives a faithful account of the whole matter. “Never was a
conjugal union so affecting! Never were two hearts so well fitted for mutual love!
Never did two beings unite virtue and beauty in such an eminent degree! Never—”

“Stop, wretch!” said the queen, “already are thy passions inflamed! Dost
thou remember what thou didst when thou wast Kaussack, in the service of the
cursed Egyptian? My finger engraved thy crime on thy guilty forehead. I will treat
thee worse to-day, if thou prevaricated: I will distort thy features of thy face; I will
lengthen thy ears, and change thy hands into feet.”

“Oh! my sovereign,” said the genius, “your anger gives me more pain than
your threatening terrifies me. I found that the beauty and virtue of Ilsetilsone
commanded the greatest respect: Ah! how she deserves the love of Simoustapha!”

“He is too fond of her,” replied Setelpedour, “and that has made him forget
both his duty and interest. The only son of the king of the Indies lets not his father
know his adventures: And, were it not the rose-bush which was renewed by
Benelab, and of which I constantly renew the verdure, his parents would be
plunged in sorrow. Jemal, thy young matter must get rid of this dangerous charm;
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place thyself, without being seen, betwixt them, and diffuse an infectious odour
round Ilsetilsone, — and — “

”Great queen, I will obey,” said the genius, departing.— “Stop wretch!” said
Setelpedour to it. “Thou art too ready.”

“Stop!” said she to it, having recollected herself a moment; “be more ready
to do good than ill, if thou dost not wish to become a monster again. — I order
thee now to take care that nothing bad happen to the new-married couple.”

Jemal retired; he could not understand what his sovereign meant, and he
believed that she wanted to try him. Setelpedour fell a victim to the violence of her
passion. She imagined that she would get the better of it by sacrifices, and that
she might be authorised to go on with this scheme; she instantly called
Asmonchar, her first vizier, and having made him sit down at her side, she spoke
to him thus:

“Vizier, no object having ever made an impression on my heart, till now I
have been independent. But I am so no more. A mortal, superior to all others, is
become master of my heart; it is Simoustapha, the son of the great king of the
Indians.”

“I know that the pride of the genii, my vassals, disdain man, because they
generally make a joke of him. They have forgot that they all bowed the knee before
the great Mahomet, who conquered my father, the powerful and immortal
Kokopilesobe , who was stripped of his glory.”**

“Our sphere is limited: Of all created beings, man alone can extend his. The
virtues of Simoustapha will raise him to the greatest eminence, and I wish to be
partner of his hopes. If you have, as I believe, my prosperity and honour in view,
I expect an advice from you worthy of your prudence and affection.”

Whilst she was speaking, Asmonchar, with downcast eyes, appeared to be
in a deep dream. At length, however, he broke silence: “Great queen!” said he to
her, your measures are always directed by your wisdom, and can only spring from
a noble ambition: Here, at the same time, I see two difficulties.”

“You have generously effected the match of the Indian prince and the
daughter of the caliph. You have rendered it strong and indissoluble against
yourself, by the rings that you have made them put on. Your satisfaction must
depend on their agreement. We have laws digested by our sages, of which they
themselves keep the records, they will decide, much better than I can, how far
they can favour your views. It will also be more agreeable to enter into the
connection which you propose, with the approbation of all your subjects, than
with the advice of your minister alone, who is entirely devoted to your pleasure.
I am therefore of opinion, that it may be proper to signify your intention to your
divan, whom I shall assemble by your order.”

  Kokopilesobe, one of the Arabian names of Lucifer.
**
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Setelpedour, full of her scheme, and of the means of forwarding it, did not
see into the designs of Asmonchar.

The vizier, full of hypocrisy, had no sooner received orders to call the
assembly, than he went to Bahlisboull , the oldest and most wicked spirit in***

Ginnistan. Rage gave force and speed to his wings. He detested Bahlisboull; but
he wished, above all things, to oppose to his sovereign a being who could divert
her from a purpose which was more odious to him than to any other; for he was
really the genius who was the greatest enemy to the human race. Besides, he
could never hear the name of Mahomet, without flying into a violent passion; and
their queen wished to marry a Mussulman. He knew that, by a famous treaty
which was made between Kokopilesobe and Mahomet, that the prophet had
reserved all the progeny, which sprung from marriages between the inhabitants
of the earth, and those of Ginnistan.

Old Bahlisboull saw his grand-son approach him in a sort of astonishment.
He informs him of the design of the queen. And indeed they had, for a long time,
plotted her destruction.

“I see,” said he to Asmonchar, “that you are afraid of losing your own
interest with her; the queen is not the only female who hath made an unequal
match. She is the daughter of the great Kokopilesobe; and, in spite of us, she may
claim great freedom. But, with respect to the laws, you know me to be the
depository of them; and, since I signed the treaty which was entered into with
Mahomet, you need neither think to elude nor infringe it. Assemble the divan; that
is your duty.”

Asmonchar returned. Bahlisboull, full of wickedness and ambition, now
thinks of dethroning the queen, of ruining the grand vizier, his own son, and of
raising himself upon the ruins of the whole. The divan assembles: Setelpedour
comes and takes her place; all the genii bow before her; and, when she gives the
signal, each rises and takes his seat. They are ignorant of the motive of so solemn
an assembly. Asmonchar is ordered to lay the matter before them.

The vizier looks round him, and perceives a place empty. It is that which his
great father Bahlisboull should have filled. He then hesitates to break silence; for
he is afraid that the queen’s proposal carry by the majority of voices; for a great
part of those who were to vote were of her sex, and, of consequence, hostile to
every law that might tend to bridle their liberty, and restrain their weakness. The
rest consists of spirits who would be proud that they had it in their power to serve
the queen. Thus, this minister saw himself on the eve of being submitted to the
laws of a man, and a Mussulman. He cursed Mahomet in the bottom of his soul,
and felt all his strength forsake him at once. Setelpedour urged him to speak. He
was beginning to stammer, when, on a sudden, old Bahlisboull arrived, borne by

  Bahlisboull, the same with Beelzebub.
***
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his ministers, who conducted him to the foot of the throne.

“Pardon, oh my sovereign!” said this dangerous politician, “my delay. Time
hath impaired my vigour; age hath destroyed my wings: I was grievously wounded
by Michael in our first great combat; and, in a body like mine, entirely weakened
by age, the wounds are always fresh.”

Setelpedour received the excuse of the old genius, and ordered him to take
his place. Asmonchar, encouraged by the presence of his grandfather, begins, and
lays before them the subject upon which the queen wished to consult the divan.

The presence of Bahlisboull was a law to them; they knew his inveterate
hatred against the human race: They dreaded his wiles, his power, and cruelty.
If there was a regulation in the empire difficult or obscure, they knew it to be from
him.

Setelpedour addressed herself to the dangerous sage: “You, Bahlisboull, who
have seen the three reigns ; tell me if there has not been examples of a****

connection like that which I wish to form to-day?”
“Great queen! I could quote laws which would convince you all. I could even

give myself as an example; I have existed since the time of the sublime genius,
your grandfather; and, when we were thrown headlong from heaven, I fought his
battles. He considered me as the oldest of his children.”

“Need I recall to the remembrance of our illustrious chief the times of our
ancient glory, and the dreadful blow that precipitated us, when we thought
ourselves sure of enjoying it?”

“Tranquil and sovereign in our inaccessible abodes, they wished us to bow
the knee to Mahomet. This daring innovator, whom we have seen sneak and reign
by turns, seemed to be predestinated to the sceptre of the world; but, in becoming
his disciples, we lost our empire. This affront appeared to us intolerable, and to
submit mean. We gave over respecting as a beneficent being one who degraded us
by an unjust law; and, animated by just resentment, we took arms.”

“Great Kokopilesobe and I maintained an equal combat for some time
against Michael and Gibrein. But, at length, our enemies, led on by Mahomet, fell
upon us with fury. We were conquered, robbed, driven from our possessions; and
it was with much ado we saved these gilded wings, without which we would have
been dashed to pieces in our fall.”

“Invited to reign every where, we preferred this earth, and formed an
alliance with the children of men, to people it in concert with them. Mahomet
persecuted our new race, and destroyed it by a deluge.”

“Inexhaustible in our resources, we saw an immense crowd of people

  The three reigns. This alludes to the reign of Lucifer, before he was thrown down to
****

the earth; to the reign of the same spirit, until Mahomet is said to have discouraged idolatry;

and to the actual reign of Setelpedour.
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flourish anew; these we subjected to our laws. The earth was covered with our
altars; she found it difficult to rear a sufficient number of victims for the sacrifices
which were offered to us; and even human blood was not spared.”

“Provoked at our success, Mahomet became man. And, in order to put a
stop to our career, he declared a war against us, more cruel than the former. He
ransacked every thing, demolished our temples, overturned our images,
annihilated our gods and our trophies. In short, we were put to the necessity of
engaging him.

“We were still unfortunate. At last, however, we obtained a truce. Stripped
of his honours, the formidable Kokopilesobe retreated into the most remote
regions of the south. The throne which you occupy remained subject to his power;
but, by an article of the treaty that I was forced to subscribe, and of which I
deposit a copy at the feet of your highness, it was agreed, that all children of a
genius should embrace the worship of the prophet, and live under his dominion.”

“It is your part, therefore, great queen! to determine whether your
descendents, called to independence and glory, must be reduced to a state of
disgraceful slavery, despising the miseries of the martyr of our faith, even the
mighty Kokopilesobe.”

“Genius!” answered the queen, “I was ignorant of the terms of the treaty you
speak of; but you have concealed from me the infringements that have been made
upon it more than once. With respect to the inconvenience that may result from
what I have been thinking of, my prudence shall protect my posterity; and tell me,
you who are acquainted with the tenor of our charters, if there be any case more
sacred than that which you have taken notice of?”

“Sage sovereign!” replied the genius, dispense with my producing it to you.
It would be an obstacle in your way. Ignorance of the law may serve for an excuse
to the person who violates it.” — “I must interrupt you,” said Setelpedour;
“ignorance is a disgrace to one of the genii. — I wish the laws to be known, for it
is my duty to execute them; and I command you to produce it.”

“A genius can give his hand to none but a virgin,” said Bahlisboull; “and a
married person cannot become your husband, unless you forfeit all your privileges
and your power.”

Upon this declaration, the queen cursed within herself both the law and its
interpreter, and easily penetrated into the malicious stratagem of Bahlisboull, and
of the vizier Asmonchar. Artifice succeeding her fury, she began thus:

“You have, sage genius! pronounced a sentence which would blast all my
hopes forever, did I not know how far your profound wisdom and experience,
which are coeval with the world itself, exalts you above all spirits; and, as you
have so often escaped the chains with which you have been threatened, there is
none of our laws which you cannot elude. I hope, therefore, that your zeal and
attachment towards me will induce you to employ your sagacity in this matter.
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Cannot we, who are legislators, set aside this law? Or can we find no method of
transgressing it, without appearing to violate it? Be assured that the motive which
hath made me assemble this divan would make me do any thing to gratify my
desires!”

Bahlisboull triumphed in his own mind at the queen’s distress, and her
passion for Simoustapha. He supposed her to be as much blinded by love, as he
himself was by wickedness and ambition; and he hoped, that, by his perfidious
measures, he would make her lose both the empire of Ginnistan, and the affection
of her people.

“Queen!” replied this dangerous hypocrite, “the confidence which you have
honoured me with ought to ensure your glory and success. No engagements can
bind those who, like you, have the right of making them. These laws which you
complain of were composed by Kokopilesobe, during his reign here, and in
consequence of circumstances which rendered them necessary. But, if he were
now sovereign of Ginnistan, he would conduct himself in a very different manner;
and, notwithstanding your power has been derived from him, the order which
ought to reign here depends only on your wisdom and pleasure. You have not yet
attained the summit of that eminence for which you were destined.”

“You are the Star of the Seven Seas which surround the earth, and you
would have already, had it not been for the ambition of your predecessor, been the
Beneficent Morning Star. The Destinies had, no doubt, marked out the defeat of
the great Kokopilesobe; but his undertaking was hostile to the empire of the genii.
With respect to his personal courage, you ought to curse the fatal excess to which
he was carried, when he acknowledged the wisdom of the laws of Mahomet. But
you, who are sovereign mistress of your desires, should pass a law that might
confirm you in the enjoyment of them.”

The proposal of Bahlisboull astonished the spirits who did not comprehend
its motive. And Setelpedour pretended to put the greatest confidence in the
counsels of the old genius.

“You prove more and more,” said she to him, “how much a mind, instructed
by adversity, is superior to that which knows nought but prosperity! — Yes, you
have convinced me. — I have no scruple in cursing whatever occasioned the
misfortune of my predecessor, and I am too much attached to the human race,
not to acknowledge Mahomet to be superior to any common being; but I demand
of you a copy of the oath I must take.”

“You must repeat, with a firm and distinct voice,” answered the genius,
impatient to accomplish his purpose, “Cursed be thou, Kokopilesobe! thyself! thy
ambition! and thy schemes!’ — “You must, forthwith, renounce your religion, in
order to embrace that of Mahomet, by repeating this profession of faith:

“Achad, en, la, ilia, cala, bella, Mohamad, Rasoud, Alla.”
When the queen appears ready to pronounce it, Bahlisboull casts an

expressive look upon the vizier Asmonchar. This signal is immediately interpreted
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by the divan, who with impatience wait the event. Setelpedour at length takes the
oath. “You have informed me of matters,” said she to the old genius, and spoken
words which I never heard before. — You must therefore write, with your own
hand, a copy of the oath that I am to take.” — “My hand trembles too much,” said
Bahlisboull. — “You may take time,” replied the queen; “and, after I shall have
signed it, I wish that you and the vizier would carry it to Mahomet.” — “I can
neither write nor walk,” answered the genius. — “I must then repeat, as well as
I can, what I recollect of it; adding, at the same time, the sentiments of my heart.”
She now rises and speaks thus:

“Be thou cursed for ever, infamous Bahlisboull! who, by thy abominable
flatteries, didst poison the heart of my grandfather, and didst cause him rebel
against every sort of authority. Curse upon thee! principal of discord, who
continually hast the love of order upon thy lips, but corruption in thy heart! Curse
upon thyself and all thy race for ever! thou infernal source of those evils which
desolate the universe! Curse upon thee and thy grandson Asmonchar! who, in
pretending to shew me the good road, have digged for me a frightful pit! May ye
instantly be stript of your wings! May ye be thrown headlong to the earth! Go!
wallow among mud and dirt! — This is my sentence,”

Upon hearing this, which they did not expect, the murmuring spirits
recognised their queen. Her firmness commands the attention of the most wicked.
Their sovereign shines forth in the ancient glory which they had forfeited. Her
orders are instantly executed; she dismisses the genii, and the divan breaks up.

Although Setelpedour represents to herself the dangers to which her love
had exposed her, yet she still feels its darts. ‘If thou had’st been witness, my dear
Simoustapha,’ said she to herself, ‘of all that I have braved for thee — What
wouldst thou not sacrifice on my account? But what do I say! I admire that rigid
virtue which prompts thee to a refusal at which my self-love cannot take offence.
Thou wouldst have loved me hadst thou seen me first; and if, by complying with
the wishes of my dear Benelab, in promoting a scheme in which he knew to
interest me, I had not presented in a vision the amiable Ilsetilsone, thou wouldst
this day have been my slave, and I would have been certain of a fidelity which
nothing could move. I neither wish to distress thy happiness, nor that of thy
spouse; but thou must love me; thou must be the same to me as to her; we must
no longer be tied down to the laws of matrimony; love and gratitude shall
prescribe to us other duties.’

Thus the grand-daughter of the guilty, but brave Kokopilesobe, imposed
upon herself. She possessed the elevated genius of her grandfather, but was
ignorant that human blood flowed in her veins. She had nothing in perfection but
courage and beauty. Her heart, however, was pure: She had become subject to a
law which Bahlisboull had vaguely explained to her; and time was to make her feel
the effects of it.

Eager to see Simoustapha again, she had not patience to wait for him in her
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palace; for this would have been denying herself a pleasure which she could
immediately procure, by transporting herself to Bagdad. She therefore calls the
slave of the box.

“This night,” said she, “you must carry Ilsetilsone to her husband’s
apartment, and you must let me know as soon as she is there. I wish by my
presence to increase their happiness.” — Jemal executes the orders of the fairy
with his usual precaution; Setelpedour soon learns that the princess is with her
lover; she instantly sets out for Bagdad, preceded by Jemal, who went to
announce to the happy couple the arrival of the queen of the fairies.

They would have appeared more embarrassed, had not the queen, when she
arrived, inspired them with confidence, by reiterated marks of affection. She
embraced them both, and seated herself at table between them. “I run no risk,”
said she, in coming to sup with a mortal, the pupil of my much loved Benelab. I
have contributed, my dear princess, to procure you the best of husbands. Permit
me at least, to partake of your felicity. By making you perceive the value of so rare
a benefit, I will continue to protect you both by my counsels and power. Be not
alarmed, therefore, Simoustapha, at the excess of my affection for you; it is
innocent, and shall never occasion you either distress or remorse, if you but
return my love: Will you pardon him for it, my dear Ilsetilsone?” said she,
embracing him.

“If my lover,” replied the young and ingenuous princess, “did not love you,
I should have reason to doubt his affection for myself. I have given him my heart;
he has therefore two to offer you for the goodness with which you load us. Your
virtues and charms have made too lively an impression upon me to resist them.”

“You transcend what I expected,” replied the queen, “charming princess! I
feel a satisfaction which nothing can augment but the same acknowledgment that
I expect from Simoustapha.”

“Great queen! I can only express the sentiments with which I am animated,
by devoting myself to your pleasure.”

Setelpedour, content with these assurances of their affection, testified her
gratitude during the whole of the repast. They now gave themselves wholly up to
the present pleasures, music, dancing, perfumes, liquors; nothing was spared.
But, what is seldom the case, they spoke sensibly when all was over.

“Dear prince,” said the queen, “upon the consent of the caliph, which I shall
soon obtain, your felicity appears to be complete. However, without the greatest
precaution on your part, and the greatest care on mine, it may be blasted in a
moment. The enchanted box which Benelab sent you is coveted by Mamouk, the
cursed magician who formerly possessed it. It is impossible for you always to carry
this treasure, but you got a ring from me which you must never part with, for it
will warn you of the dangers to which you will be exposed, and at the same time
it will come to your assistance. That of the princess will not shew its properties
unless you be threatened with death, or where its aid cannot be dispensed with.
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Remember always to shut your gate and windows against every thing that may
come from Egypt.” After this, she leaves the pair at liberty, embraces them, and
disappears.

The night passes as the preceding; the days succeed without any thing
remarkable. Jemal, attentive to his duty, is ever ready to fulfil the orders with
which he is intruded. The princess is every day transported to her lover; and every
morning she is with the caliph. Every third day Simoustapha is carried up to
Ginnistan, to do homage to the Star of the Seven Seas: But, while his heart
appeared to be elated with such an agreeable enjoyment, that of the Egyptian
Mamouk breathed nothing but vengeance against the possessor of the wonderful
box, which he is ambitious to recover.

The hateful magician saw the star of Benelab grow dim; he followed it; it
appeared no more , it was a presage of death. This wretch, who dreaded the power
of the Persian philosopher, might now with impunity recover a treasure of which
the queen of the genii robbed him. He must first, however, find out into what
hands the box has fallen.

He avails himself of the first equinox, the only time favourable to the works
of those who act in concert with spirits. With his wand he makes a square, which
he afterwards divides by two triangles; he calculates these different spaces, which,
by furnishing him with the number nine, afford him as many rooms to study in,
and to follow out the chain of events which he seeks. He penetrates with a bright
wax-candle into each of these dark rooms. This baneful light showed him all the
adventures of the sage Persian and the Indian prince, from the moment they
embarked till they arrived in Bagdad. He saw Benelab die, and recognised the
magic box in the hands of Simoustapha.

Naraes, Mamouk’s son, as great a miscreant as his father, assists. Both
examine the mark of the box; it appeared to be armed with steel points, and a
circle of fire was formed around it. The necromancers were not in the least afraid;
the value of the treasure they were in quest of blinded them. The father digged a
ditch in his garden at the bottom of an hillock; from this a fountain immediately
springs forth, which he points out to his son, and says,

“Behold the faithful image of the events which await me: As long as this
spring shall be clear, thou shalt be at ease on my account. If thou see it grow
muddy, send me aid. If it be tinged with blood, I am dead. Thou must then
endeavour to revenge my death; thou must try to recover our precious treasure,
by attempting to find out the snares that may have been laid for me, and take care
to guard against those which shall be prepared for thyself.”

Mamouk at this instant leaves his son; and, in order to conceal his steps,
he transforms himself into a cat. Already he had descended from Upper Egypt
towards Arabia: The star which shone on Bagdad directs him thither.

When Aurora had announced the return of the sun upon that part of the
globe, he stopped amid delicious gardens, continually fertilised by the Ilfara and
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the Aggiala, which from different directions wash the town of Bagdad. Here he
chose an asylum among the trees, whose thick foliage was best for concealing the
sneaking appearance he had assumed. He knew that he could not procure
admittance into the house of Simoustapha, which was guarded by the genius of
the box, under any form whatever. Waiting, however, till the sun had darted forth
his rays, he meditates by what means he might seduce a person to serve his
purpose. At that instant he chanced to see a man whom he proposed to sound.

A poor gardener, named Abaire, cultivated the garden where the magician
had stopped. Bent under the weight of his work, fatigue and heat forced from him
some sighs. Mamouk thought that a man, who was thus in misery, would grasp
at any offer to alleviate his sufferings and poverty. The gardener subsisted upon
some bits of bread and of fruit which he picked up. With these he filled a little
basket for his wife and children; and, when night came, he returned to town with
his scanty stock of provision. “Surely,” said Mamouk, “ if this poor wretch has any
place at all to lodge in, I will prevail upon him to share it with me , and I shall be
very awkward if I don’t make him the instrument of my schemes.” At these words,
having reassumed his natural form, he hailed to make up to him.

“Good evening, Abaire!” said he, accosting him; “it is not without trouble
that you have procured the fruits you carry to your family.” “Ha! who are you, my
good Sir,” said the gardener, surprised to hear himself named, “who speak to a
poor man like me?”

“I am a man,” replied Mamouk, “who know you as well as you do yourself;
I could name every tree in your garden, and those too which you take most care
of. I love the poor; and, when I am on a journey, I always lodge with them,
persuaded that I shall want for nothing; for I cause every thing be brought to me;
and I find nothing too good for myself, provided I can promise myself the
happiness of sharing if with them.”

“Alas!” said Abaire, “it would be too much happiness to flatter myself with
receiving such a guest as you; but we have no bed for you.”

“Here are ten pieces of gold,” replied the magician, “with which you may
purchase what is necessary. I can conceive no greater enjoyment than that of
doing  good to the good when in need. There is a secret in being happy, which I am
not afraid of losing. Luxury and opulence harden the heart of the rich; and, whilst
the poor man eats his bread with the sweat of his brow, what a number of people
in Bagdad whet their appetite with the choice and delicious ragouts of
Simoustapha? — Do you know Simoustapha?”

“Know him, Sir! Is there one poor man in Bagdad who does not know this
generous and compassionate man? We don’t live far from him; I go often, by my
matter’s orders, and sell him the most beautiful fruits of our garden, and he
always gives me something to myself.”

During this conversation they arrived at the town; and Abaire conducts his 
guest to his mean dwelling. “Woman,” said he, as he went in, “I bring thee this
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good gentleman, and you need not ask with what we are to entertain him; here my
hand is full of gold, and I am going to buy a sopha.”

Mamouk entered a room, whose whole furniture consisted of but two
wooden chairs and a table; the wife and children were almost naked; misery was
painted all around him; and, if he would have any thing proper, he must increase
his presents.

“Abaire,” said he to him, “I love to do good; here are ten pieces more of gold,
to get whatever is wanting. Consult your own decency and my interest for the
future.”

The poor gardener thought that he was dreaming when he saw so much
riches: Having thanked Providence and the great prophet, he goes out to make his
bargains.

The good woman began to give an appearance of cleanness to her house.
“Let me do it,” said Mamouk; “this trouble is on my account, and I wish to assist
you. In the mean time, go and buy clothes for yourself, your husband, and
children; there are twenty sequins for that purpose; they will not offend the eye
by their lustre; and you must take care to tell nobody that you got them from your
guest. If it be discovered, I must immediately depart from your house: What good
I can do loses all its value in my eyes whenever I find that it is known. When your
husband shall return, we will think about provisions.”

The wife of Abaire went out, and promised to herself, for the first time, to
keep a secret in which she was so deeply interested. As poverty had too often put
her to the blush, she finds it difficult to conceal this blessing.

Both soon return; the gardener is not a little surprised to find his house in
a better condition, and his family so well clothed. The author of this happy change
sits down to table with them, and appears to enjoy, with every possible degree of
satisfaction, the fruits of his beneficence. But, in fact, he enjoyed only the success
of the stratagem, by which he blinded these unsuspecting creatures, whilst they
viewed him in the light of a beneficent being.

The hour of repose was come. Abaire and his wife went to taste its sweets;
whilst the Egyptian was devising the means of snatching off the treasure which
the Indian prince possessed. He knew, for he had seen it in the ninth room, drawn
according to the rules of his art, that the prince enjoyed the favours of love every
night in the arms of his beautiful spouse. What a favourable time for surprising
him! did not the genius of the box watch over the happy pair; did not the vigilance
of the queen of the genii guard them alike from natural and miraculous attacks.

The magician, impatient to begin his work, could rest no longer in the
house, but transformed himself into a cat, and ran round the house of
Simoustapha. The avenues are guarded against him; and, under whatever form
he presents himself, inevitable death awaits him. Seized with terror, he returned
to seek for quiet at the house of Abaire.

The sole care of Mamouk is to win the confidence of the gardener to such
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a degree, that he may render him completely the instrument of his insidious
designs. He therefore reassumed his human figure.

Next morning he accompanied Abaire to the garden, and conversed with him
about his art; he instructed him in what he did not know; he partook of his frugal
fare, and quenched his thirst from the same spring. “You have a great many
beautiful fruits,” said he; “ but, if this garden were your own, I would make such 
grow in it as were never seen even at the caliph’s table.”

“Alas!” said the gardener, “I have only two trees, an apple and a pear-tree,
which came from the Indies. I planted them on a small spot near my own house;
but the soil did not appear to agree with them, for their fruit never ripened.”

“Be cautious and prudent,” replied Mamouk, “don’t speak a word, and I
shall make your fortune; we shall work together. Provided your wife and children
remain ignorant of the matter, your two trees shall produce as good fruit as if they
had remained in their native foil, and had enjoyed the most favourable climate.
But, as the least whisper may ruin every thing, we must observe the strictest
silence with respect to what we are going to do together. In a few days you shall
gather from your pear-tree fruit whose beauty shall astonish you.”

Abaire and Mamouk returned to the house, where a good repast waited
them. Thanks to the generous precautions of the magician, who likewise added
to it whatever could tend to gain the hearts of his hosts!

Next morning the Egyptian anticipated the dawn, and went to seek for the
two trees which the gardener had mentioned. He had only to open a door, which
ushered him in to a spot of ground about twenty feet square. There the two plants
languished, being deprived of the heat of the sun: The pear-tree, however, bore
one blossom. When Abaire rose, he perceived the door open, saw the magician,
and approached him. “You see how the moss hath consumed my poor trees.” “I
rose,” said Mamouk, “in order to take it off them; but you see that the second bark
is green and in excellent condition; shut the door; let us finish our work here
whilst every body is asleep; I will show you a fine thing in a little. As this, however,
is to make your fortune, you must first assure me of your obedience; bind yourself
to me by a solemn oath; swear by the Koran, and upon my sabre, that you will be
faithful in every trial, by repeating these words: “Every thing that Mamouk will do
shall be for the good of Abaire, and Abaire will obey every command of Mamouk.”

The good gardener did not hesitate to enter into an engagement which
appeared to be all in his own favour. Mamouk makes him bring a peg, three knots
of cord, and two spades.

The tools are brought: “Take this cord,” said Mamouk to him, “tie one end
of it to the tree, and the other to the peg; draw a circle, at the distance of three feet
from the tree, as exactly as you can, then loose the cord from the tree, and we will
begin to dig within the circle, until we shall have restored and given nourishment
to the roots. If we would succeed, we must work with method; and I tell you that
this is an operation of geometry.”
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In a moment, the small space which surrounds the tree is cultivated. “Was
there a blossom on your tree?” said Mamouk.— “Yes, you are perfectly right,”
answered the credulous gardener.— “Nothing more lucky for us!” replied the
magician; “ approach it, speak to it, flatter it! Every object in nature enjoys life and
sense, although this does not always appear: Say to it, “My good little blossom,
thou must produce me a pear larger than any that grow in the Indies; I wish it to
be such that a man might conceal himself in it.”

Abaire smiled innocently when he pronounced these words. “To effect this,”
said he to Mamouk, “it ought to be like the dome of a minaret.”— “We need not
trouble ourselves about the likeness,” said the magician, “we need only a pear to
answer our purpose.”

When the operation was finished, our workmen shut the door, of which
Mamouk kept the key, and they both set out for the garden where Abaire was to
be employed during the day; the Egyptian takes part of the work, and
accommodates himself to him in every respect. Had a third person heard them,
he would have thought them simpletons.

The pear-tree appeared to be entirely forgot: Honest Abaire believed it to be
only a childish whim, and that by his complaisance he had gratified the humour
of one whose presence and kindness relieved his family.

Eight days pass without Mamouk showing the least curiosity to see the
effect of what he had done. At length, on the ninth day, when Abaire was about
to go to his business, as usual, the Egyptian seeming quite ready to go along with
him, said to him, “Have you no desire to see what is become of our fruit?”

“I have, if you think proper,” said Abaire; “but I am afraid that we shall have
lost our time in digging at the root of a tree which has been three times cursed.
I treated it in quite a different manner formerly; but it never throve a whit the
better for it. It is true, I did not know to flatter it; however, let us go in and see.”

One may naturally conjecture, that the good gardener, accustomed to his
ordinary work, and to regular productions, had no thought of finding such a
phenomenon upon a branch where he had left nothing but a parched and
languishing blossom. What then must have been his astonishment, when he saw,
hanging in the same place, a pear of such a prodigious size, that it was four times
larger than any one of the same kind that had been ever seen. “I could never have
believed it,” said he in his surprise “to whom shall I sell this pear? If I carry it to
the palace, the officers of the caliph will give any thing for it, and will be proud to
get it: If I show it to Simoustapha, he will spare no price.” “ You are in the right,”
said Mamouk; “he will pay you better than any body else; and besides, he will
consider himself as much indebted to you. Take courage, my dear Abaire, your
tree shall forthwith flourish like the rose-bush in May, and none but Simoustapha
can pay you for these fruits. Go, put your pear upon a plate, and cover it with a
linen cloth; you must seize the moment when Simoustapha shall be before his
shop, and you must pass before him as usual. He will be curious to see your
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fruits; draw his attention to this pear till he desire and covet it, and you are
certain of an exorbitant price; but I told you that I wished to enter into the pear;
I wish to do it still.”

“Ah! certainly I don’t oppose it,” said Abaire smiling; “make yourself so little
that you can find room in it; you will have the appearance of a very fine kernel.”— 
“Do you wish me then to become a kernel in It?”— “Yes, if it is possible.”— “Order
me to be it.”— “Well! I order you to be it.”— “Pull out the stalk then, in order to
open the door to me.”

Abaire being in good humour, wished to carry on the joke, and made a small
movement, as in order to pull away the stalk of the fruit; it stuck to his hand, and
gave him great pain.

“This is a small misfortune,” said Mamouk; “for without this, I should have
stopped at the door. Put the stalk into its place again; go, seek your plate,
endeavour to make up to your man;— the fruit will appear no less curious to
him;— it has lost nothing of either its size or taste. Next week we will get better
ones to eat.”

The gardener having gone to seek the plate, returned, but did not find
Mamouk. He imagined that he had gone to see the pear-tree, and having no need
of him to help him in selling his fruit, he sets out without the least uneasiness for
the house of Simoustapha.

Mamouk abused the simplicity of Abaire completely. This impostor, stript
of the half of his power, reduced to a passive condition by a superior power, has
been forced to transform the ignorant gardener into a magician, without his
suspecting it. He associated him with himself and made him artfully command
whatever it was his own interest to execute. Such are the dangers of ignorance!

Scarce had Abaire turned his back, in order to go and seek the plate, when
the Egyptian, faithful to the command which he made be given to himself,
diminishes the size of his body, and enters into the pear, that he may there
assume the form of a kernel. Were they to cut the pear without cutting the stone,
and especially, if they were to be charmed with the delicious taste of the fruit, the
wretch Mamouk would recover his loss, and complete his vengeance.

Hitherto  every thing tended to favour the views of the cabalist:
Simoustapha is at the gate when Abaire passes, and makes him show his fruit.
The gardener said that he was going to present it to the caliph himself, and that
he would get two hundred sequins for it. “Give it to me,” said Simoustapha, “you
shall not have to go far, here are two hundred sequins, and fifty more for the
honour you do me in giving me the preference.”

Abaire, elated with his good fortune, left both the plate and cloth, to
embrace him to whom he was indebted for so much money: He returns home with
eagerness, but does not find Mamouk.— He supposes him to be in the garden
without the city; he runs to it, but does not find him there; he seeks him every
where, and demands him from the neighbouring rivers and echoes in vain.
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During this fruitless search Simoustapha impatiently waited the hour when
he should enjoy the charms of the charming Ilsetilsone, and offer her the most
beautiful fruit she had ever seen upon the earth.

Night was come; the genius had done its duty; the happy pair are dressed
in the presents of their charming protectress; the clothes, the rings, the necklace,
the diamond chain, interwoven with the hair. In short, nothing is forgot.

The mute eunuch presents the beautiful fruit which the Indian prized so
much; Ilsetilsone admires it, and finds that it has a most exquisite flavour. They
hear a little noise as they cut the pear; a kernel escapes from it, and leaps upon
the ground.

The fatal bit had already touched the lips of the two lovers; Simoustapha
cries aloud; the ring having pricked him, occasions a violent pain.— Ilsetilsone lets
fall the bit which she held; the prince makes an effort to pull off her finger the
jewel which hurts her; and this calls the genius, the slave of the ring.

It was of an ugly frightful shape; the princess fainted when she saw it.
“What art thou? What dost thou want with me?” said Simoustapha to it. “I am the
flaw of the ring which my mistress gave thee,” answered the phantom. “I warn
thee that thou art in the greatest danger; thy enemy is in the house; that fruit is
poisoned; I fly to the aid of the box; when it shall be out of danger I will return.”

Simoustapha and his slaves assisted the princess. Jemal, during this time,
shut up in the magic box, defended himself, as well as could, against the attacks
of his former master whose power he dreaded. Mamouk applied an enchanted ring
to the lock of the chest in which the box was shut up; the lock opened, and, at the
same instant, the genius who guarded it substituted another in its place. This
conflict was renewed six times; and Jemal was at hast about to yield, when the
genius of the box arrived.

“Infamous wretch!” said he to Mamouk, “thou shalt die by no hand but
mine.” At the same time, he exhales up all the air in the room and lifts his arm to
strike the Egyptian, who falls to the ground like one suffocated. He is immediately
cast into chains; robbed of his magic ring, his wand, his book of enchantments,
and thrown upon the floor, stript of his power, and half dead.

After this victory, the genius of the ring came to inform Simoustapha of the
dangers to which he had been exposed by the stratagem of Mamouk. “Come,” said
he, “view your enemy, and dispose of him, not according to the goodness of your
heart, but according to the badness of his.”

Simoustapha followed the genius into the room, but Mamouk was gone.
“Cursed magician! inexhaustible in resources,” said the genius, “what force hath
enabled thee to escape? But thou wast bound and couldst not get off.” He advises
Simoustapha, therefore, to take the box, to call Jemal, and to cause them seek in
concert the wretch who wished to escape.

The two genii found him in the garden, where he was begun to rid himself
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of his irons. But, upon seeing his adversaries, he plunges into the canal:
Immediately two banks are formed, which shut him up. Upon this he jerks into
the air, like a drop of water; but he is constrained to fall back into a basin which
they had made for him: He is now forced to evaporate into flame; but a thick
vapour, which rises on every side, thwarts this scheme.

From this mixture of elements, the canal appears filled with quick burning
lime, which they were afraid to approach: The genius of the ring, throws into it two
pieces of the pear; in an instant they dissolve; then the genius, addressing
Simoustapha, says to him, “Prince! pronounce sentence upon this wretch; we are
ready to execute it: say to him, ‘Infamous magician! I shut you up in your works,
and with your works, that you may be punished by your works.’ ”

Simoustapha pronounced the sentence.— The magician on a sudden
became a shapeless mass of marble, of the figure of a cat, resembling those
frightful statues which were seen among the idolatrous before the coming of the
prophet.

The genius carried out of the garden this horrid image.

Simoustapha returned to his spouse, who, although recovered from her first
fright, yet was not without alarm on his account. Upon seeing him, she recovered
her spirits. They enter together into the closet where the box was placed;
Simoustapha touches it, and Jemal appears.

“Sir,” says the genius, “what do you want with your slave?” “I want you to
relate to me all the particulars of the event which has just now happened.”

It places itself astride upon the box, and obeys the orders of Simoustapha:
It describes the machinations, the journey, and the arrival of Mamouk the
magician at Bagdad; it also relates how he deceived the gardener; how he lodged
at his house, his transformations; the enchantment of the pear-tree; the manner
in which he introduced himself to Simoustapha, who carried to itself the fruit in
the kernel of which the traitor had concealed himself, how he came out of it when
the pear was cut. It describes its own conflict in the box, where it incessantly
opposed a fresh touch to that which the magic ring of the Egyptian destroyed.

From this box, in which it was intrenched, in order to defend it, it had seen
the genius of the ring come to its assistance. It relates how the conjurer had been
thrown down, bound, stript of his magic, and how that the very instant the genius
of the ring went out of the closet, spirits, sent from the lower Egypt to aid
Mamouk, by his son Naraes, had come to carry him suddenly off, and had put
him in a condition to make the last conflict, in which he had at length yielded.

These explanations having consumed part of the night, the two consorts had
scarce time to congratulate themselves on their good luck in having escaped so
many stratagems, such dangerous attacks, and such well concerted schemes,
Ilsetilsone is obliged to trust herself  to the care of the faithful Jemal, and to
return to the caliph’s palace in her usual carriage.
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 Simoustapha endeavoured to find in the bath that quiet which such
perturbation had caused him lose. He afterwards made ready to set out for
Ginnistan. He had recourse to the box, invoked the genius of it, set out, and
arrived in the presence of the queen of the genii, to whom his dangers had
rendered him dearer.

She comes into his presence, and testifies to him, by the tenderest caresses,
the warm part she had taken on account of his misfortune. She spares the young
prince the relation of an adventure, of which she knew the minutest particular;
but she avails herself of this circumstance, in order to induce him to watch with
care the ring and the box. She puts him on his guard against the attacks of the
son of Mamouk, as dangerous as his father. “In vain,” said she to him, “shall I
have my eyes always upon you and surround you by the powers which are subject
to me, if you don’t endeavour to secure yourself against the snares of men. My
assistance displays itself only by supernatural means; take care of yourself; put
yourself in a condition that you may turn your virtues and wisdom to your
advantage, after the example of your master Benelab.”

Let us here finish the salutary counsels of the queen, and the warm
gratitude of Simoustapha. He took leave of the queen , the genius conducted him
back to Bagdad, where political movements pave the way for more interesting
events.

The caliph, having learned that the city of Damascus was besieged by two
hundred thousand infidels, caused an order be issued to all Mussulmans to take
arms, and follow him, to give relief to this important place.

Upon this Simoustapha feels a sentiment natural to great souls: He is
inflamed with zeal and courage for the true faith. The love of glory, and the desire
appearing worthy of his mistress, makes him pant after the laurels, and trace the
footsteps of the commander of the faithful. He therefore calls Jemal.

“You have just now heard,” said he to the genius, “the proclamation of the
caliph. I wish to second his views: Make them bring me a horse immediately, and
armour suitable to my rank and birth.”

The genius cleaves the air, and informs Setelpedour of the intention of the
young prince; the queen applauds his purpose, and wishes to put the hero in a
condition of attaining the greatness for which he is destined. She also orders for
him one of the most beautiful horses that can be found in any of the three
Arabias.

The emissaries make their choice at Sardie, an uninhabited district, three
days journey from Damascus, where the best horses are to be met with: They find
one to which no other could be compared. He was of the breed of Gelpha, which
had mounted the great prophet, when, after having erected his victorious standard
on the towers of Medina, he over-ran Palestine and the two Syrias, and soon made
all Asia bend under the strokes of his glorious scimitar, and the wise laws of the
divine Koran.
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The nativity of the horse destined for Simoustapha, cast, at the very
moment of his birth, by the wisest astrologers, presaged that he was to serve
under the greatest prince in the world, and establish the happiness and duration
of two powerful empires.

The dispositions of this animal completely justified the decrees of his
destiny: Tractable, active, spirited, capable of any fatigue, he was never the slave
of his appetites; he endured thirst and hunger without the least alteration on his
vigorous constitution; he could live without sleep, and feed on air. He added to
these excellent qualities those of the readied obedience, the most acute
understanding and a firm attachment to his master. How many men were inferior
to him?

Setelpedour wished to see the horse destined for her favourite; the steed
neighed for joy that he was going to make his appearance before the queen of the
genii, and contribute to the glory of the hero whom she protected. He was
introduced to Ginnistan; he excited the admiration of Setelpedour: A harness
worthy of his beauty, but without any extraordinary show, is immediately provided
for him; he is loaded with the complete armour of the prince. The cuirass, and the
other necessary pieces, are made of steel-plates of Damascus; the scimitar is of
a temper which nothing can resist: All his arms are of a sable hue. Simoustapha
was waiting with impatience upon the terrace of his house for the return of Jemal,
when he brought into the court the haughty steed.

At the sight of so beautiful a present, the young prince feels himself
penetrated with gratitude, and filled with new ardour; he burns to signalise his
courage; but love still throws some obstacles in his way.

When the genius, favoured by the shades of night, had carried Ilsetilsone
from the palace of the caliph, and united the two consorts; when the beautiful
princess was informed of the designs of her lover, she lost the use of her senses;
she recovered only to abandon herself to more cruel despair, and the night was
spent in tears.

Although the caliph had departed, Simoustapha, sacrificing his glory to the
tender concerns of love, left his steed to champ the bit with impatience; he makes
the air re-echo with his neighing; Jemal can hardly restrain him; he wishes for the
saddle and bridle; and his foot seems to strike the hours which ought to have
warned Simoustapha of his departure.

More than a day elapsed before Simoustapha could tear himself from the
arms of Ilsetilsone, whose alarms he dreaded. Setelpedour saw his distress,
blushed for his weakness; but, anxious for his glory, runs up to him.

“You fail in your duty,” said she to him; “you forfeit your glory and the safety
of the state in which you live; you languish under a shameful weakness; depart
instantly; if you hesitate a moment, I give you entirely up. My slave is ready to
conduct you to Damascus; I shall take care of your spouse; receive my blessing.”

Upon hearing this, Simoustapha recognises his weakness, and blushes on
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account of it; he falls at the knees of the fairy, and implores her pardon and
protection.

He mounts his steed, which, quick as lightening, transports him to
Damascus; and he is conducted by the genii the slaves of the fairy. Having
reached an eminence, he gets a view of the city. The infidels were assaulting it; the
army of the caliph had come to close quarters with the enemy, and were labouring
under a manifest disadvantage: The two wings were broken, and had given way.

The standard of Mahomet pointed out the place where Haroun Alraschid
fought. He was in the middle of his army; the infidels pressed his battalions; and,
having almost reached himself, this illustrious sovereign was ready to fall a victim
to their fury.

Swifter than lightening, Simoustapha is in the midst of the carnage; every
stroke of his scimitar carries death along with it; every step of his horse tramples
the infidels. In a moment he delivers his sovereign from the dangers that
threatened him. His thundering voice strikes terror into the enemy, but
reanimates the drooping spirits of the Mussulmen. They are all rallied under the
standard of the sacred prophet, which Simoustapha had seized; he waves it in the
middle of the battalion which he had just formed. At this signal, the souls of the
warriors are inspired with fresh confidence; the combat is renewed with more
vigour; but death shifts its ground; it seizes upon that of the infidels, and spreads
havoc around. The ardour of his steed carries him through all the ranks in an
instant. He takes the command into his own hand; every one obeyed: The
commanders and the soldiers took him to be an angel from heaven sent to their
relief; he made part pursue the runaways, whilst he, with the rest of the army,
advanced under the walls of Damascus.

The ladders which had been prepared for the assault are destroyed, the
assailants are tumbled headlong from the walls, and the gates of the city are
thrown open to its deliverer.

Simoustapha marches in triumph at the head of the conquerors; the crowd,
as he passes, fall down to embrace his knees; and the preserver of Damascus
receives the homage of a people in whose behalf he had displayed so much valour.
They advance towards the principal mosque, to thank Heaven and Mahomet for
such a signal deliverance. Haroun does not lose sight of the object of his gratitude:
Simoustapha, having pulled down his vizier, kept himself  however near the
caliph. When they arrived at the gate of the mosque, he alights, and approaches
in a most suppliant manner to do homage to his sovereign, by assisting him to
dismount.

Haroun politely accepts the assistance of the young warrior; but he is
distressed to see a wound on the hand which is presented to him, and which is
covered with blood.

“Valiant hero,” said he to him, “you are wounded?”— “Great commander of
the faithful,” answered the Indian prince, “the wound is by no means dangerous,
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for I feel no inconvenience from it.”— “Noble warrior, the heat of the action, and
your intrepid courage, have made you forget it; but we shall not enter the mosque
without dressing your wound.” “Your goodness affects me much,” exclaimed
Simoustapha; “the duties in which you are going to be engaged ought to precede
those which concern only the meanest, but most devoted of your subjects.”

The caliph was charmed with this token of submission: “Brave Mussulman,”
said he, taking a handkerchief, upon which his name was written in letters of
gold, from his girdle, “condescend at least to keep your hand from the air, by
wrapping it up in this handkerchief, till we may have it in our power to give you
other relief.”

Simoustapha obeyed. They entered the mosque, which immediately
re-echoed with the songs and thanksgivings of all the people.

After this the caliph goes to the palace that had been designed for him
during his stay at Damascus. Several officers, who had the courage to keep aloof
during the combat, became now jealous of their places, that they might
accompany him in his triumph. Simoustapha, Moustapha, regardless of such
frivolous preferments, leaves them without being noticed, mounts his horse, and
disappears on a sudden.

He had sacrificed to glory whatever was proper, it is time now to alleviate
the distress of his mistress: His intelligent steed appeared to partake of his
impatience; he scarcely touches the road as he scours over it; and Simoustapha
soon revisits the much longed for watch-towers of Bagdad.

During his absence, the beneficent queen of the genii would not suffer
Ilsetilsone to abandon herself to distress. The first night, therefore, that the prince
departed, she ordered the genius to convey to her the caliph’s daughter. What
must have been her astonishment when she awoke, to find herself in the arms of
the queen, instead of those of Simoustapha?

“Don’t be disconcerted,” said Setelpedour to her, embracing her tenderly,
“your husband must attend to his duty under the colours of the caliph. Your
happiness depends, more than you imagine, upon the service which he has it in
his power to do him; it is not a fruitless glory which he inspires at. I shall watch
over his safety as well as I can, and I would fight by his side were I allowed; but
I am subject to a different law. It is distressing for me that the merit of
Simoustapha hath inspired me with love; and that my partiality towards him hath
made the malevolent spirits of my empire rebel. I have already punished them;
and I am determined to put them all to defiance, as we have still more dangers to
encounter.”

“Be of good cheer, amiable princess, assist me in procuring happiness to
him whom we love more than life itself, by not multiplying the causes of his
disquiet! Reproach him not for a separation, which his glory and your common
interest rendered necessary. You shall see him again in a short time; trust
yourself to the wisdom and the care of the queen of the genii.”
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Ilsetilsone was comforted, and immediately carried back to the palace of her
father.

Whilst the commander of the faithful is repairing in procession to the palace
destined for him at Damascus, he looks around to discover the hero to whom he
owes his safety, that of his army, the relief of Damascus, and complete Victory: He
does not perceive him: He orders him to be sought for every where: Inquiries are
fruitless. He makes his heralds at arms proclaim it both within and without the
city, but without success. The warrior had disappeared with his steed; he had not
raised the vizier of his helmet, therefore every thing remains unknown with regard
to him.

The people persist in believing that heaven had sent an angel to their relief;
but the blood which Haroun had seen flowing was that of a human being; the
handkerchief which he had given him was stained with it.

The commander of the faithful, in distress, because it was not in his power
to testify his gratitude to his benefactor, and informed that the Infidels who had
escaped the slaughter were embarked, provides for the future security of
Damascus, and returns to Bagdad at the head of twelve thousand knights, after
having disbanded his army.

Already had Simoustapha enjoyed the pleasure of revisiting his affectionate
spouse, and of thanking their amiable protectress. Spending the days with the
one, and the nights with the other, he was as happy as a mortal could be. He
informed his dear Ilsetilsone of every particular of his military achievements; and
they were still more interesting to this amiable princess, in proportion as they had
contributed to the glory of the caliph. She took the handkerchief in which the
hand of her lover was wrapped, and bedewed every now and then with her tears
the characters which exhibited to her the name of her father, and the stains of the
blood that had been shed in his defence. “I will keep this handkerchief,” said she.
“It will always call to my remembrance that moment when the object of my
tenderness was saved by that of my love.”

In the mean while the caliph arrives, amid the acclamations of the
inhabitants of Bagdad; triumphal arches are raised to his renown; he finds an
adequate compensation for his labours in the affection of his subjects, and the
tenderness of his family. Zobeida and her daughter demonstrate their transports
of joy by the most lively caresses; but the caliph, wearied with so many honours,
thinks of nothing but the stranger warrior, who had denied him the pleasure of
rewarding him. “He received from me nothing but a handkerchief to cover his
wound,” said the monarch; “it is the only favour he would accept; but I have
promised ten thousand sequins to that person who shall inform me of his name,
his condition, and where he lives: I shall reward him who saved the standard of
the holy prophet from the hands of the Infidels, who delivered my people, and to
whom I owe my life and my crown. It is in vain that he denies himself the honours
that are due to him; I will celebrate a festival in his honour, which shall bring all
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Damascus to Bagdad to witness his extraordinary valour. I cannot represent the
features of his face accurately, as he never lifted the vizier of his helmet; but I will
represent his armour, of which I have a distinct idea, and his steed full of fire.
Sure there will not be a Mussulman in my empire who will not be eager to witness
the celebration of the festival, in honour of the hero of the sable arms; and he
shall not be long unknown to those who shall be present at the warlike solemnity.”

Ilsetilsone was delighted with the encomiums lavished upon her lover, and
the enthusiasm of the caliph. How often had she almost been tempted to say, “I
know him, the hero of the sable arms, the conqueror of the Infidels, and also my
conqueror.”

The orders of Haroun are executed: The festivals held for the relief of
Damascus continued thirty days; the two last of these are set apart for a military
representation of the exploits of the knight of the sable arms. These festivals
accomplished the views of the caliph by means quite unconnected with those
which this monarch had thought of.

The last day of the festival, when Zobeida was upon the balcony with her
daughter, a coup de soleil struck the young princess, she uttered a loud shriek,
and fell upon the bosom of her mother. While she was affording relief to her
daughter, she perceived symptoms which could not be mistaken; her bosom
discovered the effects of a conjugal union: Alarmed with this surprising discovery,
she runs instantly to the caliph, to inform him of so important a secret: It was not
by conjectures that she formed her conclusion; complete certainty convinced her
of it: They go together into the apartment of Ilsetilsone, to draw from her a
confession which concerned their glory and their repose.

“For several months,” says the princess, “I have been carried off every night
without perceiving it. I am transported through the air, and conveyed into a
chamber magnificently furnished, and find myself in the arms of a man who is
unknown to me; but who, I confess, has inspired me with the most tender
passion.”

From this recital of his daughter, the caliph easily judged that some
miraculous enchantment had seduced her, and thought it unreasonable to
reproach her for a fault, which, from its nature, seemed to be excusable.

“Madam,” says he to Zobeida, “it appears that a genius is enamoured of our
daughter; our opposition would only irritate it; we must recommend her, as well
as ourselves, to the protection of the holy prophet.” Saying this, he embraces his
daughter, as usual, and leaves her to that repose which she stood so much in
need of. Zobeida imitates the wise conduct of her husband.

Ilsetilsone flatters herself that she will be able to inform her lover the
following night, that he may take care to bring the handkerchief, and make known
in the palace the knight of the sable arms: He must arrive there with his spirited
steed, and all his accoutrements of war.

The caliph assembles his privy council, the members of which were Giafar
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and Mesrour. Giafar receives the information with astonishment: Mesrour is less
surprised; he had, for a long time, perceived that it was impossible to awake the
guard which was stationed at the apartment of the princess.

“What method shall we fall upon,” says the caliph, “to find out and surprise
the enchanter of my daughter? Every night she is lifted up in the air.” “I have a
little device in my head,” says Mesrour, “which we may make use of immediately.
I have a phosphoric substance which I received from an astrologer; it is composed
of an oil extracted from an animal called a Basilisk. Whenever it is in the open air
and in motion it flames without burning. I am going to pour some drops of it upon
the coverlet of the princess; it will dry instantly, and retain no smell. As soon as
they are in the open air, they will emit sparkling stars, which will serve to conduct
the persons who are to follow her into the house of the seducer.”

The caliph approves the scheme: Mesrour goes to put it in execution; and
Giafar warns the judge of the police, who was to follow the meteor wherever it
went, and get the house instantly surrounded. Five hundred men are immediately
appointed to run after the new constellation which was to appear that night; but
the secret remains between the caliph and his counsellors.

Night came; the genius not having cast its eyes upon the earth, was
ignorant of what was doing there, and obeyed, as usual, the orders of
Simoustapha, and went to carry off the princess.

Scarce had it got above the palace, when the phosphoric substance shone
with all its lustre; the guards from every quarter pursue it; the genius had good
eyes, but it did not see every thing. It carried its charming load into the apartment
of the Indian prince, illuminated with a hundred wax candles. The light of the
phosphoric substance disappeared entirely and the guards, rushing in an instant
from every part of the town, surround the house of Simoustapha.

The young prince heard the noise, rubbed his ring, examined the box; the
two genii appeared. They were ordered to observe what passed; and, above all, to
defend the house against the danger with which it was threatened. In a moment
they converted both the doors and windows into a solid wall.

The judge of the police caused awake the neighbours, to ask them where the
door of Simoustapha’s house was. The good people rubbed their eyes, but could
not find it; they lighted several flambeaux, but all to no purpose. The judge
became quite impatient. Giafar and Mesrour arrived; and, ever since the latter had
discovered the secret of the Basilisk oil, he imagined his invention to be adequate
to any thing. As he finds no door, therefore, he causes mount the terrace with
ladders. The house is surrounded in an instant and there is nothing wanted but
battering-rams, hooks, and testudoes, to make a complete siege. Forty ladders are
made, each several feet higher than the house; every one strives to get the start
of another, allured by the hope of plunder; but, the more haste the besiegers
make, the worse they succeed; the ladders sink into the earth, in proportion as
they mount the steps, till they disappear altogether.
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“Cease then to kick about,” exclaimed the judge of the police; “are you
afraid? Mount then.”— “Let us exert our whole strength upon it,” said some of
them; and indeed they were overwhelmed with fatigue, without being able to get
an inch from the ground. The judge, his patience being worn out, alights from his
horse, and urges the assailants with great keenness: “Mount, therefore,
quicker.”— “By Mahomet mount it yourself,” said they to the judge, “for the
ladders are bewitched!”

The judge having lost his patience, mounts the ladder in his robe. He wishes
to take two steps at once, that he may mount quicker, but, as the ladder sinks in
proportion as he attempts to mount, he loses his balance, and is entangled with
his robe.

A general laugh followed this unexpected fall. Notwithstanding this, the
night was spent in redoubling the useless efforts of this ridiculous assault; in
which, although they came never a whit nearer their purpose, they flattered
themselves that every moment their labours would be crowned with success.
Every thing was in an uproar in the streets of Bagdad and, as the people were not
let into the secret of the matter, they imagined that the festival of the knight with
the sable arms still continued, and that the siege of Damascus was represented
by the burlesque scalade which was going on at the house of Simoustapha.

Haroun expected the victim every moment, and had resolved to sacrifice
him, without giving him time to speak. One may easily imagine what was his
impatience; the rumour and the noise brought to his ears reports always more
ridiculous and exaggerated; his uneasiness equalled the desire of vengeance which
he had formed.

On the contrary, the inner part of Simoustapha’s house was so quiet that
you could have heard the motion of a fly. As soon as the genii perceived the
stratagem of Mesrour to discover the route of the princess, they took the
necessary precautions to shelter the house against the first surprise, and
immediately conveyed Ilsetilsone into the palace of the caliph in the midst of a fog,
which intercepted the effect of the phosphorus. The cloud of vapour rested upon
the palace; the assailants become stupid; and the caliph himself is deprived of his
usual activity.

The Indian prince consults the genius of the box, and of the ring, upon the
means of protection for next day; and quietly gives himself up to sweet repose,
under the immediate protection of the Star of the Seven Seas.

The day at last appears. Simoustapha repairs to the terrace of his house to
enjoy the morning sun; he descries Giafar and Mesrour in the crowd; he calls
them, and addresses the latter.

“Sublime minister!” says he, “why do you surround the house of a
Mussulman, devoted to the will of the commander of the faithful? I charge you to
tell him, that if he wishes to have possession of my person, he must raise this
siege; I will then deliver myself into his hands.”
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Mesrour repairs to the palace, and advises the caliph to accept a condition
which would put the enchanter in his power. Orders are issued to the judge of the
police, who retires immediately with all his people; and the scaling ladders, thrown
down, are left at the bottom of the wall.

When all the passages are free, Simoustapha goes out by one of the doors,
which broke open immediately, and proceeds, without betraying the least
symptom of fear, towards the palace of the caliph.

Haroun is surprised at the audacity of the magician; he does not wish to see
him, but orders him to be beheaded in the middle of the first court of the palace,
in presence of all the people who should be assembled there. The inner guard
seizes the Indian prince, who presents his hands to the irons with which he was
to be loaded; the executioner lays hold of him, and takes off his turban, in order
to bind the fatal veil; upon his eyes; the handkerchief of the caliph, is under the
turban.

Giafar and Mesrour instantly recollect it; the people who had seen the model
at the mock festival exclaimed, “See the handkerchief of the knight of the sable
arms!” A circumstance still more angular solicits the attention of the grand vizier;
Simoustapha had upon his head a fillet set with precious stones, and a
magnificent diamond which he had got from the caliph. Giafar pronounced with
a loud voice the words which were engraved upon the fillet, “Given by the caliph
Haroun Alraschid to his nephew Simoustapha, son of the great king of the Indies.”

A confused noise was heard from every quarter: “It is the son of the king of
the Indies,” they exclaimed; “it is the prince Simoustapha!”

In the mean time, Mesrour had carried the handkerchief to the caliph: “Who
has delivered to you that handkerchief?” says the sovereign eagerly.— “It was on
the head of the man whom you have condemned.”— “Are my orders executed?”—
“No, Sire , I come to receive them.”— “Fly, run, Mesrour; preserve the life of the
generous warrior who saved mine. Instantly conduct him to me.”

Giafar had anticipated his orders; the surprise and the cries of the people
had induced turn to bring Simoustapha into the presence of the caliph: The prince
arrived at the foot of the throne  and the first object which struck the commander
of the faithful was the diamond which had formerly been sent to the great king of
the Indies.

“What!” said he to Simoustapha, “are you the son of my brother the king of
the Indies?”— “You see it to be the case, most glorious caliph!”— “And are you the
warrior to whom I owe my honour and my life.”— “Behold the wound I received
before Damascus, and which was the occasion of your bestowing upon me such
tokens of friendship.”— “And are you also the admirer of my daughter
Ilsetilsone?”— “You see her slave and your’s.”

“May a thousand thanks be rendered to the great prophet!” exclaimed the
caliph, “Is it you then, Simoustapha, whom I have cherished from your infancy,
and to whom I have destined the hand of my daughter? You could have had no
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rival but the knight of the sable arms, and you are that same knight, whose
services I never thought that I could have sufficiently rewarded with the hand of
Ilsetilsone, and the richest crown of the east! I hold in my arms the object of my
gratitude, and that of my love: Ah! why conceal yourself from me under the
appearance of a cook?”

“Most illustrious commander of the faithful,” replied Simoustapha, “the
divine charms of ILSETILSONE early made a lively impression on my soul:
Scarcely was she animated with the first breath of life, when I felt myself inflamed
with love; the desire of possessing her bore absolute sway in my heart. A sage
Persian, of whom I was the pupil, pointed out to me the road to happiness; and
proposed that I should go to Bagdad, and there breathe the only air which would
agree with my health, which declined every day. As my father put the most
complete confidence in him, he easily obtained his consent, by concealing from
him the true motive of an absence upon which my repose and felicity depended.
Thanks to his contrivance, the son of a great king of the Indies fixed himself in a
situation to which he owed the pleasure of seeing and being seen by her whom he
adored.”

“Death soon deprived me of that wise governor, but it could not rob me of
the secrets with which he intrusted me: Young, the dupe of my passion,
inexperienced, I fell a victim to love.— If this offend you, and wound the too
sensible heart of a father, my head is at your feet, punish it alone, but I implore
your paternal affection for the innocent princess, whose whole fault consists in
her love for Simoustapha.”

The caliph, moved with such an affecting acknowledgment, tenderly lifts up
the young prince, and having embraced him afresh, “Come, my dear son!” said he
to him, “let us dissipate the grief  you have occasioned; let your presence dispel
the clouds which have raised improper suspicions in the heart of the most
affectionate of mothers.”

Zobeida was alone with her daughter, and was demanding from her an
explanation of the conduct of the old governess, at the very moment when the
Indian prince entered to diffuse joy and delight. Simoustapha, with the royal fillet
on his head, and displaying the brilliant tassel with which it is ornamented, was
introduced to the wife of the caliph and her daughter.— “Receive from the hands
of the great prophet and mine,” said their sovereign, “you, a son-in-law, and you,
a husband. This is Simoustapha, the son of the great king of the Indies, the most
ancient, the most powerful, and the most faithful of my allies.” Then addressing
himself to his attendants: “Get the cadi and the musti instantly:— Open the
mosques:— Let all my people celebrate this joyful festival:— Let the poor receive
my alms:— Let all Bagdad participate of the joy of the sovereign; and let it diffuse
itself into the most remote quarters of my empire. Behold my deliverer! my son-
in-law, and the protestor of the standard of religion! The duty of gratitude is above
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every law.”
Ilsetilsone and her husband are lodged in the most beautiful apartment of

the palace; he partakes of the labours and the amusements of the caliph; sits at
his right hand in the divan and nothing is done without his advice. An unlimited
confidence establishes between them a perfect intimacy.

The caliph did not fail to inform himself of all the extraordinary means used
by his son-in-law for the success of his wishes. Simoustapha owns his
supernatural protection; he tells him of the queen of the genii, of the powers that
were inclosed in the box and in the ring; but he conceals the complaisance of
Namouna, and the part she had acted in the intrigue. It is easy to perceive the
reasons for this conduct.

Haroun, already familiarised to marvellous adventures, easily believed
Simoustapha. He did not blame him for availing himself of magic, the study of
which he had encouraged in his court. He found fault with him, however, for
having neglected to inform the king of the Indies of the fortune of his only son.
“His inquietude,” answered the prince, “must be very much alleviated by looking
upon the rose-bush which my tutor Benelab left in the garden of the palace: It
gives a daily account of my adventures, fortunate or not; and, since I have had the
good fortune to be loaded with the favours of the greatest sovereign upon earth,
the bush must this day show him that I have attained the summit of prosperity.

Simoustapha thought very justly in this respect. The king and queen of the
Indies contemplated the rose-bush every day; it only cast off the flowers with
which it was loaded, to give way to more beautiful ones; and thus they consoled
themselves during the absence of their son, convinced that nothing bad had
befallen him. This day they were very agreeably surprised, they saw a blossom of
a rose, already blown, expand still more fresh and brilliant. This phenomenon
appeared to them quite extraordinary, but it would have been necessary for them
to have been at Bagdad, in order to find out the meaning of it.

Ilsetilsone had just given birth to a young prince; Simoustapha, Haroun,
and Zobeida were full of joy; all the faithful Mussulmen celebrate with festivals
this happy event. The caliph named the child Haroun-Ben-Alraschid.

The queen of the genii presided at his birth, and endowed him with her art.
In the mean while, the commander of the faithful and his son-in-law implored
what was more essential for him in the great mosque at Bagdad.

Every thing presaged to the family of the caliph an uninterrupted course of
prosperity; but a cloud gathered against it in Egypt. Naraes, the son of Mamouk
the magician, attentive to the fountain which was to regulate his proceedings,
perceived its water troubled: He sent two spirits to the assistance of his father; but
the water is soon tinged with blood; he saw that his power had been ineffectual,
that Mamouk was dead; he, therefore, breathes nothing but vengeance. The last
chamber, by his magic wand, had pointed to him all the adventures of Mamouk
at the house of Simoustapha: He furnishes himself with every thing that he
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imagines can contribute to his success, and sets out for Bagdad. It is no longer
into the house of a private person that he must introduce himself; it is into the
palace of the caliph. Naraes, it is true, has a great advantage over his father: He
is powerful and active, he has no need to have recourse to so many wiles, in order
to associate another with him, for the first who comes can answer his purpose.

Naraes, after much fatigue, and many byroads, arrives, like his father, at
the Ilfara and; the Aggiala. Here a poor fisher-man, who has taken nothing with
his net during the whole day, is bemoaning his bad luck: How shall he be able to
maintain his family?

The magician, who had already discovered the cause of his grief, accosts
him, and puts a piece of gold into his hand: “Console yourself, good man,” said he
to him, “I sympathise with you, in seeing you labour without success; but you
don’t know the proper bait: Quit your net, take a line, and, at the distance of a few
paces from hence, you will find, under a rock, a fish of a singular species: I am
going to collect a little earth, of which I will make a ball, and bedew it with a
strange sort of water. With this charm you must let your line fall from the top of
the rock, and, by having a little patience, you will catch a beautiful fish. This
uncommon fish appears now and then in these rivers, and this is the season of
it. It is called Sultan Hibraim, from the name of the patriarch who preferred its
species. After you shall have taken it, you must not carry it to the caliph; this
sovereign contents himself, upon the whole, with too frugal fare; but take my
advice, and sell it to the prince Simoustapha, who will give you what you ask for
it: I have not time to slop at present to witness your success; I must return to my
warehouse. I am the first dealer in china, as you enter at the right hand by the
great gate of the Kan; come to me tomorrow morning, I will give you one or two
bottles full of my water, and we shall perhaps spend the day in fishing.” He now
gives him another piece of gold: “Here, this will compensate for the time that I may
have made you lose; or it will serve for an earnest in what I shall employ you
to-morrow.” He now leaves the fisherman, who had already struck the rock, and
who patiently waits for what Naraes had promised.

Simoustapha  and Ilsetilsone never dreamed that a dangerous stratagem
was going on against them at the river. They had, with the consent of the caliph,
been paying a visit to the amiable sovereign of the genii, who had loaded them
with kindness. Ilsetilsone had observed in the palace of the queen of the fairies a
bird distinguished for its brilliant and variegated plumage: It had been created in
order to inhabit the terrestrial paradise; but, having refused homage to Solomon,
that it might pay it to Kokopilesobe, it was banished to Ginnistan: Familiar,
confident, full of charms, this beautiful bird remembered the past, guessed at the
present, and foresaw the future. It spoke little; but what it said was very well
understood by those who had been accustomed to hear it.

The beautiful princess of the Indies became very fond of this bird;
Setelpedour eagerly embraced the opportunity of obliging her darling princess
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anew, by praying her to accept it. “I give you,” said the queen to her, “a very
interesting little creature; it appears to me to be very much inclined to attach itself
to you, and it will give you excellent advices; take care to listen to them, and
overlook none of them; Besides, although it be at your house, and in your amiable
hands, it will not believe that it is in exile; for it has, I know not how, got into its
little head that it will not be able to get back to its native country but by travelling
upon the earth. See, there is its cage; it does not shut. It is impossible to confine
it , it goes and comes as it pleases; but, before you take it away, it must leave me
something here. Come, little bird, give me two of thy feathers.” Upon this, the little
creature presents its tail, and two feathers remain, without her pulling them, in
the hands of the queen.

The two consorts having thanked the fairy, let out with the bird and its cage
for the palace of the caliph: They enter into their own, where the eunuch Hachim,
the principal cook, had purchased an excellent fish still alive; it is called, said he,
Sultan Hibraim, because the patriarch regaled Mahomet with it at Medina. The
excellent cook gave but a very indistinct account of its genealogy, for, probably,
he received no better from the fisherman; but he had given sixty sequins for the
fish.

Every body was curious to see this creature, it was allowed to bathe in a
large silver basin, in the water of the river from whence it was taken, The water
in which it was seemed to be filled with topaz, rubies, and emeralds: Its head
appeared to be covered with a helmet of gold, the crest of which was set with
pearls. The shell of the half of its body, being a great deal larger than that towards
its tail, tinged with purple, and embroidered with gold, exhibited a superb
covering; its fins, which were of the colour of coral, were blended with spots of an
azure hue.

“O what a beautiful fish! How exquisite!” exclaimed Simoustapha and
Ilsetilsone by turns.

“Fy, fy, fy, fy!” cried the bird in its own language, and with a tone impatient
to pierce their ears.

“This beautiful bird has a disgusting cry,” said the princess; “it gives me a
head-ach.— But see here is a beautiful fish! look at its eye, it has something
tender.”

“Bad, bad, bad, bad!” cried the bird, in a tone still more piercing.
“My dear Simoustapha,” said the princess, “if this bird has such a piercing

note, I shall not be able to keep it: I like this fish a great deal better.”
“Worse, worse, worse, worse!” cried the bird, increasing every time the

eagerness of the notes which proceeded from its little gullet.
“Oh! the foolish bird, notwithstanding its beautiful plumage,” said

Ilsetilsone.— “We have a reservoir for our baths, I will keep my charming fish
there: I will feed it with my own hand. Do they call thee sultan? Thou shalt be my
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sultan.”
“No, no, no, no!” cried the bird, quite provoked; and, flying at the same time

out of its cage, it darts into the basin, at the risk of drowning itself, and destroys
the eyes of the fish. It attacks its head, and tears off the pearls of the crest
displayed upon the helmet. The fish resists; Ilsetilsone wishes to defend it; but the
bird escapes from her, and pecks the fish in all the most tender parts of its body:
The princess catches it at last, and, for fear of letting it escape again, she squeezes
it so close in her hands as to suffocate it.

Simoustapha, who sees this scene, knows not what to think of the bird and
the fish; the latter, although expiring, still resisted, and the basin was filled with
its blood: They no longer perceived the fish; the prince, terrified with this prodigy,
calls the genius of the ring, which appears immediately.

“Inform me,” says Simoustapha, “from whence is this quantity of blood that
this fish has lost, and still loses?”

“This bird,” answered the genius, “has delivered you from a man who came
here in order to assassinate you: He is the Egyptian Naraes, the son of Mamouk,
the last of your enemies. He transformed himself into a fish, and suffered himself
to be taken by the poor fisherman who brought him to you.”

“Carry him in this same basin,” said the prince, “to the queen of the genii,
that she may do with him what she pleases.” The slave instantly disappears, in
order to execute the orders of his master.

Simoustapha had not had time to cast his eyes upon his wife; he perceives
her sorrowful, and eager to recover the bird which she had deprived of life; she
attempts to warm it in her bosom, and her eyes are bathed with tears. “What is
the matter with you?” asked the prince.

“I have been very unfortunate!” said she to him; “I have killed thus
charming, this excellent bird, which devoted its life to preserve mine. Besides, the
queen of the genii parted with it, to give it up to an unreasonable fantastic being,
to a murdering hand! I shall never have the confidence to appear before my
benefactress again: How I pity you, my dear Simoustapha! the queen, your box,
your ring, and your wisdom, might have defended you from your enemies; but who
shall be able to screen you from the dangers which may result from my caprice?”

“Your wise reflections,” answered the prince, more affected by the sorrow of
his wife than by the dangers to which he had been exposed, “ Why lay the whole
blame upon yourself? Ought not I to blame myself for not having given you proper
counsel? In the situation in which we stand, exposed to dangerous surprises,
should I have given ear to the ridiculous history which the eunuch gave us of that
fish? I who, instructed by my experience, have been deceived by the beauty of a
fruit which I had brought into my house, why should I neglect to have recourse
to my box, instead of admiring, like you, the beautiful shell of a disguised
monster! Moderate your sorrow, my dear Ilsetilsone, that I may appear excusable
in my own eyes: It is my duty to go and throw myself at the feet of the queen of the
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genii, to obtain pardon for my culpable neglect.”
 “You shall not go far,” said Setelpedour, presenting herself suddenly to the
two consorts, “you reproach yourselves so sincerely for your faults that it were
cruelty to make you feel them any more; embrace me, and let us be wiser for the
future.”

“But this beautiful bird!” said the princess sorrowfully.— “I have taken care
of it,” said the queen; “here are two feathers which I have reserved, in case its
courage should expose it too much to danger: We have a remedy for fairy-birds.”
Setelpedour at the same time takes the animal, and returns it its two feathers:
The bird is instantly upon its legs; it spreads its wings, shakes them, exults for
joy, flutters up and down the apartment, and rests alternately on the shoulders
of the fairy, the finger of Simoustapha, and the bosom of the princess, chirping in
its own language the pleasures of its re-animation: It returns into the cage, where
it begins to eat, and forthwith emits the most melodious notes.

Ilsetilsone by degrees resumed her gaiety: “My good friends,” says the
queen, “we will sup, and spend part of the night together: I cannot be long absent
from Ginnistan; and I wish to employ, to the best advantage, all the time which
I can spare from it: Simoustapha will cause us be served by Jemal and his little
mute; let us leave pomp to those who know not the value of liberty. Besides, I
must not be seen by every body; my subjects already complain that I am too fond
of the earth; and we have affairs to converse about which require silence and
secrecy.”

Setelpedour seated herself between the consorts, whom she loaded with
friendly caresses. She relates to them the vengeance she had inflicted upon the
magician Naraes; for she had chained him with Dasouk, that detestable genius,
the associate and the accomplice of all the crimes of the Egyptian. They had been
tumbled into the lake of brimstone, where the father of Naraes had ended his
days. “Your dangers are lessened,” added the queen “but you are not yet secure
against them all; in proportion as I deliver you from your enemies, my partiality
for you constantly raises up new ones.”

“Hitherto I have had nothing but the natural innate malice of my subjects
to dread: Now it is necessary to prevent their stratagems; they affect to despise my
orders; I watch them, and a bright ray must immediately dart through their dark
designs. At present I explain myself no farther; I must provide for my own security
above all things, and discover the dangers which threaten me. It is now of the
greatest importance, my dear Simoustapha, to be assured of your affection.”

“My heart is your’s,” exclaimed the prince with emotion, scarcely master of
his joy. “I will never banish the dear Ilsetilsone,” replied Setelpedour.— “I will
remain with you,” said Ilsetilsone, “in order to enable you to complete your
conquest; espouse Simoustapha; preserve the throne on which you are seated,
and I shall be at the summit of my wishes.”

“What say you to it, prince?” says the queen. “I belong to Ilsetilsone, who
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may dispose of me as she pleases,” added Simoustapha.
“Charming couple!” exclaimed Setelpedour; “ the one had convinced me that

man may be passionately loved, the other reconciles me to every female. You make
me feel the power of merit upon virtuous hearts! Adieu,” says she, rising from
table; “be feeling, noble, and generous. To you I am indebted for the most exquisite
joys; no imprudence of mine shall ever distress you!” Setelpedour leaves them,
carrying with her the plighted faith of the consorts, who, on that account, are no
less dear to each other.

We will omit an account of the sensations which the three lovers felt at
parting, their daily visits, the moments which Setelpedour could steal from the
concerns of her court.

The months roll on without any remarkable event, and without any
particular emotion, either of passion or of interest. Simoustapha beheld, with
pleasure, his charming family increase around him, which was augmented with
a daughter. He was closely engaged in the affairs of the state, the load of which
fell, in a great measure, upon him; and, when he did not go to Ginnistan, he
exercised himself in the amusements of the chase.”

Having forgot the dangers which he had surmounted, he overlooked the
stratagems to which he was exposed. He was perhaps too vain in not constantly
confiding in the aid which he might have expected from his ring or his box. Armed
with his scimitar, and mounted upon his beautiful steed, he rejoiced in trusting
his fortune and the strength of his arm to the display of his courage. He had read
in the instructions of Benelab a maxim which tended to inspire him with
self-confidence. “When man’s own powers are sufficient, he ought to have no
recourse to supernatural aid.” The sage should have added, “when supernatural
aid shall have added fresh vigour to your faculties, never let fall your arms.” But
Benalad had not foreseen every thing; Benalad could not write every thing.

One day, at the chase, Simoustapha met with a stag; he attacks it, but it
flies off with amazing speed. The horse, however, which carried the prince, soon
gets within reach of it; a javelin is launched, and it is wounded upon the shoulder.
The javelin, though it pierces it through, is fixed in such a situation as not in the
least to retard the animal, which now doubles its speed. The courser too which
pursued it does not lose an inch of ground. One would say that one flash of
lightening was preceded by another. The prince loses breath , but the ardour with
which he is animated augments his vigour, and he is instantly out of reach of his
people.

At last, at the close of the day, the stag stops, and on a sudden disappears;
a violent gust of wind throws the prince from his horse, and close beside him he
finds a frightful beast. The ears of this monster fell upon its breast; its terrible
mouth extended from ear to ear; its lips were enormously thick; and its flat
nostrils exhaled an infectious vapour. In the middle of a large forehead, it had an
eye which supplied the place of the departing day; for it diffused a pale light like
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that emitted from the sulphurous combustibles of a volcano.
Upon seeing this ghastly spectre, Simoustapha first recommended his soul

to God, invoking him by Mahomet, and then faced it with intrepidity. The spectre
appeared to be astonished with his fortitude, but was no less confident of victory
over a man who was alone, and almost disarmed.

“Despicable Mussulman!” said the spectre to him, “Slave of a slave! thou
must just now suffer the punishment which hath been already denounced against
Benelab thy master; thou must receive the chastisement which is due to thy pride
for ever presuming to command the genii, whom thou art unworthy to obey; thou
must here answer for thy insolence, thy injustice, the tyranny of thy deceitful
queen Setelpedour, against my master, the great Bahlisboull. Fall! die his victim,
and his slave!” At these words, the hateful monster raises its enormous club, the
knobs of which are pointed with diamonds, and prepares to dispatch
Simoustapha. The valiant prince avoids the blow, and with his scimitar cleaves
the spectre from the crown of the head to the waist.

In an instant, the ears of Simoustapha are stunned with hideous shrieks
and howlings, which the horrible darkness with which he was surrounded
rendered still more frightful. But the conqueror of the spectre is not to be terrified.
His steed approached it, and demonstrated by his neighings, and the kindness he
shows to his master, how he exulted in the victory. The howlings cease, the
illusion is dissipated; but, unfortunately, the Indian prince falls a prey to real
dangers.

Simoustapha, surrounded with the shades of night, and unable to observe
any of the places which he had hurried over on his swift steed, is perfectly
ignorant of where he is. He finds it impossible for him to judge at what distance
he is from Bagdad. Worn out with fatigue, he lies down upon the grass. He waits
for the arising of Aurora, that next morning he may direct his course towards
Bagdad, and lets his steed range in quest of food around him.

The prince now perceives his imprudence in venturing out alone without his
box and his ring. The power, however, which rendered him conqueror of the
monster, and which had enabled him to cleave the spectre in two, reanimates him.
He sleeps under the protection of that power which destroyed the infernal
monsters, by the intervention of the meanest atom.

Simoustapha was very far from believing that he was at so great a distance
from the princess that it would take him years to reach her by the ordinary route.
A powerful charm had transported him to the summit of Mount Caucasus.

The spectre, which had been enjoined by Bahlisboull to destroy the Indian
prince, having transformed itself into a stag, hurried him along in the pursuit. It
allowed itself to be struck with the javelin which was launched at it, and instantly
enchanted the hand which threw it; thus the consort of the beautiful Ilsetilsone,
bound by the charm, was carried along with the same rapidity as the spectre
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itself.
Whilst Simoustapha was in the arms of sweet sleep, the spirits, who had

witnessed the combat in which their master had fallen, having become weak on
account of his defeat, winged their way to the deserts of Upper Egypt, whither
their chief had retired. Such a disorderly and instant return, throws Bahlisboull
into great consternation; but, upon hearing the particulars of the combat, when
he finds that Rastras was cleft by the Indian prince, he flies into the most violent
rage. He meditates on every scheme of vengeance that might tend to efface the
insult offered to his power. Since their enchantments have no effect, the hero
must be beset with ordinary dangers, by rendering his route almost impracticable.
He must be exhausted by fatigue and hunger to such a degree, that despair may
succeed these two calamities. He must fall a prey to ferocious animals, when the
want of strength shall abandon him defenceless to their fury! But Setelpedour
must be ignorant both of the time and place of so great cruelty.

This very instant the old genius assembles the spirits which had been
banished into the country which he inhabits, and whom he recollected the very
moment they arrived. “Depart,” says he to them, “and surround the Indian,
prince, whom you will find, as you descend Mount Caucasus, with a thick fog
which shall hinder him from reaching any part of Ginnistan.” The genii cheerfully
obeyed the orders of the maleficent prince; and, whilst they go to steal
Simoustapha from the genii who protected him, Setelpedour sees all the cavalry
of Bagdad dispersed in the fields, and scampering through the cities, the towns,
the hamlets, and the forests, in order to demand him of every object in nature.
The caliph is quite impatient to find his son-in-law, who is dearer to him than the
child whom he most tenderly loves. He spreads a report in the apartment of the
females, that Simoustapha was obliged to depart suddenly, to execute a secret
commission for him of the last importance. Zobeida and her daughter might be
hoodwinked, but Setelpedour was not to be imposed upon.

The queen of the genii instantly dispatches, into the open country, the most
active and intelligent spirits she had, and those whom she believed to be most
devoted to her interest, in order to preserve a favourite whose ruin they secretly
desired. They skim over the whole earth, but bring back no notice that can
alleviate the distress of the queen. They saw the fog perfectly well which
descended from Mount Caucasus, but none of them took the trouble to examine
it. Setelpedour is inconsolable.

There was at the court of the genii an old gnome named Bakbak. She was
a great favourite, for she had nothing malevolent in her temper; her fault was that
she wished to know every thing, to speak continually, and upon every subject. She
had been for a long time expelled from the divan, because every one there was to
speak in one’s turn. She had a very young little nephew named Jazzel, whom she
treated as if he had been her own son.

This gnome had taken part neither for nor against Setelpedour, in order that
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she might judge candidly of her conduct on every occasion. She heard of the
deputation, which had been sent into every quarter of the globe, to trace out the
Indian prince.

“Go,” said she to Jazzel, “thou hast need to pick up information; thou hast
wings quite new, which will not fail thee soon; fly from one side to another, perch
upon eminence; and thus thou shalt have an extensive prospect. Glance upon the
earth, and bring me the news; listen to the inhabitants as thou passest; they
speak a great deal at random, but a genius ought to be able to comprehend part
of every thing. Thou shalt afterwards come and give me an account of whatever
thou shalt have seen and heard; and if I shall be pleased with thee, I will teach
thee the secret of pleasing her whom thou lovest best. In the mean time, I will put
a sort of oil upon thy wings, which shall make thee flie four times swifter than the
rest.”

Jazzel sets out after the genii, glad to try his new plumage. He soars above
the rest, and sees them separate from one another in order to execute their
commission: None of them approaches the earth for food; if they alight, it is for the
sake of repose. If they come near its inhabitants, it is to play some trick upon
them; but they endeavour to pick up no information.

Jazzel chanced to take the same route with those who were to inspect
Mount Caucasus; he perceives the fog; he wishes to see through it; but it is too
thick for his eyes, which are not as yet very piercing. The emissaries of
Setelpedour skim along far above it, without examining it. At length, having
descried people at the foot of the mountain, he stops to hear what they would say.

“Behold,” said they, “very thick and infectious fog! How is it possible for it
to have risen from the sands, where there is not a drop of water? It is a very
extraordinary phenomenon; there is surely something very malignant within it, it
forebodes some calamity!”

Jazzel picks up this observation as he passes, and continues his route; to
this he adds other trifling particulars, collected here and there, in order that he
may be able to give an account of them to his old aunt; for the secret she had
promised to disclose to him sticks in his heart. As soon as he sees the emissaries
of the queen return, he flies back to Bakbak, and gives her a more faithful account
of his expedition than they do of their’s to Setelpedour.

The gnome weighs every circumstance. “Do you see,” says she, “how the
affairs of our queen are conducted since she has got in love?— Is this so great a
fault? I think that I could pardon it myself.— But, no, no, no.— A man! fy, a man!
Well! there are both good and bad!— But, Jazzel, do you not tell me that these
peasants were speaking of the phenomenon during the thick mist, and that there
was something malignant in it? I will talk to our queen about it;” and immediately
the old gnome trots off to relate to Setelpedour the discoveries which the young
genius had made in his journey.

The queen heard her with patience  and, as soon as she had discovered,
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from the raving of the old Bakbak, the negligence of her emissaries, she naturally
presumes that there is something suspicious in the fog. She therefore instantly
arms herself with her whole power, and has recourse to every expedient. Although
a great part of her subjects have betrayed her, yet, in spite of both them and the
elements, she shows herself to be the grand-daughter Kokopilesobe.

The caliph, on the other hand, alarmed by the fruitless researches which he
had caused be made, and still unable to suggest his fears to Zobeida and his
daughter, availed himself of the grand festival of the Haraphat . Here, with more*****

than usual solemnity, he offers the sacrifices, by which the faithful Mussulmen
endeavour to procure the favours of heaven, and the signal protection of the great
prophet. Haroun, surrounded with the mufti, and the principal priests, sacrifices,
with, his own hand, two yellow heifers fifteen months old, and two sheep of the
largest kind. And he accompanies these testimonies of devotion with the most
fervent prayers for the preservation and the return of Simoustapha. The people
re-echo them by their vows.

Whilst sadness reigns in the palace, Zobeida conceals her grief from her
daughter. The princess finds herself alone, and destitute of consolation; the queen
of the genii comes no more; every object around her wears a doleful aspect; tears
flow from every eye; Namouna sobs: Ilsetilsone can support it no longer; she
throws herself upon a sopha, and pours forth the most doleful lamentations.

“Peace, peace, peace!” cries the beautiful bird.— “Peace?” says she, “Alas!
there is no more peace for me: Simoustapha is dead!”

“No, no, no!” cried the bird.—  “How! charming bird, not dead? Lives he still?
Shall I see him again?”

“Yes, yes, yes!”— “When will that happy moment arrive!”— “Soon, soon,
soon!”— “How much you comfort me! Weep no more then, my good Namouna, we
shall see Simoustapha again.” She then takes her pretty bird and caresses it:
“Thou savest my life, dear bird!” says she to it, “and I did every thing to take away
thine, can I ever forgive myself!”

It is worthy of remark, that, in all the distress of the princess, no suspicion
of jealousy was ever mixed with it: She had not seen the queen of the genii since
the departure of her husband, and she did not imagine her capable of carrying
him off. Zobeida was not so easy in this respect; but she would not discover it. As
to the caliph, his own religion, and that of his son-m-law, removed his fears.

The Star of the Seven Seas soon reached the summit of Mount Caucasus;
she perceives the fog, the work of the malignant Bahlisboull. The winds, which she
raised suddenly, dissipated these vapours: And she at last sees the idol of her
soul, pale, exhausted, dejected, and in a situation fitted to melt the most obdurate

  Harapbat. A mountain of Arabia, upon which those who make a pilgrimage to
*****

Mecca commonly offer sacrifices. Here they slaughter the victims, and throw them down

headlong.
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heart.
For ten day, Simoustapha, amid frightful deserts, could only direct his

course by the stars; he knew not what part of the globe he was traversing: He
raked up the roots with his sabre, or climbed the trees for wild and unknown
fruits, to abate the cravings of hunger. He travelled the whole day, increasing, by
his own impatience, that of his noble courser: He fell in with an immense desert;
another of boundless extent presents itself to his view; he passes the night upon
the cold earth, and is subjected, during the day, to the fatigues and the influence
of a scorching inhospitable climate.

The Indian prince, worn out with so many hardships, stopped by the side
of a spring to quench his burning thirst: When about to stoop towards the stream,
a lion, springing suddenly from the neighbouring forest, darts upon the hero’s
steed. Simoustapha immediately draws his scimitar, divides, at one blow, the skull
of the lion, and brings him to the ground. The horse bounded for joy; but the
prince, exhausted by this last effort, falls motionless on the grass. It was in this
situation he was perceived by the queen of the genii.

At the sight of the dangers to which the Indian prince had been exposed .
by the black enchantments of Bahlisboull, Setelpedour, animated by vengeance
and love, wished to gratify at once the passions with which she was overpowered.
Love, however, prevails. She hurries towards the earth, and, with the most lively
caresses, restores to the light him whom the shades of death appeared to
surround.

She reanimates the object of her affection, by the demonstrations of her
tenderness alone, and makes use of no other magic except that of love. She soon
perceives his eyes sparkle with a lustre, which, she preferred to all the rays of light
that the objects around her continually reflected and that she may increase his
happiness, she endeavours to animate them more Simoustapha, having recovered
his speech and intellectual faculties, finds himself in the arms of her whom he had
invoked to no purpose some moments before, because he had neglected the means
of his own safety. His panting heart forbids him to put upon her lips the seal of
his gratitude.

“I understand what you mean,” said the queen; “but think of nothing of that
sort, till you recover your health and vigour.” She now rises: The first shrub she
meets with furnishes her with a twig, with which she draws a circle round
Simoustapha. She finds beside her the plants which were necessary for the
enchantment which she was about to prepare and the words which she
pronounces inspires it with the essential virtues. In an instant the Indian prince,
experiences a happy change. In a moment he recovers all his vigour; he rises, and
with rapture kisses the beneficent hands to which he owed such timely aid. All the
sentiments of his heart strive for vent at once; and, though they burst forth
without the least order, they seem to be no less dear to her who is the object of his
affection. At the same time, however, he discovers the most exquisite inquietude
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upon account of Ilsetilsone.
“Console yourself, my clear Simoustapha!” says Setelpedour to him, “my

thoughts have centered wholly upon you, since you were in danger. By being at
too great a distance, however, from my palace, a conspiracy has been formed,
which has turned out too much to the advantage of your enemies. Besides, your
consort, being almost always with her mother, I contented myself in having left
with her an intelligent creature, which will not fail to console her. It is my little
bird: Its advices are not tiresome for it speaks but one word, but that can be
infallibly depended upon. Now, since you are restored, we will take our route
towards the palace. You must have need of food after the long abstinence you have
had, and I will forthwith conduct you to your amiable consort.”

Upon this, the queen ordered her car to approach the earth. Three clouds,
variegated with all the colours of the rainbow, descend and present two seats,
much more commodious than the best sophas one can imagine. Setelpedour and
the prince take their seats; the latter began to feel uneasy on account of his
courser, but the queen had anticipated his desire. For he perceives his steed
cleave the atmosphere with his gilded wings, close beside the fine seat on which
the loving couple set out for Ginnistan.

As they skim along, Simoustapha wishes to relate his adventures.
Setelpedour interrupts him. “Let us here consign to oblivion the snares which
have been laid for you: I know all the dark designs of my enemies; I am not;
ignorant of their malice, and of the torments which they have occasioned to you:
But we are now, my dear Simoustapha, surrounded with the beauties of nature.
Here I could wish to remain with you, were it not giving a fatal blow to two hearts,
the happiness of which interests me as much as that of my own. Speak to me
about love, and let us forget both the perfidious measures which they have
entered into against us, and the vengeance which we ought to inflict upon them.”

“Ah! who would not forget them,” says the prince, transported with love, “in
presence of the most beautiful object under heaven, who is satisfied with being
loved; and who, although she deserves to have altars erected to her, only strives
to oblige others, and furnishes all the sacrifices herself!”

The clouds stopped before the gates of the palace: Simoustapha is there
served with condensed perfumes, under the most alluring forms, and the most
agreeable colours; his stomach is braced without being loaded; and he restores his
usual appetite,

“Let us depart,” says Setelpedour “Let us go and sup with our dear
Ilsetilsone; let us carry to her some of these ragouts; I shall be very happy to let
her perceive the flavour of them; I have nothing that I would not share with her;
I would even divide my power with her, did I value it more.”

“Let us go,” says Simoustapha; “but, will you first inform me why you
depreciate the power which affords us so much enjoyment.”

“Let us mount our chariot,” says the queen, “that is meet only to be told in
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private.— It is because it prevents me from espousing one whom I passionately
love.”

The prince and the queen of the fairies did not arrive without being
announced; this was the office of the pretty bird: Zobeida had just left her
daughter’s room, when the charming creature began to cry Simoustapha!

“Simoustapha!” answered Namouna.— “What dost thou say, my dear bird?”
says the princess. The little prattler, however, answered nothing but Simoustapha!
Simoustapha!

“Where? from what quarter?” said Namouna, running like one distracted
toward the gate which led to the palace.

In the mean time, the company, which the bird had announced, arrived by
the window. Simoustapha is in the arms of Ilsetilsone, whom he loads with tears
and kisses; the queen of the genii likewise embraces him; and the little bird,
flapping its wings, cried, brave! brave! brave!

When this first transport was over, they sit down; they prattle, they relate
stories; sometimes they speak all three together. One would have imagined that
they had not seen one another for an age. At length the repast is served up.  In
such circumstances, even although something had been wanting in the palace of
the caliph, one may easily perceive how many things they could have dispensed
with.

Namouna, who had had a short journey for nothing, immediately returns,
attracted by the noise, to listen at the back-door. “ Enter, good Namouna, enter!”
says Setelpedour to her, a little surprised at the curiosity of the old gnome; “Are
you curious to see me?”— “Yes, madam; I see that you are as good as beautiful.”— 
“You are very obliging, Namouna; and I wish to do you some service.”— “Ah!
madam, that is very easy to you who can do all things;— pray madam, make me
young again.”— “I have a preferable piece of service to render you; it is to wish you
continual good health; and my skilful little bird is going to impart the secret to
you.”

“Sleep! sleep! sleep!” says the bird.
“I know this as well as it does,” says Namouna; “yet I am not a sorceress,

madam.”— “But, suppose I give you a potion, which, by lulling you asleep, shall
restore to you the bloom and vigour of youth?”— “Give me only the hundredth
part of your’s, madam, and I shall think myself more beautiful than the full
moon.”— “Come, Namouna, be not uneasy: You delight in cheerfulness; I wish you
to possess more grace than ever. You shall have dimples in your cheeks, a
charming shape, and a handsome little foot.”— “I thank you, madam.” Ilsetilsone
dismisses her governess; the repast is ended; and the queen of the genii returned
to Ginnistan.

Simoustapha re-entered the palace after the caliph had retired:— It was
improper to disturb his repose, and they put off till the morrow the good news
which they had to impart to him. In the mean time, joy reigned throughout all the
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apartments of the young prince; the eunuchs awaked all the slaves, who rise up,
and receive from Namouna an account of all that she has seen. They all give
themselves up to transports of joy. She had well nigh wrought a happy change in
the organs of the little mute, by restoring him his speech.

As soon as the caliph had opened his eyes Simoustapha was at his feet; they
load each other with caresses. The sovereign instantly causes communicate to
Zobeida a piece of news which so materially concerned his happiness and peace.

The Muczins soon gained the top of the minarets, to summon the people to
the mosques. Thanksgivings were due to the Almighty and his great prophet. The
empire of the Mussulmen had just recovered the hero to whom it was indebted for
all its lustre.

The diminution of taxes, the diffusion of alms, the release of prisoners, the
noise of warlike instruments, the military festivals, all conspired to testify the joy
of the commander of the faithful, and to augment the happiness of the people,
who, at last, saw their hero again.

The Indian prince imparted to his family the adventures which had so
unfortunately misled him from Bagdad. He agreed with them in blaming himself
for having neglected supernatural aid, with which his protectress and the Persian
philosopher had furnished him. He likewise related in what manner the beneficent
queen of the fairies had delivered him from the snares into which his imprudence
had cast him. He laid great stress on the most trifling particulars, and spoke with
an animation which alarmed Zobeida.

She seized the first moment she could find to mention him to her daughter.
“Don’t you feel uneasy,” said she to her, “on account of the attachment of the
queen of the genii for your husband, and on account too of the excess of gratitude
with which he appears to be penetrated?”

“I, Madam!” replied Ilsetilsone, “I jealous of the kindness with which the
queen loads us! Ah! notwithstanding her power and her amiable qualities, had she
in my eyes no other merit than that of discovering of Simoustapha’s, she would
become the idol of my heart. If there is one star in heaven captivated with the
charms and virtues of my husband, it should become my sun.”

“Either love has a strange effect on my daughter,” says Zobeida to herself,
“or she has less of my mind in her than of her father’s, for I would not be content
were I in her place.”

The caliph had listened with great attention to the relation of the last
adventures of Simoustapha. He made him also relate all those which had preceded
them since the marriage of the prince with his daughter; and he ordered to make
out a register of them, and deposit it among his records.

The Indian prince reassumed his seat in the private councils of the caliph,
and in the divan. He likewise continued to join, to his usual employments, the
agreeable pleasure of going and paying homage to the amiable queen of the genii,
who never received the visit of the two consorts without returning it next night,
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or without loading them with new favours. She desired Ilsetilsone to come and
spend a few days in her palace; the princess, however, had to obtain leave from
the caliph, which he granted with pleasure.

Haroun did not choose that his daughter, upon whom the queen of the genii
had heaped so many presents, should appear at her palace with empty hands.
Neither did he wish that she should be withdrawn any more from his sight by the
effect of magic; a circumstance which had given his people so great uneasiness,
and which had opened their eyes upon objects of which he could have excused
their ignorance. The caliph ordered his treasures to be thrown open to
Simoustapha; and also every thing necessary to be prepared for the departure of
his daughter, who was to spend the fine season at Caffer-il-Harais, his country
seat, which is at the distance of three days journey from Bagdad.

Caffer-il-Harais is a magnificent castle, situate on the banks of the Aggiala,
of which the great prophet laid the first stone. Its front toward the gardens
presents us with three hundred and sixty windows; the outside of it is veneered
with alabaster, and marble from the east, coped with garlands of the most
precious jasper. The doors, which are of aloes and sandalwood, turn upon hinges
of gold. The inner part is inlaid and ceiled with rose-wood. Nothing can rival the
beauty of the furniture, and the magnificence of the apartment; the ruby, the
emerald, and the topaz, are here diffused with a lavish hand. Mahomet began and
finished this superb edifice for the accommodation of his daughter Fatima, when
she married Omar-Halab. During the latter period of the prophet’s abode upon
earth, he frequently repaired to this palace, to receive, by the ministry of the angel
Gabriel, inspirations from on high. The pen with which he wrote the twelve last
chapters of the Koran is preserved here in a crystal rock, enriched with diamonds.

The garden which belonged to this palace was more beautiful than any upon
earth. In this blissful retreat the atmosphere was always serene, and no cloud
drew a veil over the sun.

The trees, preserving an eternal youth, were never cankered with corroding
moss; and the wasting mildew never deprived their branches of the benefit of the
sap; the leaves, the flowers, and the fruit, partook of the immortality of the trunk,
and were continually renewed, without falling or withering.

The perfumes exhaled by these flowers exhausted not their substance; the
air was filled with their odour; they were always defended from noxious insects
and venomous reptiles. A refreshing rain preserved coolness and fertility in this
delightful retreat.

Birds, adorned in the most gaudy plumage, sung in concert their melodious
notes. In short, to complete these wonders, they varied every day, without any
confusion in their situations, without any alteration of their species.

The entrance to this garden was shut against every person except the lawful
successor of Mahomet and his family. Had a profane person entered it, he would
have perceived only frightful deserts, from which the howling of wild beasts would
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have forced him to retire.
This is the place whither Simoustapha and his spouse were to resort; they

will be at liberty to visit the queen of the genii, without seeming to withdraw from
the palace. It will be supposed that they are absorbed in the enjoyments of the
magnificent garden; it will be thought that they are fed with ambrosia, and are
drinking luxurious draughts of nectar.

Setelpedour is engaged in making preparations for their reception; but she
has reason to fear that Bahlisboull may disturb the happy moments which she
wishes them to enjoy. This monster had been tumbled into the remotest deserts
of Upper Egypt, but she was unable to strip him of all his power. He was born a
prince, and enjoyed every where, however unworthy of it, the privileges of his
illustrious origin. Upper Egypt is peopled with malignant spirits, the disgrace of
Ginnistan, detested in heaven and on earth , they joyfully united under the orders
of a genius created to command them. Their first expedition, in consequence of
these orders, towards Mount Caucasus, had not been successful; but they would
not have been discouraged by an entire defeat; rage supports them, and makes
them blind to every danger. Created for action, their very nature forces them to
enterprise.

Setelpedour, informed of the new resources of her enemy, endeavours to lay
a snare for him, into which he may fall of his own accord. She doubly increases
the barrenness of the place, already cursed, which Bahlisboull had chosen for his
residence; he is forced to leave it: From hence he passes into a desert still more
barren, and no where finds repose.

At last he discovers a little green turf, in the shade of a pillar of granite,
which sheltered it from the scorching rays of the sun; he approaches, and seats
himself upon it. Six feet from the ground, upon the base of the monument, he sees
a hieroglyphic, and hastily reads, “Pillar, execute the orders of queen Setelpedour.”

He had scarcely pronounced these words, when a chain of iron surrounds
his body, and fastens it to the pillar. The desert immediately re-echoes with his
bellowing; the monsters which inhabit it are alarmed, and constrained to abandon
their holes. The genii, his attendants, filled with terror, forsake him; he remains
alone in this frightful habitation; to his impotent rage, succeeds a calm stupidity.
He calls his eyes at last upon his chains, and upon the fatal inscription, by the
effect of which he was loaded with them. He had not run over all the hieroglyphic
characters, when the information he had received completes his despair. It
contains this terrible sentence: “Thou canst only be delivered by the power of a
genius more wicked than thyself!” When the world arose into form from chaos;
when the fountains of the great deep were opened, did another come forth from
it? Can another Kokopilesobe be found, who is neither the grandfather nor the
protector of the Star of the Seven Seas?

When Setelpedour had secured her quiet, she wished, in the mean time, to
reward the old gnome for the service she had done her: She calls her: “Tell me,
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Bakbak, what I can do for you?”— “O queen,” says the old woman, “you can do a
great deal, and what you have done may be attended with much danger. Nobody
doubts that it was I who spoke to you; for it is well known that, although I speak
freely, I am discreet at bottom, and say nothing, at least very little. There is,
however, a small favour you could do me, and which would have no bad
consequences: For want of teeth I speak indistinctly, so that I have not the
satisfaction of understanding myself; procure for me thirty-two teeth!”— “Every
body would know of the present,” answered the queen, “and you would draw upon
yourself all the enemies you dread.: I cannot in prudence do more, than fix four
very firmly to your under jaw.”

“Put in then,” says the old woman, “these four teeth, they will not be against
you.”

Let us leave the old Bakbak, to supply by her enchantments the ordinary
resources of the toilette, and let us attend to the preparations for the journey
which Simoustapha was to make with his spouse.

The treasures of the caliph are laid open to the prince; the collection of all
the riches of the monarchs of the earth could not equal them; however, he sees
nothing comparable to what he had seen at Ginnistan. He finds a scimitar, the hilt
of which is ornamented with diamonds, so excellent and so well set, that they
seem to form one entire piece; he is less struck with its brilliancy than with its
size; this weapon might serve a warrior much above the ordinary stature; he is
desirous to try if he can use it. He draws it from the scabbard, brandishes it for
a moment, and appears surrounded with lightening, so sparkling is the steel of
the blade. He endeavours to examine the mark, and discovers hieroglyphic signs
which he does not understand; he immediately calls the genius of the box to give
him the explanation of them. Jemal appears.

“Observe these signs,” says the prince to him.— “Our queen alone,” says he,
“can explain them to us, they are signs of power; but we know the scimitar; it fell
from the formidable hands of Kokopilesobe, in the great combat which he lost
against Mahomet; the latter has since left it to his successor.”

The prince of the Indies takes the scimitar, and presents it to the caliph, as
the only gift worthy to be offered to the queen of the genii.

In the mean time, the escort, which was to accompany the consorts to the
palace of Caffer-il-Harais, announced, by the noise of warlike instruments, his
arrival at that of the caliph. It was composed of two thousand men on horseback,
chosen from among the most distinguished of the youth in the armies of Haroun;
six hundred knights armed at all points, with a lance in their hand, and their arm
loaded with a large shield, followed, attending the carriage of the princess, which
was drawn by six of the most beautiful elephants in the Indies; twelve camels were
loaded with the baggage, and the eunuchs dosed the rear.

Simoustapha, mounted upon his beautiful Courser, kept near the carriage;
he was covered with arms, the plates of which, raised with threads of gold, were
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encrusted with diamonds. The horse, held by two grooms, neighed with joy,
tossing its proud mane. Ilsetilsone admired the gracefulness of her spouse, gently
stroked the courser, elated with the burden he carried.

This splendid retinue took the road to the palace; the highways had been
levelled; and there was no obstacle to retard their march: The dependencies of the
castle were immense, and afforded convenient lodgings for all their train: None but
Simoustapha and the princess were allowed to enter the garden. The beauty which
they found there filled them with rapture; but there was a curiosity still more
interesting to the princess: It was a tree, the fatal fruit of which destroyed the
human race. A serpent surrounds the trunk, from which it can never depart; thick
darkness covers its eyes: A bird of an azure hue, with its head and legs of the
colour of gold, flutters constantly around the tree, perching upon all the branches
successively; it sings none, but expresses its thoughts in the most correct Arabic.

When the bird had perceived the two consorts, it stretched out its bill as a
sign of joy, and gave them the ordinary salutation: “All hail to the race of man;
there is one God only, and Mahomet is his prophet!”

Ilsetilsone was charmed with the prettiness of its accent, and the purity of
its language; she is eager to interrogate it.

“Charming bird,” says she to it, “are you happy to see us here?”— “You are
children of the prophet; you have entered by the good gate; you must go out by
that which leads to heaven.”— “But we are going to Ginnistan.”— “It is a journey
which man makes every day upon earth.”— “Do you disapprove of mine?”— “No;
because you will bring back my wife, and our united endeavours may be able to
recover our son whom you have left in the palace.”— “What! are you the father of
the charming bird which I have, and which is so good?”— “It must become more
so.”— “Why does not he speak as well as yourself?”— “Because he has not had
time to learn, and because he turned his back upon the light, refusing homage to
the chosen prophet of God.”— “And your wife?”— “My wife is at Ginnistan; she
was inquisitive, and is now suffering for her folly. We go there sooner than we
incline, and cannot return when we are willing.”— “Then she is with
Setelpedour?”— “You are right.”— “Do you love Setelpedour?”— “I love every thing
which comes pure from the hands of the Almighty: I shall see Setelpedour when
she ceases to be a fairy.”— “Is it in her power to cease to be one?”— “She has only
to wish it.”— “Do I act wrong in going to her?”— “You are obeying the decree of
heaven without knowing it.”— “I am delighted with you, my pretty bird; allow me
to bring your child to you.”— “He is a fairy, I would kill him; I can only see him at
a particular time, and along with his mother.”— “Suffer me to eat of the fruit of
this tree?” —“That is a womanish desire; it was thus that your first mother drew
down upon herself and upon you the wrath of heaven; betides, there is the
appearance of fruit only, you would eat nothing, and the serpent which you see
would bite your heel; so that you would fall into real evil, without receiving any
enjoyment.”— “That then is the tree of knowledge?”— “It is a symbol of it.”—
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“Where is the tree of life?”— “In the garden of the great prophet.”— “My pretty
bird, since you know all things, tell me why the sea was made, and the time of its
formation?”— “The Creator alone knows all things; the sea was created on the day
when Kokopilesobe revolted and was punished; the rebels were employed in
digging its channel.”— “My lovely bird, may I eat of the other fruits which are
here?”— “Go into the pavilion at the end of that walk; an entertainment is there
prepared for you: It is the place where Mahomet retired to say his prayers, and
perform his ablutions.”

From the whole of this conversation, Simoustapha perceived with regret,
that the amiable Setelpedour, as queen of the fairies, could not be agreeable to the
great prophet. The love of religion struggled in his heart, with that which he felt
for this queen.

The two consorts entered into the pavilion of Mahomet, where they found
all kinds of fruit, which united beauty with the most exquisite flavour: When they
had finished their repast, Simoustapha, leaving Ilsetilsone in conversation with
the bird, returns to the palace, to give notice to the chief of the eunuchs, that he
is to retire for six days into the pavilion in the garden with his spouse, during
which time they should stand in need of nothing. A motive proceeding from
devotion is always laudable; and the slave was far from suspecting that they had
any other.

Simoustapha again joined his spouse near the tree; he wished to consult the
bird about his journey.

He demands of it, whether he shall employ the genius of the box, or that of
the ring?— “What is itself uncertain,” answers the wife bird, “can exercise here no
kind of power, and its greatest advantage would consist in your being a slave to
it; but you have no occasion for succours of that nature. Take one of my feathers,
it alone will carry you to Setelpedour; give it to my mate; it will remind her of me,
and procure for her the means of returning hither. She must conceal it carefully
in her tail: Every thing that comes from me will afford you a shade wherever you
go. What I give you appears a weak instrument; but there is nothing useless in the
hands of the Creator.”

The divine bird spreads his beautiful tail; a feather falls from it, which is
transformed in an instant into a commodious and splendid chariot, in which the
two consorts place themselves, and are conveyed to the steps of Setelpedour’s
throne. She comes down with all speed to embrace them, and dismisses her divan,
with which she had every reason to be discontented; The genii retire, casting
despiteful looks at the consorts; the queen perceives it, and restrains in the mean
time the anger which riled her breast.

“I would seat you on my throne,” says she to Simoustapha and his spouse,
“were I not afraid that you would be as little at your ease upon it as myself; my
subjects are meditating a revolt; my attachment to you vexes them; they ascribe
to this all the decisions which proceed from my sovereign will: If I hinder them
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from turning upside down, by their outrages, the earth, over which they claim the
command; if my prudence prevents tempests and wars, it is my love for
Simoustapha which hinders them from executing their schemes. I have caused
Bahlisboull to be chained in the midst of a desert, and his spirit acts here in
opposition to my authority. These difficulties will not prevent you from being
equally dear to me: I am going to rid myself of all the bonds which attach me to
my subjects; I will break them in pieces; they have been sullied, and they ought
to unite us no more. I long for the time which shall join me closely to you; my
heart has already learnt to shake off every other chain; but you must assist me
in humbling my proud heart. Come, and revive, by your tender and unaffected
caresses, a soul fatigued by the disorders which surround it, and the conflicts
which it experiences. I know that you come from Caffer-il-Harais. The
enchantments of this place are no compensation for the innocent amusements
which you have forsaken. The companion of the bird which you saw entertains me
perpetually with the astonishing wonders of the garden of Caffer-il-Harais. From
thence, says she to me, issued the flame of truth, which enlightens the world. It
burns there still, under the most diversified emblems. O that I could depart with
you this moment, and retire, to that undisturbed asylum! When I talk of
happiness before my bird, the word Caffer-il-Harais is always in its mouth. But it
tells me that the garden can be opened to no female Mussulman, unless she is
related to the vicar of God upon earth. It is not then enough that Simoustapha
give me his hand; if the generous Ilsetilsone does not also espouse me, knowledge,
happiness, and repose, are removed from me for ever.”

“Could I refuse to adopt you for my sister!” says the princess. “Your doubts
rend my heart; you have won it; it belongs as much to you as to Simoustapha.
How happy am I, in having the half of myself to bestow upon you, that I may feel
how much the whole is indebted to your goodness!”

“My dear friends!” replies Setelpedour, “every thing is going forward in our
favour; but all is not over: I am still upon the throne. I have neither broken the
wand which serves me for a sceptre, nor the talisman which I hold of my
grandfather. It is here that I must resign my authority. It is here that I must
trample my crown under foot. Whatever measures I shall resolve upon, my act,
deprived of all the eclat which I must give it, would overwhelm me with confusion;
I should be exposed to the danger of supplying the place of Bahlisboull upon the
pillar, to which I have chained him, in the lower Thebais, and I should abandon
myself to the vengeance of all my subjects.”

“But, when I shall have accomplished this great design, who will carry me
from this dangerous abode, and convey me to Caffer-il-Harais?”

“That shall be my care,” said the princess, holding in her hand the beautiful
feather. “This is the chariot which conveyed us hither: This feather was intrusted
to me by the mate of the bird, which must be about you, and which I have not yet
seen.”
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“It is indeed with me,” says the queen: “It is no less intelligent than the one
you saw at Caffer-il-Harais, whose companion it shall always remain: I know not
the reason of their separation. Their son, which I gave you, repaired to me after
his disobedience; I amuse myself with his prattling, which, though laconic, is
constantly true: If he had been ignorant, he would not have resembled his family;
but, although his knowledge extends to the past, the present, and the future, he
knows nothing more than a word of every thing. His mother is come here, no
doubt, to find him and instruct him; for she is continually talking to him. I
observed their conversation, which I did not understand: They always ended with
this answer, which signified that he did not comprehend her: Nothing, nothing,
nothing! Hence it appears, that rebelling against wisdom may harden the
understanding. The mother, at last, lost all patience: I made you a present of her
son, for he was necessary to your designs: She was no ways vexed at his absence.
Since I felt the charm which attaches me to you, I have wished for instruction, and
have requested lessons from my divine bird.” “When you shall have a forehead less
sparkling,” said it to me, “and when I shall have my beautiful tail, we will speak
of the sciences.”

“Hence I concluded that my crown overawed her, and forced her to be silent;
and, as to her tail, I had perceived that whenever she took wing, it did not end in
a point like that of other birds; I found it deficient in gracefulness. The feather
which you bring may be the one which is wanting; let us go and present it to her,
and endeavour to make her speak.”

It may well be supposed, that, notwithstanding this long conversation, the
queen had furnished her guests with all necessary refreshments; there had been
intervals; and all these things had been discussed in the hall of the divan, at table,
and in the gardens, which had no more charms for Setelpedour. At last, the faint
shades that precede the night announced its approach.

“This is the moment which my bird prefers,” says the queen; “elsewhere it
avoids the darkness; here the day is troublesome to it; but I begin to comprehend
its motives.” The cage of the bird is brought in, and Ilsetilsone advances. “My
pretty charmer,” says she to it, “your husband hath given me this most beautiful
feather, that I might restore it to you.”— “All hail to the daughter of the prophet!”
says the bird. “All hail to the descendant of the ambassador of God! All hail to the
heiress of the virtues of his representative on earth! The birds of heaven are bound
to serve her, and my husband has done nothing but his duty. As a crown to a
queen, so is his beautiful feather to me.” Having said this, the bird takes hold of
it in its bill, and fixes it in its tail, which immediately appeared longer and more
sparkling.

“Why are you not with your husband?” says the princess.— “Every one to
his own affairs.”— “Will ours be soon accomplished?”— “Here are three of you.”—
“ Will you answer the queen to-day, if she desires to be instructed?”— “The half
of your work only is done.”— “Whence comes our aid for the other half?”— “From
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above and below.”— “Will you inform me, my wife bird, about what I shall ask of
you?”— “I owe you the truth which I know.”— “Your husband informed me when
the sea was made, now at what time were the stars formed?”— “At the same
period, to replace in heaven the number of the rebels who had been driven from
thence.”— “What is that brilliant star which we see surrounded by ten smaller
ones?”— “The largest is Mahomet, the others are ten distinguished prophets.”

Setelpedour, far from being offended at the answers of the bird, smiled with
great complacency. Simoustapha remarked this, and made bold to offer the
present he had brought, the scimitar of Kokopilesobe.

“My dear prince,” says the queen to him, “when I was mistress of my heart,
and my hopes rested on myself, I would have given an empire to be possessed of
the formidable weapon which you offer; but now it is only in your hands that it
can afford me security; and it becomes of the highest value to me, as it insures
your safety. Part not with it till times less troublesome than those with which we
are threatened. O, my charming Ilsetilsone! when shall we three know no other
enchantments except those of love?”

The lovers spent three days in the most agreeable overflowings of joy; but
these pleasant moments were disturbed by fears, the foundation of which was not
imaginary.

Setelpedour, all powerful, because she reigned over the legions of
Kokopilesobe, reigned, however, only in his name. Her conduct was contrary to
the conventional laws established, and sanctioned by custom, in Ginnistan: No
person could command there, till he was entirely subjected to Kokopilesobe or
Bahlisboull. She had, by her own authority, raised to the command the
Mussulman Benelab, who never had bowed under any yoke except that of God
and his prophet: She reigned with such glory, in other respects; she shone so
conspicuously by her other great qualities that the genii, in their enthusiasm, by
giving her the title of Star of the Seven Seas, compared her to the resplendent star
of Mahomet; they said in their pride, “Kokopilesobe is the King of kings, and
Setelpedour is his deputy.”

But the wife Benelab had used his power with discretion: She had not
become enamoured of him; she did not admit him to all her entertainments, to all
the secrets of the court and state; she did not make him her master; but, in the
mean time, sacrificing all for Simoustapha, she had done what was still more
extraordinary.

She received a woman, whom she was not satisfied with treating as her
equal, but whom she compelled on all occasions to sit on her right hand. And,
that mortal beings might triumph with impunity, she had banished Bahlisboull
and Asmonchar, and had loaded with chains the most powerful of the genii,
Kokopilesobe alone excepted. These news had penetrated the deep caverns into
which the proud sovereign of the genii had been tumbled; every thing was ripe for
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a revolution.
Setelpedour was too watchful not to foresee and prevent it: She embraces

the young couple, who were seized with terror at her project: “Depart,” says she
to them; “return to Caffer-il-Harais; I will very soon join you for ever; but let
Simoustapha be ready at the first signal to fly to my assistance; make use of the
feather of the bird for your journey; and henceforth renounce all succours which
depend on the power of Kokopilesobe.”
 Simoustapha and his spouse return to the garden of Caffer-il-Harais, and
wait with impatience the issue of these great events.

They restored the feather to the bird: “My wife has done her duty,” says it
to them; “my feather is always at your service; hold yourself in readiness,
Simoustapha; you shall have occasion for it presently.”

The queen of the genii had too much prudence not to lay the storm before
it swelled to an excessive height. Already the old Bakbak and her nephew Jazzel,
benumbed with terror on account of some indirect threats imprudently uttered
against them, had fled to her for protection: Setelpedour sees that she has not a
moment to lose.

The day after the consorts left her, she convoked a general council, and
dispatched Jazzel upon another feather of the bird, with this billet for
Simoustapha:

“Dear prince, set out instantly in the same carriage which I have sent you;
bring the Koran and the sabre of your grandfather. You may conjecture my
scheme and my conduct will fully explain it to you. Our dear Ilsetilsone may wait
for us near the tree which she mentioned to me; the wife bird will not allow her to
be overcome by groundless fears.”

Simoustapha had too noble a mind to hesitate a moment. He takes the
divine book; he arms himself with the formidable scimitar; and, if the fairy-feather
had not conveyed him so rapidly, he would have been able to arrive at Ginnistan
on the wings of love.

The divan is assembled. Setelpedour ascends the throne. The restless genii
eagerly observe her countenance, and are astonished at her firmness. She speaks
in these terms:

“I know that my conduct is blamed, and that plots are formed against me.
It has been in my power openly to inflict very severe punishments; but I disdain
all black secrecy. If It appears humiliating to my subjects to obey my will, it is no
less so to me to be subjected to laws, the wisdom of which I cannot perceive and
I had rather live the slave of truth, than reign by falsehood over corrupted
subjects.” Simoustapha then appeared, to the great astonishment of the assembly.
She calls him, and places him by her side.

“Come and assist me,” says she to him with a firmer tone, “to hold the last
council at which I wish ever to preside; and you, rebels! attend. I mean not to
reproach you with rising against me; you have only followed the inclinations of
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your hearts , but, in order that I may forget your rebellions, abjure with me the
power we hold of Kokopilesobe; let us renounce the crimes of my grandfather, and
those which he made us commit upon the fatality of the lot which hurried us into
them and swear, as I do, upon the divine Koran, that you will be the slaves of God,
and of his great prophet Mahomet!”

If the cloud which contains the thunder had burst in the midst of the divan,
it would have produced less sensible effects than the unexpected discourse of
Setelpedour: Terror suspends their speech; flaming sulphur issues from every
quarter and this infected odour filled the hall. On a sudden a frightful noise is
heard. It is occasioned by the arrival of Bahlisboull, who had been delivered from
his chains by Kokopilesobe himself.

This formidable genius, covered with burning armour, of frightful feature,
and hideous aspect, entered precipitately and attempted to strike down
Setelpedour with his lance of fire. Simoustapha draws his scimitar, and parries
the fatal blow. The light which darted from the brilliant weapon of the Indian
prince blinds in a moment his adversary, and his accomplices; and they all appear
thunderstruck.

Horrid darkness instantly overspreads Ginnistan. The sun had never
enlightened that detestable country; the light which had hitherto supplied it was
the effect of a continual enchantment, the charm of which was in the crown which
Setelpedour had just trampled under her feet.

Simoustapha and Setelpedour, with wary steps, traverse the darkness. They
arrive at the apartment of the bird of paradise, whose sparkling head enlightened
all around. Every time he moved it, or shook his wings, it emitted a new lustre.

“Let us begone, my dear mistress,” says the pretty bird, “all my feathers are
at your service; but take along with you the old Bakbak and her nephew; they are
both benumbed with fear. I know not who told them to take refuge under my cage;
but they have been well advised.”

Bakbak and Jazzel had fallen into a swoon. They are tied on the fore part
of the chariot, formed of the feathers of the bird; and our lovers, delivered from
every danger, set out for Caster-il-Harais.

The fairy-feather which had transported Simoustapha goes off to inform
Ilsetilsone. It accosts this young princess in the shape of a white pigeon; perches
on her shoulder, and says to her: “ Madam, Simoustapha and Setelpedour are just
arrived; but you cannot receive the queen in the garden; she is not yet permitted
to enter it; come and wait upon her in the great saloon of the palace.”

The princess flies thither, the bird follows. The three lovers embrace each
other, their transports are boundless and the prospect of an union, which no
obstacle shall be able to thwart, appears to raise them to the summit of
happiness.

Another scene of gratitude passes upon a stand on which Simoustapha had
laid the Koran. The two birds had both left their cage and having endeavoured to
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get before each other, rested on the edges of the sacred book. When they had
respectfully saluted it with their bill and their wings, they mutually caressed one
another in the most affectionate manner.

On a sudden, the little bird which Setelpedour had given to the caliph’s
daughter, and which remained constantly in the castle, because it could not be
admitted into the garden, runs up, and, without daring to rest on the Koran, waits
till its parents invite it to approach. They assist it in mounting; they caress it; and
the little animal cries out in its own language, as yet unfortunately too limited,
“True! True! Only true!”

For the first time it was heard to utter two words successively. The curse
pronounced upon it was taken off. Instructed by its parents, and become faithful
like themselves, it was going to enjoy all the privileges of the birds of paradise.
This little interesting scene agreeably arrested the attention of the lovers; but it
was now time to converse about their personal concerns.

Setelpedour relates to Ilsetilsone the story of her abdication, and the valour
of the hero who had defended her against the threats of the hideous Bahlisboull.
The recollection of this scene gives new animation to her countenance and she
appears irradiated with glory.

Ilsetilsone wishes to persuade her new companion to partake with her in the
pleasures of the garden of the palace. “My dear princess,” replies Setelpedour,
“neither you nor Simoustapha can of yourselves open the gates of that delightful
abode; even the wife of Simoustapha cannot enter it, till the vicar of God upon,
earth, the great caliph Haroun-Alraschid, by adopting her for his daughter, shall
allow her to be admitted to all its privileges. I owe to Simoustapha the happiness
of being a Mussulman; to you it belongs to direct the means by which she, who
was queen among idols, may attain that perfect conversion which shall render her
for ever the slave of God, and the apostle of the destroyer of idols. I will meditate
on the holy book from which I have hitherto turned away my eyes; the angelic
voice of the birds of paradise shall be my interpreters. Go, and revisit parents
whose happiness depends upon you; children, who stretch out their arms to
embrace you; and who from you also must derive their happiness. Speak of me to
the caliph; tell him that Setelpedour languishes, as a vine detached from the elm,
till she become the spouse of Simoustapha ; that the prince of the Indies can only
espouse her who is publicly declared the daughter of the commander of the
faithful; but in vain will she be adorned with this title, she will always be inferior
in virtue and in charms to the amiable Ilsetilsone.”

“Great queen,” answered the princess, “I throw myself at your feet.”— “I am
no longer queen,” says Setelpedour, raising, her; “my throne from henceforth is
in your heart, and in that of Simoustapha.” These declarations were sealed by the
most tender caresses among the three lovers; and if they appeared to abate, the
youngest of the birds cried. Encore! Encore! Encore!

At last Simoustapha and Ilsetilsone set out for Bagdad with the same
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retinue as before. They return to the palace, where they are anxious to entertain
Haroun and Zobeida with the relation of the wonders they had seen, and the
emotions they had felt.

The generous princess persuades her father to adopt Setelpedour for his
daughter, in order that she may become the spouse of Simoustapha. To Zobeida
her daughter’s conduct appears highly inconsiderate; she appears voluntarily to
solicit a rival. “Ah! Madam,” says Ilsetilsone to her, “the woman who loves
Simoustapha as I do, can never be my rival, she can only assist me in promoting
his happiness.”

The caliph, better instructed than Zobeida, fully comprehends the reasons
of his daughter; he had, besides, the highest esteem for the character of
Setelpedour; and every thing determines him to undertake a journey to Caffer-
il-Harais, whenever the affairs of state shall permit.

In the mean time, Setelpedour begins a reform which was necessary to
enable her to embrace the law of the divine prophet. She endeavours to get herself
instructed in new principles, of which she was ignorant: She curbs her proud
imperious mind, already become generous and beneficent. She is in quest of a
virtue more simple and more pure, which rejects every interested motive, which
banishes self-love, the bane of society; that virtue is charity. It extends to every
object, and displays itself by every sort of means; it often happens that we have
no occasion to open our hand to give a great deal.

Setelpedour had withdrawn Bakbak and her nephew Jazzel from the wrath
of the genii; but what will become of them, strangers upon the earth, banished
from Ginnistan, and thrust out of heaven? She undertakes to put them under the
same protection to which she had committed herself. The old woman observes the
queen constantly employed in reading: “Is it the Koran that you read, madam?”—
“Yes, Bakbak, and I wish you were able to read it also. Have you any desire to
know the truth it contains, and, together with your nephew, to obey them?”— “No
person loves the truth more than I do; I got myself a bad character by searching
for it every where, and telling it morning and night. I never suffered my verity to
be called in question. It is true, that, in what they call truth, a great deal maybe
said on both sides; but you have only to tell both sides of the matter; and, in that
café, every thing is said.”— “Can you read, Bakbak?”— “Yes, madam, provided the
writing be not too small.” She at the same time casts her eyes on the first page.

You must know, that at Ginnistan they departed very much from the
original language. They spoke a sort of broken Arabic, and you may imagine that
the dialect of the old woman was not very pure. Setelpedour condescended to
make her spell all the letters of the first line: “There is one God only, and Mahomet
is his prophet.”

When Bakbak had repeated these words a sufficient number of times, “Ah!
that is pretty,” cried she, “they shall hear me speak. I will make a noise, I answer
for it. Below, in the anti-chamber, there are two knaves, the genii of the box and
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of the ring, lazy drones, who are always sitting with their arms across, and have
never laid a finger on a book. Ah! I will discourse to them about it.— Let us see;
we will laugh together.— There is one— Oh! that’s finely said.— There is one
God,— that’s well enough! I will not leave them the whole day, till I have made
them read with me.” Setelpedour smiled at the odd zeal of the gnome, who
immediately goes down to the anti-chamber.

“Come hither! come hither, miscreants! who love the demons only, because
you are two of them! Here’s a book, which has been given me by our so great, so
good, so sweet, and, at the same time, so formidable queen, that all the genii were
astonished at her, and overwhelmed with darkness in broad day. See how it is
written! The pen was taken from the wing of an angel! you could never have
furnished the like, ye bats that ye are! and that ink is made with a liquor from the
eye of the raven which went first out of Noah’s ark; but all that is nothing; you
must read like me, word for word, what is written:— There is only— There is one
God, who is— one God only— and Mahomet is— only a prophet. What have ye to
say that, ye wretches? You never did any good action, and you will continue in
your old tricks; yet you must consider what is to happen at last; for, as the book
says; “There is but one God, and one Mahomet, who are prophets.”

Jemal, overwhelmed with his sad situation, and his want of employment,
which was the consequence of the abdication of his sovereign, far from giving a
direct answer, says to the old woman, “You are much broke, Bakbak, since you
came here, and you did very ill to forget your false teeth.”

“I broke!” answered she, “what does that wry-faced spindle-shanks mean?
It ill befits thee to speak of false teeth; every thing is false about thee, even thy
face. Take care, for if I give thee one good curse, thou shalt again be changed into
Ransrack, and continue thy evil ways; but consider that thou oughtest one day
to leave them off, because, “if God is a God, Mahomet is his prophet.” Bakbak
carries back the book.

“Well!” says Setelpedour, “have you wrought a conversion?”— “Oh! Madam,”
answers the old woman, “one cannot make these rogues hear reason. In vain did
I repeat, “that there is but one prophet, and one Mahomet, who is God.”— “Hold,
Bakbak, you make the Koran rave: ‘There is one God only, and Mahomet is his
prophet.’”

This conversation was interrupted by an interesting visit. It was the
charming Simoustapha mounted on his courser. He had left Bagdad in the
morning, and nobody could follow him; he finds Setelpedour with her book and
her birds. She learns with a satisfaction, to which the blush on her cheek bears
witness, that the caliph designs to acknowledge her as his daughter, Ilsetilsone
as her sister, and both as the spouse of the bearer of such agreeable intelligence;
in short, that Haroun would immediately come in person to consecrate an alliance
which occasioned so much joy.

They interrogate the birds, to know if any thing would cross this marriage.
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The bird of Setelpedour answers, that every thing in Ginnistan favoured it; the
bird of the tree said, that this success would make amends for its being so long
deprived of its mate, and their child (which now spoke with great facility) declared,
that a marriage which procured happiness to it must be fortunate: The lovers
made them repeat a thousand times these presages.

It was at length necessary for Simoustapha to leave the castle of
Caster-il-Harais; duty and love recall him to Bagdad, where he passes another
month before the completion of the wishes of Setelpedour.

The desired event at last takes place. The caliph, his spouse, and their
daughter, set out for the castle, in the midst of four thousand knights, and twenty
thousand troopers, preceded by military instruments, and all the pomp necessary
for the design which was the object of their journey. The first morning they set
out, Simoustapha separated himself  from the cavalcade, to inform Setelpedour
of the visit she was about to receive. This beautiful queen meets the carriages in
the first court of the castle, and is obliged to receive the homage which she is
unable to prevent. Her beauty astonishes the caliph, alarms Zobeida, captivates
Ilsetilsone and Simoustapha, and is admired by the whole court of the commander
of the faithful.

We shall not dwell upon the ceremonial of their magnificent reception, the
expenses were defrayed from the treasures of the caliph; and the fruits of the
garden furnished all the delicacies. Neither shall we insist on the ceremonies of
the musti, and the delays of the lawyers. Nor even describe the pleasures of a
marriage, which for the first time united three hearts to one another. We shall
omit all reflections on the mutual happiness of the caliph’s family, of the Indian
prince, and at the castle of Caster-il-Harais; for we have been so hurried on by the
immense spaces which it was necessary to traverse, by the variety and the
multitude of events, that we have lost sight of time, which ought to regulate all our
details. Let us pursue objects on which it leaves so sensible marks, that it is
impossible for us to mistake its course.

The beard of Haroun-Alraschid was become infinitely more venerable; the
same fire animates his looks; but deep wrinkles furrow his August brow. He had
for ten years discontinued his nightly circuits in Bagdad, which was attended with
so great advantages in detecting the conduct of his ministers, and watching over
the happiness of the Mussulmen. But, while he perceives the angel of death
advancing with too rapid strides towards him, he sees himself live anew in his
most amiable offspring. His grand son Haroun-Ben-Alraschid joins to the age of
ten years all the perfections which have attracted our admiration in the prince of
the Indies and his spouse. Other descendants no less interesting comfort his old
age. He sees himself revive by the fortunate birth of the son of his adopted
daughter, a little Simoustapha as beautiful as his father.

But happiness is not the lot of every father; that of the Indian prince, far
from partaking in the enjoyments of the caliph, thought himself unfortunate; and
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his spouse shared in his grief.
Twelve years had almost elapsed since they had seen a beloved son, who

was their only hope. Happily for them, however, the rose-bush, which was left
them by Benelab, had not decayed. It flourished more and more, and grew every
day more beautiful. They had comforted themselves with contemplating this
shrub, the pledge of their son’s prosperity, and were every moment in anxious
expectation of seeing him again.

Simoustapha, in order to conceal his first projects, the success of which was
extremely doubtful, endeavoured to keep them ignorant of his first adventures,
from which he was unwilling to be diverted. When these had succeeded to his
wishes, he delayed to inform them till next day; but, ashamed of a delay which
appeared to him incapable of excuse, he continued in this reprehensible silence.
How dangerous is it to delay till to-morrow!

Mean while an era arrived, when the silence of Simoustapha became
extremely afflicting to his family. The moment that Setelpedour submitted to the
law of the great prophet and entirely abjured that of Kokopilesobe, all the
enchantments which she had performed, and which had been performed in her
name, were destroyed. The beautiful rose-bush of the Indian king withered;
mourning and desolation reigned in the palace; and death was about to follow.

A bird, a messenger from the benevolent spirits, passed over Caffer-il-Harais
in its passage from India, and reported these things to the birds of paradise. That
of the tree of the garden said to his mate, “Go, search into the apartment which
is occupied by the princesses, and get for me a very small vial, which you must
fill with river-water from the basin in the garden; and then tie it to my neck with
a small ribband. I am going to India, and our son must accompany me; and if any
one should ask where we are, you must say that I have taken my son up to the
tree for the purpose of instructing him.” The good little female did as she was
ordered.

The birds flew away with great rapidity. And the parents of Simoustapha,
when they arose, found the rose-bush revived, and much more beautiful than
ever. A new stalk shot up, which appeared to grow out of the first; and the two
branches united again; so that it was impossible to determine which of them
afforded nourishment to the beautiful flowers with which they were loaded.

The hopes of the king and queen of the Indies immediately revived at this
prodigy; they sent for the astrologers, and required of them an explanation of the
phenomenon of the sudden death and reanimation of the rose-bush. The learned
confidently affirmed that the prince’s life had been in the greatest danger, but that
it had been happily protected; all the roses with which the bush was loaded were
the virtues he had acquired, and the sciences by which he was adorned; for one
virtue begets another; and these happy acquisitions were all connected. Such was
the interpretation of the double stalk; it was impossible to know to which of all his
excellent qualities the happy fruits which they produced were to be ascribed.
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All these explanations, as clear as they appeared to be just, agreed perfectly
with the first observation which had been made at the birth of the great prince
Simoustapha, who was, one day to become the accomplished pattern of the
sovereigns of the earth. How consolatory was this mysterious emblem of the
rose-bush! But, ah! how much did the reality exceed this figurative representation!

The Indian king and his spouse, wearied with sending messengers into the
four quarters of the world in search of their son, without success, determined at
length to go in quest of him themselves; and being now convinced that he existed
in some part of the inhabited world, determined to undertake a voyage.

Should any one be disposed to censure the very extraordinary silence of
Simoustapha towards a family that ought to have been dear to him, and to
complain of the obstinate destiny which thwarted every attempt to discover him;
it may be remarked, that, if the Indian prince had discovered himself sooner, he
would have been recalled into his father’s kingdom at the time of his marriage
with Ilsetilsone, that Setelpedour, worthy of a better fate, would have continued
the queen of the frightful Ginnistan; and that we are here led to admire that
sovereign wisdom, which, by means of the blind conduct of mortals, accomplices
its important purposes.

Prosperity and happiness continued to reign at Bagdad and Caffer-il-Harais.
And the wife Zobeida, thinking her daughter much happier since she shared with
Setelpedour the heart of Simoustapha, at length agreed, that, from a man’s union
with two wives, a very great advantage might result to all the three, provided one
of the women had the gift of enchantment.

A rumour of war soon separated this charming party. They wrote from
Bassora, that a numerous fleet threatened the coast with an invasion; and the
caliph, presuming that the infidels were coming to revenge their defeat before
Damascus, ordered levies to be made throughout the whole empire. Two hundred
thousand men must march to the relief of Bassora, and the cities which may be
attacked; of which army Simoustapha was to have the command.

The troops assembled, began their march, and soon arrived at Bassora;
fortifications were erected on every place where the enemy could attempt a
descent; the course of the fleet was watched; and the winds seemed to favour its
approach to the land, and it might come to an anchor in the road of Bassora. The
size of the vessels of which it was composed gave it a formidable appearance; yet
it had not committed any act of hostility; the fishermen who were employed at a
little distance from it had not been disturbed; and it was very clear, that it had not
been fitted out by the infidels: At length it set up the Indian flag.

At this signal, the heart of Simoustapha was greatly moved. A boat left the
largest of the ships, and rowed towards land. Simoustapha went on board one of
his own, with the young Haroun, his son, and set off to meet the Indian boat.
When they were within hearing, an Indian officer who was on board asked
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permission to land at Bassora; he told that the monarch of the Indies was on
board one of the vessels, seeking every where for his son Simoustapha, and that,
as he pursued his search, he wished to pay homage to his friend and ally the
caliph Haroun Alraschid; he told also that the spouse of the Indian king had
embarked along with him.

Simoustapha endeavoured to restrain his tears of joy. “Return to the vessel,”
said he to the officer; “I will go on board your boat and accompany you.” At the
same time, he ordered his son instantly to get ready the caliph’s boat, and cause
it to be joined by all that were in the harbour; he then went into the Indian boat,
and was carried to the ship from which it had come.

At this moment the Indian king was observing from the deck what passed
in this interview betwixt the two boats. He had seen a mariner, in splendid
armour, enter the boat which returned, and ordered people to be placed on the
ladders to assist him coming on board, and he himself waited for him on the deck.

Simoustapha immediately threw himself at his father’s feet, without being
discovered by him, and bathed them with his tears. The monarch, astonished at
that remarkable homage, in a strange country, raised the man who had thus
prostrated himself. A flood of tears concealed from him features which were deeply
engraved on his memory and his heart; but the voice of nature was heard and his
senses being weakened by the surprise, he reeled against the mast of the vessel,
exclaiming, “It is my son!”

This declaration, and the accident which had happened, quickly brought the
queen, who mingled her tears and embraces in the arms of her son and her
husband and they all three enjoyed the sweetest sensation of nature. These
delightful feelings were kindled anew by the sight of the tender shoot, who soon
after arrived. The young and charming Haroun, in complete armour, at the age of
eleven, and uniting grace with innocence, was led on board by the most
considerable knights in the Mohammedan army, and found himself in the arms
of parents whom Simoustapha had so often mentioned. The joy of this happy
family will admit of no description. The Indian king landed at Bassora; the caliph
was freed from uneasiness respecting the fleet; and the hope of seeing his ancient
friend shed a gleam of joy over his declining days. These important news reached
Caster-il-Harais, and happiness was communicated from the heart of the
princesses to that of their children; even the birds appeared to partake of it; every
thing shared in the general joy.

The caliph’s army was disbanded, and that which accompanied the Indian
king remained at Bassora. He himself marched to Bagdad, conducted by
Simoustapha, who, attended by four thousand knights, and the caliph, came out
to meet them with the most magnificent retinue; and these affectionate friends
were again united. Bagdad had assumed a new appearance, and the Indian
monarch entered it under a long succession of triumphal arches. The caliph had
displayed all his power to give a suitable reception to his friend and ally. The most
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splendid ceremonies were consecrated by the most solemn acts of religion, and
were crowned by public rejoicings.

There yet remained to the king and queen of the Indies a very interesting
journey. It was that to Caster-il-Harais, where the two princesses, Simoustapha’s
wives, and their charming family resided.

The caliph immediately ordered preparations for this journey, which were
in no respect inferior to those which Bagdad just beheld. The princesses had been
informed of their intention and the banner of the caliph and of the Indian king
were even seen streaming in the air. Messengers had gone before the advanced
guard. They at length arrived and, in the transports of mutual affection, these two
families felt the most agreeable emotions of Nature. The queen of the Indies then
recognised all the flowers of the first rose-bush, could never be satisfied with
looking at them, and affectionately pressing them to her bosom.

After a magnificent repast, they entered the enchanted garden, where a
feast, as ravishing as it was unexpected, awaited them.

By order of the three birds of paradise, all the rest were assembled, and
formed a melodious concert; and, if they alighted for a moment on the grass, they
presented to the eye a plot of an animated flower.

At this harmonious found, the antelopes, and other little animals, appeared
to frisk in measured time, and form a rural dance. The silver fishes left the sandy
bottom of the basins in which they lay, and, with their varied scales, reflected the
bright rays of the sun. The water appeared a liquid rainbow, whose different hues
delighted the eye; and, if our lovers wandered in these delightful groves, it was
only to share their transports, by talking of them.

But it was now time for the Indian king to impart to his subjects the
happiness of his successful voyage. Simoustapha and his two spouses must go
along with him and, to compensate their loss, the caliph detained the young
Haroun-Ben-Alraschid, whom he married to an only daughter of one of the sons
whom the commander of the faithful had lost, and who, from that time, became
the presumptive successor to his crown.

Simoustapha, Ilsetilsone, and Setelpedour, embarked with their family for
India, and in tears took leave of the young Haroun. He attended his relations to
the shore of the sea, and, after embracing them, “Raise an army,” said he to his
father; “I will ask one from the caliph, and, with these united, we will vanquish
and bring back to ourselves all the infidels; I will have the pleasure of seeing you
again, and will bring along with me my little Yalide; we will behold and embrace
one another. I will caress my mother and my sitters, and we will all be happy.”

The fleet had already left the sea of Bassora, and was in full sail for the
Indian shores, where they arrived, after a prosperous voyage, and completed the
happiness of the people. Setelpedour found there a happiness and peace, to which
all the crowns of Ginnistan were not worthy to be compared and Simoustapha
received, at length, the reward of those virtues which the Persian philosopher had
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planted in his heart.

SCHEHERAZADE having finished the history of Simoustapha, stopped for a moment.
“Is this the whole history?— It has interested me very much, particularly on
account of the birds. I am extremely sorry that they did not all three set out for
India. They would have contributed, in a considerable degree, to preserve the
peace of the family. Could I enjoy my wish, I would be vastly pleased to have one
of these birds. You have (for I forgot nothing) told me of a fisherman, who wished
to throw nets of silk into the water, but I would willingly hunt these birds with
nets of the seed of pearls.”

“This fancy would prove extremely dangerous, Oh! my magnanimous
sultan,” replied Scheherazade; “the birds of paradise are not taken in snares like
these; you might catch those of Ginnistan, which would appear to you equally
beautiful, but which within, as well as without, are perfidious and false. As day
is not yet near, I could relate to your highness a very tragical, and pretty short
story, that would make you distrust any connection with these wonderful birds:
It is that of Alibengiad, sultan of Hirak.”— “I will hear it with pleasure,” replied the
sultan. And Scheherazade thus began:
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